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About anyone so great as Shakespeare, it is probable that we can 
never be right, it is better that we should from time to time change 
our way of being wrong. 

- T. S. Eliot 

What we have to do is to be forever curiously testing new opinions 
and courting new impressions. 

-Walter Pater 

The problems (of the arts) are always indefinite, the results are 
always debatable, and the final approval always uncertain. 

-Paul Valery 

Essays chosen for publication do not necessarily represent opin
ions of the editor, associate editors, or schools with which any 
contributor is associated. The published essays represent a diversity 
of approaches and opinions which we hope will stimulate interest 
and further scholarship. 

Subscription Information 

Two issues- $12 
Institutions and Libraries, same rate as individuals - $12 two issues 

Submission of Manuscripts 

Essays submitted for publication should not exceed fifteen to twenty double
spaced typed pages, including notes. Follow journal format for notes. Quotations 
should be single spaced in typescript. When submitting manuscripts, send two 
copies-the original and one xeroxed copy-and SASE. Allow six months for 
readers. If at all possible, along with hard copy, please also submit floppy disk. 
Mail to James Andreas, Editor, Upsttart Crow, Department of English, Clemson 
University I aemson, South Carolina 29634-1503. 
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Three Sonnets of Love and Age 
by Peter Cummings 

155 

I have abided time, in works and days, 
And writ the best and worst of what men do; 
I have made plots that even me amaze, 
But make no sense of what I mean to you. 
High art called out to me in yesteryear, 
And youthfully I followed in my stride, 
And marched in meter toward the withered sere 
Along the margins of her ancient tide. 
Kings, soldiers, clowns, and women were my mask, 
In keeping with the parts I needs must play; 
They kept me from the questions I might ask: 
Just what would let you love me, make you stay. 

Kind boy, to listen to this varied voice; 
Cruel man, to take your heart back out of choice. 

156 

I was not wrong; you gave your heart to me 
In words that voiced your sharpest human needs, 
And you were right to crave my soul's decree 
That none would ever know your loving deeds. 
So much for words; lust melts their hardest wax, 
And breaks the seal on every promise made. 
The heart keeps count of all the love it lacks, 
And your false eyes made sure that my heart paid. 
Dear friend, now gone like sand from time's last glass, 
I long to speak with you, before you did me wrong, 
But once we let the locks of fleet time pass, 
There's no returning on the road he glides along. 

Time withers me, and each line of its age 
Marks words of wisdom, too late, on the page. 
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157 

Just what, I asked, do all your stories mean? 
What is the text your silver tongue would weave 
Of figures fine and tropes of silken sheen, 
But that you've left, and seek now how to leave? 
You tell me tales of travel-seas and lands 
I've never seen but in my poor mind's eye, 
And like a child I watch your lips and hands, 
But read your errant gestures like a lie. 
You've gone both here and there, and all the while 
Been hurt by missing me, but as you speak 
I sense more meanings in your double smile 
That here becomes too strong, or there too weak. 

These signs you send in narratives of art 
Beguile my hearing, but they break my heart. 

Hobart and William Smith Colleges 
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11Every good servant does not all commands": 
Shakespeare's Servants and the Duty to Disobey 

by L. M. Anderson 

Service, for many of Shakespeare's servant-characters, is more 
than mere obedience to command. Nor is it surprising that this is 
so. Although it appears that all non-dramatic writers who deal 
with "the servant question" in this period stress the need for 
servants to be obedient under virtually any circumstances, such 
writers often mention that servants are not bound to obey com
mands that violate a higher law. The writers of legal, religious, 
and conduct books, however, avoid exploring the implication of 
conflicts arising from the need to be obedient both to employers 
and to other authorities, such as God, the King or Queen, the law, 
the truth, or a servant's own conscience. Shakespeare, though, is 
less reluctant to explore this uncharted, and potentially danger
ous, territory: the plays provide many representations of servants 
who are willing and able, despite threats to their lives and liveli
hoods, to resist or disobey their employers, a disobedience that is 
often defined as a higher kind of service. Although Richard Strier 
has recently discussed "virtuous disobedience" in King Lear and the 
Romances, such disobedience is neither a late development nor 
particularly rare;1 Shakespeare, in fact, represents virtuously dis
obedient servants resisting their employers' commands frequently 
enough to suggest that conflicts of service were of continuing 
interest to both the playwright and his audience. Shakespeare's 
treatment of such conflicts indicates both that he was willing to 
dramatize potentially controversial issues that the prose writers of 
his era were too timid to explore, and that his concept of service 
transcended the conventional one of simple obedience. 

On the general question of obedience to higher authority, some 
writers, like E. Nesbit, present the conventional argument that 
there can be no discrepancy between serving God and civil author
ity, "because Caesar hath not ... commaund divided with God: but 
[for the Scriptures teach so] deputed of God;"2 but other writers 
suggest that true service is service to God and at least hint at the 
possibility of discrepancies between service to God and service to 
men. Heinrich Bullinger, for example, states: 

Againe, the servant must lay a part all evyll condicions, 
pryde, unfaythfulnes, brawling and murmuring, piking 
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& tales telling, remembring Paules exhortacion saying: 
Ye servants be obedient to your maisters with feare & 
trembling in singlenes of your hart, as unto Christ, not 
with eye service as men pleasers, but even as y• servants 
of Christ, y• ye may do the wyll of God from your harts 
with love. Think that ye serve the Lord, and not men." 3 

Some writers go farther still; Nicholas Ling declares the need for 
total obedience: ''Servants must be obedient to their masters, 
whether they be courteous or forward .... Nature, and the Iawes 
which preserve nature, bind men that will be servants, to strict 
obedience"; nevertheless, there is an exception: "Men are bound to 
obey Magistrates, although they command things contrary to 
publique profit, except it be in such things as are contrary to the 
Iawes of God."4 

Although many writers reiterate the need for servants to obey 
without question, without even contradicting their masters, other 
writers-sometimes even the same writers-maintain that ser
vants' counsel may be worth heeding and that it is wrong for 
servants to obey commands that violate God's laws and their own 
consciences. William Vaughn states: "The first duty of servants 
towardes their masters is, that they be subject unto them, and please 
them in all things, not answering againe, nor replying, although 
otherwhiles they know better what is to be done, then their mas
ters."' And Stephen Guazzo declares: "Let the servaunt also 
conforme all his thoughts and doinges to the will and pleasure of 
his Maister, and to tye the Asse (as they say) where his maister will 
have him tied, without any contradiction: for there is nothing that 
spites a man more, then to see him who is bound unto him, and 
ought to obay him, to make resistaunce against him."' But Lawrence 
Humfrey tells his readers that "Socrates in Phedrus, counsayleth to 
learn of anye thynge. Yea, were it a speakynge Oke. For, we ought 
not attend who speaketh, but what is spoken. Be they therefore 
frendelye to theyr servaunts, and preferre the worthye."7 And 
Guazzo advises: "Let not the Maister take scorne to heare his 
reasons sometimes to consult with him, and to governe himselfe 
according to his faithfull advise: for that there have bene found 
servauntes, who have more advaunced and profited their maisters 
house, then his brothers children have.''• 

Good service to bad masters is criticized by Pierre Boaistuau, 
who characterizes the servants of corrupt and deceitful merchants 
as "young theeves, which have no conscience, but gage their soule 
to the Divell, for to enrich theyr maisters."9 Clearly, this writer 
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feels that such obedience is sinful. Other writers also suggest that 
servants' obedience is not absolute. William Gouge maintains that 
servants must obey their masters despite disagreeing with them: 
"Though [servants] cannot in their judgement thinke that fit to be done 
which their master will have done yet upon his peremptorie command 
that they must yeeld to the doing of it"; on the very next page, how
ever, he implies an exception to this rule and suggests that ser
vants must at times use their own judgment: "the Obedience which 
servants yeeld to their master must be such as may stand with their 
obedience to Christ." 10 William Perkins concurs, declaring that the 
master is "not to require more of [his servants], then their strength 
will beare. The master is to rule over the servant in justice. And 
then is his comandement unjust when it will not stand with the 
course of nature, with the abilitie of his servant, or with the word 
ofGod."11 And William Roper, in TheMirrourofVertue, presents an 
anecdote regarding the King's "great matter, concerning his di
vorce," in which Sir Thomas More tells Henry VII that he 

had alwayes borne in my mynd the most Godly wordes, 
that his Highnesse spake unto him, at his first comming 
into his Royall service (the most vertuous Lesson, that 
ever Prince taught a Subject) to wit, that he should first 
looke unto God, & after God, unto his King: as in good 
fayth (said he) I have most sincerely done, or else might 
your Grace accompt me a most unworthy servant. To 
this the King replyed: that if he could not therein with 
his conscience serve him he was well content to accept 
of his service otherwise .... 12 

Although Elizabethan and Jacobean writers appear to be reluctant 
to state directly that servants have a right to disobey unjust com
mands, it appears many such writers believed that servants had a 
duty to serve God and their own consciences. Nor are such 
statements by contemporary writers mere religious dogma. His
torical evidence as well as contemporary writing about servants 
suggests that service was not invariably seen as a lifelong com
mitment or class designation, but that many people went into 
service as young people with the often justified expectation of 
rising in the world and that many people that employed servants 
themselves began their working lives in service. Parallel with such 
proverbial expressions as "Service is none heritage" and 11 A young 
servant, an old beggar" are acknowledgments that service may 
provide a better life and greater opportunities than many people 
would otherwise have known. Furthermore, all of Elizabethan 
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society may be viewed as a hierarchy of service, with each class 
serving the class or classes above them. Consequently, many 
members of Shakespeare's audience who were not servants may 
have been in service at an earlier stage of their lives or may have 
partly defined themselves as serving a master or mistress.13 Such 
people would presumably be aware of the conflict between the 
duty to obey an employer's orders and the duty to obey one's own 
conscience or some higher authority. Because servants were so 
ubiquitous and important an element of the life of the period, it is 
hardly surprising that throughout his career Shakespeare repeat
edly dramatized such conflicts. 

Shakespeare himself may be seen as an example of the oppor
tunities afforded by service, for not only was he a commoner, as 
Annabel Patterson points out in Shakespeare and the Popular Voice, 
he was also, at least officially, a servant: first as one of the Lord 
Chamberlain's men, and later as one of the King's men, presumably 
wearing livery or a badge and at least occasionally attending on his 
master ."14 It would therefore be odd if as a servant himself, 
working in a profession developed by servants, and living in a 
society based on a hierarchy of service, he adopted a negative 
attitude toward servants and service. And, in fact, despite his use 
of servants as comic relief, status markers, and dramatic conve
niences, he often represents servants as more intelligent and vir
tuous than their masters and service as more than mere obedience 
to orders. 

In his recent essay "Faithful Servants," Richard Strier discusses 
a number of political and religious tracts, by such writers as 
Christopher Goodman, John Ponet, and George Buchanan, ''to 
demonstrate that in Lear Shakespeare consistently dramatized and 
espoused the most radical of these ideas [about justifiable disobe
dience] and placed them in a purely secular context," that "Lear is 
the culmination of a development in Shakespeare's political think
ing from a concern with the maintenance of order to a concern with 
corrupt and corruption-inducing authority," and that "after Lear, 
in the Romances ... the distinction between virtuous disobedience 
and improper loyalty becomes axiomatic for Shakespeare."15 Al
though I agree with what Strier says about "virtuous disobedi
ence" in Lear and the Romances, and in the few earlier plays he 
mentions, such as Hamlet, Richard Ill, and King John, it seems to me 
that virtuous disobedience is considerably more common in 
Shakespeare's plays than he suggests, and that the ideal of service 
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Shakespeare represents often goes beyond a concern with "corrupt 
and corruption-inducing authority." 

Various servants in the comedies disobey or deceive masters 
and mistresses to serve better ones, their own ideas of virtuous 
behavior, or their own self-interest. In some instances, as when 
Mrs. Quickly deceives her employer, Dr. Caius, in The Merry Wives 
of Windsor, or when Maria, Feste, and Fabian deceive Olivia re
garding Malvolio's madness, the servants' actions are primarily 
self-serving, although they also serve the ends of comic justice, 
since Caius does not deserve Anne Page and Malvolio does deserve 
a comeuppance. The comedies also provide an earlier instance of 
the kind of virtuous (albeit, in this instance, belated, disobedience 
Strier discusses, when Borachio, touched with remorse, reveals 
Don John's villainy to Don Pedro and Claudio. Other servants 
deceive or desert bad masters to serve better ones, as when 
Launcelot Gobbo, leaving to serve Bassanio, helps Jessica deceive 
Shylock, Touchstone deserts the service of Duke Frederick to 
follow Rosalind and Celia to Arden, and Adam transfers his ser
vice from Oliver to Orlando. Such changes suggest a major differ
ence between the service owed by servants to their masters and the 
service owed by subjects to their rulers: subjects were not free to 
choose whom they would serve, unless they dared risk accusations 
of treason; servants, on the other hand, generally had a legal, 
though limited, right to change masters, and historical evidence 
indicates that many of them did so with some frequency.•' This fact 
alone suggests that the Elizabethan audience may have felt that the 
service owed to an employer, with whom the servant usually 
entered into a voluntary, temporary contract, was quite different 
from the absolute, lifelong service required of a subject. Despite 
the frequent Elizabethan attempts to link all service owed to 
higher authority-religious, political, civil, and economic-as 
proceeding from and sanctioned by service owed to God, disobe
dience to a mere employer may have occasioned far less concern in 
an Elizabethan audience than disobedience to royal or civic au
thority. Although servants who deceive or betray their masters, or 
desert them without warning, are, strictly speaking, treacherous to 
those masters, we applaud their "betrayals," acknowledging, as 

. Shakespeare and his audience obviously did, the force of Gouge's 
complaint: "So prone are servants to sooth their masters, as there 
is no sinne so horrible which at their masters command they will 
not be ready to doe."17 Shakespeare's servants often refuse to 
continue serving bad masters or participating in injustice, recog-
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nizing that good service in a bad cause, as, for example, Oswald's 
to Goneril or Sir James Tyrell's to Richard Ill, is wrong. 

Similarly, we are not disturbed by the faithlessness of the 
Provost in Measure for Measure, even though after explicitly de
claring that he will obey the charge brought to him by Angelo's 
messenger (IV. ii. 103), he proceeds to disobey his orders.11 The 
Provost is very reluctant to disobey, both because, as he says, "I 
may make my case as Claudio's, to cross this in the smallest" (IV. 
ii. 162-63) and because such disobedience is against his oath, 
sworn to the Duke and his "substitutes" (IV. ii. 175-77). Even after 
he allows the disguised Duke to persuade him to disobey, he fears 
the result of his disobedience (IV. iii. 81-83). Officially, he has 
done wrong, but in fact he has done well, and we are pleased when 
the Duke acknowledges this at the end of the play: 

Thanks, provost, for thy care and secrecy; 
We shall employ thee in a worthier place. 
Forgive him, Angelo, that brought you home 
The head of Ragozine for Oaudio's; 
Th' offense pardons itself. 

(V.i. 525-29)19 

Many of the masters who are disobeyed by servants in 
Shakespeare's plays, however, are not corrupt, but are, rather, 
deluded or desperate, and in their delusion or despair give com
mands which confront their servants with difficult dilemmas. In 
such situations, we often find that the servants question and 
ultimately disobey their masters' direct orders to serve instead 
some combination of their masters' best interests, the servants' 
own consciences, and, ultimately, some ideal of truth and virtue. 

One such instance of disobedience occurs in the final scene of 
Romeo and Juliet, when Romeo gives his final orders to his servant 
Balthasar: 

8 

Upon thy life I charge thee, 
Whate'er thou hearest or seest, stand all aloof 
And do not interrupt me in my course . 

. . . hence, be gone. 
But if thou, jealous, dost return to pry 
In what I farther shall intend to do, 
By heaven, I will tear thee joint by joint 
And strew this hungry churchyard with thy limbs. 
The time and my intents are savage-wild, 
More fierce and more inexorable far 
Than empty tigers or the roaring sea. 

(V. iii. 25-27, 32-39) 
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Understandably, Balthasar replies, "I will be gone, sir, and not 
trouble you" (V. iii. 40), but he then proceeds to tell the audience, 
"For all this same, I'll hide me hereabout: I His looks I fear, and 
his intents I doubt" (V. iii. 43-44). Balthasar's disobedience ulti
mately does his master no good, but the fact that he does disobey 
despite his fear that his master will kill him for doing so (V. iii. 131-
34, 272-77) shows considerable courage, and suggests that his 
definition of service embraces well-motivated disobedience to 
command even at the risk of his life. 

Emilia, in Othello, is obviously not of the opinion that servants 
have a duty not to contradict their masters, since she shows no 
reluctance to argue with Othello: 

I durst, my lord, to wager she is honest, 
Lay down my soul at stake. If you think other, 
Remove your thought; it doth abuse your bosom. 
If any wretch hath put this in your head, 
Let heaven requite it with the serpent's curse! 
For if she be not honest, chaste, and true, 
There's no man happy; the purest of their wives 
Is foul as slander. 

(IV. ii. 12-19) 

Nor is she quicker to agree with her mistress, who wishes that 
heaven may pardon any man who has slandered her, only to hear 
her waiting-woman reply," A halter pardon him! and hell gnaw his 
bones!" (IV. ii. 135-36) and who later disputes Desdemona's opin
ion that neither Emilia nor any other woman would betray her 
husband (IV. iii. 59-84). Emilia's most blatant resistance to her 
master, of course, occurs after Desdemona's murder, when she 
denies Othello's accusations, calling him devil, liar, "rash as fire," 
a "filthy bargain," and unworthy of his wife (V. ii. 132, 134, 135, 
158, 161-62). When he orders her to be silent and apparently 
threatens her, she defies him: 

Thou hast not half the power to do me harm 
As I have to be hurt. 0 gull! 0 dolt! 
As ignorant as dirt! thou has done a deed-
1 care not for thy sword; I'll make thee known, 
Though I lost twenty lives. Help! help! Ho! help! 
The Moor hath killed my mistress! Murder! murder! 

(V. ii. 163-68) 
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Although it is too late for Emilia to save her mistress, her refusal 
to obey Othello ultimately restores her mistress' reputation, ex
poses Iago's villainy, and destroys Othello's delusions. Her dis
obedience, which continues even after her husband also com
mands her to be silent (V. ii. 184, 195, 220, 224), and which brings 
about her own death, is clearly service of a different order than that 
required to master or husband. Emilia decides for herself that, as 
she has earlier stated, "I must needs report the truth" (V. ii. 129). 

In Timon of Athens, Timon's Steward often obeys his master's 
commands because "there is no crossing him in's humour" (1. ii. 
154), but he makes it clear that his obedience is reluctant. The 
Steward's definition of service stretches to trying to warn his 
master against the ruin his generosity is bringing on (1. ii. 170-71 ), 
finally concluding "I must be round with him" (II. ii. 8). When he 
is finally able to make it clear to Timon that he is bankrupt, Timon 
complains that the Steward has served him badly in not having 
"fully laid my estate before me" (II. ii. 122); but we believe the 
Steward's protests that he has often tried to do so, even to the point 
of disobedience: 

When for some trifling present you have bid me 
Return so much, I have shook my head and wept; 
Yea, 'gainst th' authority of manners, prayed you 
To hold your hand more close. I did endure 
Not seldom, nor no slight checks, when I have 
Prompted you in the ebb of your estate 
And your great flow of debts. 

(II. ii. 133-39) 

Like a lesser Kent, the Steward risks his personal happiness to 
advise his erring master, because to do so is part of his definition 
of good service. He goes on to defend his past service and en
lighten Timon as to the reality of his situation (although, as he 
notes [II. ii. 139-40], it is now too late for advice to be helpful), even 
after Timon says, "Prithee no more" (II. ii. 160). Timon does not 
seem to resent this disobedience, even though he tells the Steward, 
"Sermon me no further" (II. ii. 169), but the Steward continues his 
disobedience in the final lines of this scene, when Timon orders 
him, "Ne'er speak or think I That Timon's fortunes 'mong his 
friends can sink," to which the Steward replies, "I would I could 
not think it"(II. ii. 226-28). His disobedience in this instance is 
arguably out of his control, since it is difficult if not impossible to 
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control one's thoughts, but his line suggests that because he knows 
better than his master, he will continue to disobey. 

Although the Steward states in the middle of the play that limy 
lord and I have made an end" (III. iv. 55), he continues to address 
Timon as "my lord" and "my dear lord," while also continuing to 
resist what he takes to be his master's folly: when Timon orders 
him to invite Lucius, Lucullus, Sempronius, and the others to 
another feast, the Steward replies, 

0 my lord, 
You only speak from your distracted soul; 
There is not so much left to furnish out 
A moderate table. 

(Ill. iv. 111-14) 

Ultimately, however, it appears that he obeys Timon in this matter, 
and he declares after the feast that he will find Timon and ''ever 
serve his mind, with my best will; I Whilst I have gold, I'll be his 
steward still" (IV. ii. 49-50). 

When he does find Timon in the woods, however, Timon's first 
word to him is" Away!"-although perhaps the Steward cannot be 
said to disobey this command, since the immediately following 
"What art thou?" (IV. iii. 468) seems to indicate a change of mind 
on Timon's part. The Steward continues his attempts to advise 
Timon (IV. iii. 507-18), but Timon orders him to "live rich and 
happy," but also to "hate all, curse all, show charity to none" (IV. 
iii. 521, 523). The Steward resists this order: ''0 let me stay I And 
comfort you, my master," but receives a final order: 

If thou hat'st curses 
Stay not; fly, whilst thou art blest and free; 
Ne'er see thou man, and let me ne'er see thee. 

(IV. iii. 529-32) 

Since the Steward has resisted so many of Timon's previous or
ders, it is not surprising that this one, too, is disobeyed, although 
it is not clear that the disobedience is willful. In any event, the 
Steward reappears for a final confrontation with Timon, appar
ently at the insistence of the two Senators, but Timon ignores him 
and the Steward, having apparently accepted his former master's 
misanthropy, speaks to Timon only to announce their arrival. His 
final service to his master is to say to the Senators, "Trouble him no 
further; thus you still shall find him" (V.i. 211). Although the 
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Steward's part in the play is small, it is important: the Steward is 
not merely the only kind and honest man Timon encounters, but is 
also the only one to try to bring him to an understanding of reality; 
Apemantus professes to do so, but his version of reality does not 
take into account such virtue as the Steward's. The Steward is 
clearly a representation of good service, but such service obvi
ously means not simply obeying one's master's commands, but 
serving his best interests, even at the cost of disobeying orders. 

A similar act of arguably ineffective but well-intentioned dis
obedience by a servant occurs in Act IV, scene xiv of Antony and 
Cleopatra, when Antony commands Eros to kill him. Although 
Eros has apparently sworn to perform this command at Antony's 
bidding (IV. xiv. 62-67, 81-82), he first exclaims, 11The gods with
hold me!" (IV. xiv. 69) and then begs, 110 sir, pardon me" (IV. xiv. 
80). After further persuasion and orders by Antony to stab him, 
Eros disobeys by killing himself instead. Rather than becoming 
angry at this disobedience, Antony takes it as a lesson: 

Thrice-nobler than myself! 
Thou teachest me, 0 valiant Eros, what 
I should, and thou couldst not. My queen and Eros 
Have by their brave instruction got upon me 
A nobleness in record. But I will be 
A bridegroom in my death, and run into't 
As to a lover's bed. Come then; and, Eros, 
Thy master dies thy scholar. To do thus 
(Ftdls on his sword] I learned of thee. 

(IV. xiv. 95-103) 

Unfortunately, Antony is a less-than-competent student, and 
bungles his lesson, but his reaction to Eros' disobedience suggests 
that employers can recognize disobedience to their commands to 
be a higher form of service.20 Antony's willingness to learn from 
Eros' example, though it leads to his prolonged death-agony, also 
leads him to kill himself, a more suitable death for 11the greatest 
prince o' th' world" than being slain by another. 

Emilia, Timon's Steward, and perhaps, by example though not 
in words, Eros attempt to instruct their masters, and we acknowl
edge, as no doubt Shakespeare's original audience did, that these 
servants are in these situations superior to their masters. Yet it is 
hard to see that any of the masters-apart, perhaps, from the 
deluded Othello-is himself corrupt or that any of these servants 
would be corrupted by obeying the commands they are given. The 
commands-to leave, to be silent, to fulfill a vow-are not in 
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themselves unreasonable or evil. And, even beyond the duty 
servants have to obey their masters and mistresses, these servants 
have strong motives for doing as they're told: Balthasar and 
Emilia seem, to themselves at least, to be risking their lives by their 
disobedience; the Steward is at least risking his master's disfavor, 
and perhaps his own livelihood, in the early part of the play; and 
Eros seems to feel that his only option other than obeying Antony 
is to take his own life. We could hardly blame these servants, 
certainly not judge them to be corrupt, if they obeyed. Despite 
these justifications, however, they do not obey: they choose to 
serve their masters' or mistresses' best interests or their own 
consciences rather than the letter of command, and in so doing 
they suggest that their concept of service differs from the conven
tional one. Furthermore, because the plays validate what they say 
and do as they dare to defy the conventional idea of service, as well 
as their masters, at considerable risk to themselves, their words 
and actions suggest that their concept of service represents a 
higher standard, a standard in which 11Virtuous disobedience" 
becomes a duty. 

Ironically, within Shakespeare's plays, the duty of virtuous 
disobedience often becomes, not a source of liberation for ser
vants, but a harsher form of bondage. Because these servants dare 
to demonstrate moral or intellectual superiority to their masters, 
they run the risk of losing their livelihoods, and sometimes even 
their lives. Conventional servitude, these plays suggest, is safer 
than true service to a higher ideal. From an authoritarian perspec
tive, the message appears to be that the wages of disobedience is 
likely to be death. But if we regard these disobedient servants as 
they seem to regard themselves-as human beings who happen to 
be employed as servants-it is not surprising that when they 
choose to redefine themselves and their obedience, they run the 
same risks as other characters in Shakespeare's tragic worlds. By 
redefining service, rather than simply following the conventional 
definition, these servants become actors rather than tools, accept
ing risks to their bodies rather than to their souls. Service to one's 
own conscience may be another form of servitude, but it is one that 
those servants share with many of their masters and mistresses. 

Although Elizabethan prose writers generally appear to have 
been unwilling to do more than hint at the implications of the 
revolutionary Christian idea that all souls are equal in God's sight, 
Shakespeare explores these implications by representing servants 
who are more virtuous or intelligent (or both) than their masters 
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and who redefine service for their own virtuous ends. Such 
representations offer a more sophisticated and enlightened con
cept of service and the obligations it entails than the officially 
sanctioned view presented by writers of religious tracts and con
duct books. For the many members of the audience who were 
servants or had been servants, and even for many of those who 
employed servants (and it may be worth repeating that these were 
not necessarily mutually distinct classes), the theater may have 
afforded one of the few opportunities to experience artistic depic
tions of employer-servant relationships. It is difficult to judge the 
effect on Shakespeare's audience of seeing disobedient servants 
validated: the challenge to employers' expectations of obedience 
could be part of the reason the civic authorities were so opposed to 
theaters as well as part of the reason for the popularity of plays; on 
the other hand, the dangers to disobedient servants portrayed in 
many of the plays may have defused any trend toward censorship, 
but may also have limited servants' desires to risk disobedience. 
The fact that theatrical representations of disobedient servants 
seem to have occasioned no outrage may suggest that many mem
bers of the audience, as well as Shakespeare, were in advance of the 
official ideas about service, or merely that such representations 
were not regarded as serious social commentary. It does at least 
seem probable, however, that Shakespeare's propensity for repre
senting disobedient but virtuous servants in many plays through
out his career-often as his own additions to his received plots, 
and without app~rent dramatic necessity-indicates that such 
explorations of service may have interested and been welcomed by 
many members of his audience. 

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
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#Authentic in your place and person": 
Shakespeare's Persons and the 

Problem of Reidentification 
by William W. E. Slights 

In 1866, after being absent for thirteen years and presumed 
dead, Sir Roger Charles Doughty Tichborne, or someone calling 
himself that, arrived in England to claim his baronetcy and to 
begin the most bizarre and protracted quest for reidentification 
recorded in English law .• The Tichborne Claimant-Thomas Castro 
(or, rather, someone calling himself that), an uncouth, 400-pound 
butcher from Wagga Wagga, New South Wales, Australia-was 
recognized as authentic by the family doctor and his aging mother 
but denounced as an impostor by his other relatives. Like many 
English gentlemen, he could deftly cast a dry fly, yet he could not 
tell Latin from Greek. He professed himself too much of a gentle
man to stoop to proving he was who he was, yet he sold 11Tichborne 
Bonds" and did the lecture circuit to raise money for his legal 
battles to do just that. At various points in his ten-month civil trial 
and his equally long criminal case, his identity turned on such 
novel, or rather, novelistic details as an alleged tattoo (which the 
opposing relatives seem to have dreamed up rather late in the 
proceedings) and a genital deformity which the Dowager Lady 
Tichborne apparently saw and validated sometime before her 
death in the midst of the proceedings. Sir Roger, whether authen
tic or not, would seem to have been in many senses a social, legal, 
textual reconstruction. Though an actual person, he took on the 
qualities of a fictional character. 

The problem, in this period before social security numbers, 
dental records, police identikits, and computerized reconstruc
tions from portrait photos, was to establish just how much discrep
ancy was allowable between the man who had left and the man 
who came back claiming to be the same person for the purpose of 
taking up the title and estates of Tichborne and to establish all this 
beyond a reasonable doubt. Here, if ever, was a man whose 
character, at all levels, was in doubt. He was much admired among 
the populace for his spirited attempt to put one over on the nobs
if that was what he was doing-and among the gentry for his 
engaging, though not highly polished, social manner. A great 
many people wanted very much for the Tichborne Claimant to be 
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recognized as authentic, while others definitely wished to see him 
discredited, and the full powers of the state were brought to bear 
on the problem of establishing his identity. What was at stake 
appeared to the public press to be nothing less than the systems of 
jurisprudence and social class in Victorian England. 

Analogous contests had occurred before in the life and litera
ture of England, and they will continue to occur and to raise in its 
various guises the philosophical problem of reidentification. The 
problem has wide-ranging implications for anyone wishing to 
authenticate character in works of fiction, and it entails a prior 
problem, one of our own making as literary critics. 

Recent criticism has inverted the long-established hierarchy of 
author-text-reader in order to give the reader the prized top spot 
as maker of the text. This involves demoting the text itself to 
second position and often dropping the author out of the picture 
altogether. There is something reassuring in this rearrangement: 
we've put texts in their place as the servants of real readers and 
have refused the tyranny of authors, many of whom, like 
Shakespeare, had been accruing cultural force for centuries. Au
thors used to make the mere explicators of their texts (English 
professors and their ilk) feel terribly inadequate. No more. Now 
the reader reigns supreme in many theoretical models of the act of 
reading. 

As a preliminary move to attempting to reconstruct the still
current but badly battered concept of character in Shakespearean 
criticism, I think we should recognize the considerable utility of 
the concept of the author. We need Shakespeare (or, as Mark 
Twain says, someone calling himself Shakespeare), as primary 
agent in the making of the plays that bear his name. These plays 
did not just happen. They were written, and, though they bear the 
overlays of actorly tradition and scholarly editing, they also bear 
the unmistakable marks of a central, informing intelligence within 
them. Just as he provided his actors cues, Shakespeare gives his 
reading audience signals about which characters are authentic and 
which ones require careful scrutiny. He also contrives at times to 
render the whole concept of character so unstable as to raise for us 
questions about the ontological status of his drama tis personae. What 
it means to be authentic in place and person is, then, both old and 
new business on the critical agenda for Shakespeareans. 
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I. 

To be authentic in Shakespeare's plays often means being 
recognized by the community as a responsible, adult citizen, not 
someone who claims to be someone else. In this, his characters fit 
the definition of "person" offered by at least one twentieth century 
philosopher: "Persons are the bearers of responsibilities: they are 
legally liable; it is they on whose various capacities we in fact 
rely."2 Simply bearing the conviction of personal integrity is not 
enough, as Hamlet, Othello, and Lear discover. Such conviction is 
too fragile, too subjective, too subject, that is, to self-doubt to be 
substantial or to inspire belief. Acknowledgment of one's sub
stance and social desirability by one's peers provides the personal 
empowerment that can authenticate even the most fraudulent of 
characters, like Sir John Falstaff in The Merry Wives. In this case 
validation comes from Master Ford, disguised as Master Brook, 
claiming to be out to cuckold Master Ford, with a little help from 
Sir John. 

Now, Sir John, here is the heart of my purpose: you are 
a gentleman of excellent breeding, admirable discourse, 
of great admittance, authentic in your place and person, 
generally allow'd for your many war-like, court-like, 
and learned preparations.' 

(II. ii. 224-29) 

The fact of being deemed "authentic in [his] place and person" 
makes Falstaff a fit topic for epideictic, forensic, and other forms of 
oratory. Cicero, Quintilian, and their English followers had pre
pared precise prescriptions for speeches about persons, and these 
regulations for decorum both drew upon and imposed themselves 
upon the dramatis personae of classical and Renaissance plays.• 
Authenticated by the weight of rhetorical tradition, Falstaff be
comes not only a privileged member of the community but also a 
responsible, that is, a legally actionable one. Just as bad report is 
said to have led to a "shrewd construction" of Mistress Ford in 
Windsor (II. ii. 223), so too does this encomiastic character-sketch 
of Falstaff help to construct a bold adulterer ripe for satiric expo
sure. False though the report is, it accords perfectly with Falstaff's 
wished-for sense of himself. The speech is one more aspect of the 
continual reinvention of Falstaff's highly unstable "character." By 
"unstable" I intend no negative comment on that curiously insub
stantial construct of the critics called Falstaff's "moral character." 
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Helene Cixous and others have urged passionately that criticism 
must liberate itself from traditional standards for judging charac
ter (including, for example, all those lean and graceful gentle
manly qualities that Falstaff, like the Tichborne Claimant, so con
spicuously lacks) if we are to grasp the joy of being in fiction.5 If 
traditional constructions of character along the lines suggested by 
Dr. Johnson or A. C. Bradley feel too constrictive, so too does the 
notion of character as nothing more than the accumulation of 
grammatical subjects in a text or Jonathan Goldberg's configura
tion of alphabetic characters (letters) arrayed as undeliverable 
epistles (letters) in the wake of Derridian deconstruction.' What is 
inescapable in Shakespeare's plays is the social and legal respon
sibility of action. To insure that persons remain recognizable and 
responsible for their actions, Shakespeare had to face the philo
sophical problem of the reidentification of persons/ 

II. 

Perhaps nothing in human experience has been so persistently 
unsettling to the sense of individual identity than the biological 
identicalness of two individuals, that is, than twins. As Rene 
Girard has argued, the loss of distinction inherent in the twinning 
situation can precipitate crisis within small tribal societies and 
theatrical ones as well.• Shakespeare took this bull firmly by its 
horns early in his career, and he didn't let go until the end. The 
Antipholii of The Comedy of Errors require the cloned servants 
Dromio to discuss and re-discuss the dilemma of losing the self in 
the person of the identical twin. Only through these discussions, 
and not through their physical appearance, is the audience able to 
know which twin is on stage at any particular time. They must 
constantly be reidentified through dialogue concerning, in one 
case, the character's over-determination by place (Antipholus of 
Ephesus can't escape his hometown connections) and, in the other, 
his under-determination (the Syracusian always feels out of place). 
Who they are is where they're from, and this salient fact has to be 
reiterated with each entrance to aid both audience and dramatis 
personae in reidentification. 

With the fraternal twins of Twelfth Night we at least have 
identity with a (gender) difference. The transparency of Viola's 
disguise keeps revealing the organic secret concealed beneath her 
brother's suit, the woman's part that Shakespeare's predominantly 
male audience delighted in imagining, Lisa Jardine's arguments 
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about homoerotic boy actors notwithstanding.9 As the play ends 
with the publishing of her secret, Viola distinguishes her identity 
as bride-to-be from her identification with her twin. At this 
moment she becomes more than the monstrous hermaphrodite her 
situation has forced her to impersonate and more than the allegori
cal, stony figure of Patience on a Monument in her own self
portrayal. She becomes her own sexual being and not just a 
representative figure.10 

Shakespeare can readily distinguish pairs of persons in bio
logical and rhetorical ways when he chooses, but occasionally he 
does not so choose. The ingenues of A Midsummer Night's Dream 
are so distinguished (Helena is the willowy, weepy one; Hermia 
the little, dark-eyed spitfire); their beaux are not (Lysander and 
Demetrius lack character differentiation altogether). The pairs 
may mix and match endlessly, changing places and persons with 
the greatest of ease. Pattern, not individuation, is their business. 
Social and legal responsibility for their actions is transferred from 
them directly on to Theseus. The story of their night together is a 
fantasy of human desire freed from the limitations of place and 
person. 

III. 

The perplexed matter of character consistency becomes a the
matic concern in Shakespeare's comedies when constancy, usually 
women's constancy in love, is at issue. But before we undertake 
this thematic question, we need to consider first what "consis
tency" might mean in connection with persons in plays. When 
Aristotle stipulates "likeness" as an attribute of character in the 
Poetics, there is at least as much chance that the term signifies a 
character's recognizable likeness to himself or herself in earlier 
appearances as that it signifies likeness to human beings or, more 
narrowly, to ourselves.n Such a reading of the term "likeness" has 
the advantage that it accords with Aristotle's other three aims for 
characterization: consistency, which allows for some variations 
within the requirement of recognizability; appropriateness, which 
links ethos (character) with the social decorum passed on from 
Greek to Roman rhetoricians and re-embodied in the concepts of 
"place and person"; and, "foremost," ethical choice, the position
ing of a fully responsible actor within the sphere of the actionable. 
In such a sphere, one who makes a commitment or undertakes an 
action can expect to be held to it subsequently. Such a person has 
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the quality of extension in time, a perceivable continuity of desire, 
and plans for its achievement. To say with an indifferent shrug, 
"But I'm not the person I was when I made that undertaking," 
simply will not do in such circumstances. Or rather, it will not do 
to generate a sense of tragic inevitability. It will do very nicely to 
establish comic "evitability" of the kind we observed in the case of 
A Midsummer Night's Dream. 

But even that dodgy dream-play evolves toward "something of 
great constancy," if we are to credit Hippolyta. There seems to be 
little place at the conclusion of the comedy for the flippancy of 
Donne's irresponsible speaker in "Womans Constancy," who, on a 
whim, just might take up the very same sophistical arguments that 
he first attributes to his woman-friend: 

Now thou hast lov'd me one whole day, 
To-morrow when thou leav'st, what will thou say? 
Wilt thou then Antedate some new made vow? 

Or say that now 
We are not just those persons, which we were?12 

To vitiate a former commitment by antedating a new-made one is 
to play fast-and-loose with the third member of the rhetorical 
triad: place, person, and time. To assert that we cannot be 
reidentified as the same person we were when we made the origi
nal commitment is to misapply the Heraclitan argument for change 
to the area of responsibility for vows and oaths.13 Among the 
dramatis personae of A Midsummer Night's Dream, only Robin 
Goodfellow emerges as socially and imaginatively unfettered in 
just this way, claiming in the epilogue, with a joyous disregard for 
self-contradiction, to be "an honest puck."•c 

But attempts to fix, once-for-all, a legal and biological self with 
extension in time as well as space invariably end in frustration in 
Shakespeare's plays. The late plays in particular are subiect to the 
destabilizing influence not only of tricksters and magic but also of 
types of narrativity surprisingly akin to the self-fragmenting ef
fects of postmodern metafiction. The human body in these plays 
is a notoriously unstable text, constructed in the least "natural," 
most artificial ways and subject to frequent misconstructions by 
readers in and out of the play-text. Posthumous, whose very name 
suggests ontological problems with his identity, tries early in the 
play to guard against making an error personae." He insists that 
Jachimo produce some more "corporal sign" than Imogen's brace
let to establish her sexual inconstancy (Cym. II. iv. 119). What he 
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gets is a narrative account of ''marks I Of secret on her person" {V. 
v. 205-06), tokens or signs, as they are called in the text, of the 
physical person, in particular that highly personal mole under 
Imogen's breast. But these recognizable tokens, taken as a sign of 
a bond broken, are as liable to misreading as are the leg, thigh, and 
brawns of Posthumous on the headless trunk of Cloten, sporting 
his posthumous disguise (IV. ii. 295-332). Anyone can make a 
mistake about who's who when person, place, and time are suffi
ciently discontinuous. Certainly the separation of Cloten's head 
from his body represents a radical form of the discontinuous 
person, just as the distance between Sicilia and Bohemia in The 
Winter's Tale represents discontinuous space, and the sixteen-year 
gap between Acts III and IV represents discontinuous time.1' Re
cently, considerable interest in the problem of discontinuity and 
the reidentification of character has been generated among histo
rians and students of literary representation by the sixteenth
century French case-a complex blend of narrative history and 
legal record-of Martin Guerre, a case in which place, time, and 
person were all distressingly discontinuous.17 Like the Tichborne 
Claimant, Martin strayed far from his home town for many years 
and returned a different man. None of the rhetorical identity 
determiners remained constant. So severe was the discontinuity in 
this case that Martin's wife bore a child by the impostor, Arnaud de 
Thilh, who, after three years, nearly had the Parlement of Toulouse 
convinced that he was Martin. Convinced, that is, until Martin 
himself stumped in on his wooden leg to reclaim his unfortunate 
wife and to see Arnaud hanged. 

IV. 

The changes rung on comic form and characterization between 
Shakespeare's romantic comedies and his late plays have been 
widely commented upon. I will confine my inquiry to one of these 
changes, the treatment of reidentification within the slandered 
bride story. In Much Ado About Nothing, Hero loses her (good) name, 
and with it her responsible place within the society of Messina, 
because of a contrived misidentification of the woman at her 
window on the eve of her wedding. She subsequently re-emerges 
in the guise of her own cousin in a ruse with which the audience 
can easily identify, having been let in on it from its inception. The 
mechanics of vindicating and reidentifying the slandered wife in 
The Winter's Tale are handled in a very different fashion, and the 
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difference reveals a great deal about the reconstruction of the 
entire notion of character in the late plays. 

First, let's consider how Shakespeare did not construct char
acter in The Winter's Tale. 1

• In his primary source, Pandosto: The 
Triumph of Time (1595), Robert Greene always assumes and repeat
edly asserts a stable relationship between fictional characters and 
real lives. Unlike Shakespeare, who opens this and other tale
telling issues to question, Greene severely constrains the interpre
tation of his characters, first, by his thesis (that jealousy "is such a 
heavy enemy to that holy estate of matrimony ... [that] there oft 
ensueth bloody revenge, as this ensuing history manifestly 
proveth"), and second, by the absolutist power of personified 
Fortune ("Fortune," he writes, for example, "who all this while 
had shewed a friendly face, began now to turn her back and to 
shew a louring countenance ... " ).19 Jealousy, a given in Pandosto's 
character, prompts his alienation from his chaste queen, Bellaria, 
and Fortune disposes the fates of his family and friends until he is 
reunited with his long-lost daughter, Fawnia, for whom, true to his 
"unnatural" character, he conceives an incestuous but unfulfilled 
passion. Not only does the narrator's intrusive view of character 
promote the essentialist "natural/unnatural" dichotomy; it also 
casts in stone the relationship between personal and supernatural 
agency, the second being presented as a direct reaction to the first. 

No such certainties exist in Shakespeare's play. When Leontes 
"sees" and narrates the scene of Polixenes and Hermione "pad
dling palms and ... Kissing with inside lip (1. ii. 115, 286), what is 
it an audience "sees"? Who exactly is creating this text, these 
characters, this performance? One plausible answer to the ques
tion is that the author is certainly not Greene's self-projected 
moralist or his all-powerful figure of Fortune or even the tor
mented Leontes, but rather the viewer herself, under the potent 
'scripting influence of Paulina, a notable Shakespearean addition 
to Greene's cast of characters. Under her direction, the play, 
especially its ending, might well be called, not the Triumph of 
Time, but the Triumph of Good Women. 

The instabilities of characterization in The Winter's Tale are 
extended far beyond anything in the romantic comedies by the 
intensely self-reflexive quality of the dialogue. Here is Leontes 
dismissing his young son in the midst of his jealous fit: 

Go play, boy, play. Thy mother plays, and I 
Play, too, but so disgrac'd a part, whose issue 
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Will hiss me to my grave: contempt and clamor 
Will be my knell. Go play, boy, play. 

(1. ii. 187-90) 

The concern here is not just with child's play, stage play, or 
foreplay but with word-play. Such semantic playfulness puts a 
noticeable warp into the frame of royal history first constructed by 
those good, gray expository characters, Camillo and Archidamus 
in I. i. This unsettling state of affairs bears a strong resemblance to 
the one described by Italo Calvi no in his ontologically subjunctive 
and forever recommencing work, If on a winter's night a traveler. 
Here is part of Calvino's caveat emptor: 

But a situation that takes place at the opening of a novel 
always refers you to something else that has happened 
or is about to happen, and it is this something else that 
makes it risky to identify with me, risky for you the 
reader and for him the author; and the more gray and 
ordinary and undistinguished and commonplace the 
beginning of this novel is, the more you and the author 
feel a hint of danger looming over that fraction of "I" 
that you have heedlessly invested in the "I" of a charac
ter whose inner history you know nothing about, as you 
know nothing about the contents of that suitcase he is so 
anxious to be rid of.20 

There is both risk and excitement involved whenever we 
"identify" with those unreliable sorts who are given to telling 
tales, those charlatans whom D. H. Lawrence warns us never to 
trust. The point of "danger looming over that fraction of 'I' ... 
invested in the 'I' of a character" is what makes audiences feel 
vaguely responsible for what goes on in fiction. Calvino's term 
"invested" hints that, indeed, fiscal responsibility may be at issue 
here, the question being whether we have bought into genuine 
art-a novel that should sell, a play that should run-or a fraud. 

Shakespeare boldly elides the creative artist with the fraud in 
the person of Autolycus, whose skills as an entertainer are very 
like those of a stage-player. His brilliant moment of self-narration 
in Act IV almost has to be seen to be believed. Jonathan Miller's 
BBC production of The Winter's Tale handles the scene nicely. 
Having turned his rather handsome coat ragged and seamy side 
out, Miller's Autolycus crawls toward the clown and tells him of 
being beaten and robbed by a man who, like himself, was "once a 
servant of the Prince [Florizel]" and who 
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hath been since an ape-bearer, then a process-server, a 
bailiff, then he compass'd a motion of the Prodigal Son, 
and married a tinker's wife within a mile of where my 
land and living lies; and, having flown over many knav
ish professions, he settled only in rogue. Some call him 
Autolycus. 

(IV. iii. 95-1 00) 

With these words, the present rogue, having picked the Clown's 
pocket, places another, implied Autolycus far from the scene of the 
crime. The stage convention of impenetrable disguise is thus 
propelled into uncharted metaphysical territories and subverts the 
notion of truth-value in relation to the constructed self, whether 
fictional (e.g. Nabokov's Kinbote-Botkin, from Pale Fire [1962], 
sometime putative King of Zembla, who writes academic glosses 
on his own poetic biography) or real (Ronald Reagan galloping to 
the rescue of victims of the "Evil Empire"). Unlike such plays as 
Much Ado or As You Like It, The Winter's Tale not only includes, but 
is also about, the possibility of such incredible characters. Borrow
ing Patricia Waugh's definition of meta fiction, we may say that by 
"systematically drawling] attention to its status as an artifact in 
order to pose questions about the relationship between fiction and 
reality," Shakespeare's play thumbs its nose at Bradleyan charac
ter analysis. 21 This is nowhere more evident than in the elaborate 
"resurrection" of Hermione's statue that Shakespeare invents to 
round off-or to blow apart-Green's story of jealousy, separa
tion, and death. 

No other scene in the play so radically dislocates the audience's 
perspective on character reidentification as this one does. 
Hermione's transformation from stone to flesh in effect collapses 
the distinction between real and artificial, between the natural and 
the artfully hewn. When Paulina requires all present to "awake 
your [their/our] faith," (V. iii. 95), and Hermione steps down off 
her pedestal, the mimetic magic of stage illusion is astoundingly 
reinvoked to balance the benefits of art against the harsh realities 
of loss. 22 To assert that this Hermione is the same as the one who 
passed out of the play two acts and sixteen years earlier, albeit now 
substantially aged, is an act of faith. The audience wants it to be so 
nearly as much as Leontes does, and in much the same way that the 
Dowager Lady Tichborne wanted the man from Wagga Wagga to 
be her long-lost son. Leontes and his romance require a reborn 
wife who is, in Rorty's terms, "identifiably the same person" with 
whom he had a child and from whom he recoiled in a jealous rage 
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all those years ago. She is believed by her husband and her 
daughter, and we imitate their act of credence. I take this to be an 
act of responsible reading and not merely an act of self-indulgence. 

In arguing that the philosophical theory that persons are ratio
nal agents (PRAT) ought to be extended rather than simply aban
doned, A me lie Rorty concludes, "PRAT must concentrate on those 
activities-whatever they may be [including, as she insists, com
posing music and daydreaming]-that come to be historically 
important in allocating responsibility."n I would certainly agree 
that the historicizing of identity-specifying activities, whether 
those be the Renaissance rhetorical tropes of place, person, and 
time, or the mid-nineteenth-century gentlemanly activity of fly
fishing, is well worth undertaking. Rorty goes on to say, 11The class 
of actions that are regarded as socially significant will vary as the 
needs and fears of a society vary." To which I would add that in the 
case of imaginative literature the signs of that significance and the 
degree of assurance that we can successfully identify and reidentify 
characters will likewise vary. The same kinds of needs and fears, 
even of faiths, come into play as with "real" persons, those social 
constructs of themselves and others who become the legal fictions 
of each moment in history. 

Incidentally, for those of you who don't know how the story of 
the Tichborne Claimant came out, he-determined at law to be one 
Arthur Orton-was found guilty of impersonation, the perennial 
sin of actors and the lower classes, and sentenced to fourteen years 
penal servitude, of which he served ten. Some thoughtful and 
plausible historians still believe that he was Sir Roger.24 

The University of Saskatchewan 

Notes 

1The most extensive contemporary source of detailed information and opin
ion about the case is Edward Kenealy's eight volume account of the trials, in 
which he figured prominently as the Claimant's lawyer and journalistic promoter. 
See Edward Kenealy, The Trial at the Bar of Sir Roger C. D. Tichborne, Bart ... For 
Perjury, 8 vols. (1875-1880). The newspapers of the day, including Kenealy's The 
Englishman, had a field day with this remarkable character. A more reliable 
source than Kenealy-an almost scholarly source-is Douglas Woodruff's The 
Tichborne Claimant: A Victorian Mystery (London: Hollls & Carter, 1957). 

2Amelie Oksenberg Rorty, "Persons, Policies, and Bodies," International 
Philosophical Quarterly, 13 (1973), 63-80. I quote from p. 77. 

3Throughout I quote from The Rioerside Shakespeare, ed. G. Blakemore Evans 
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(Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1974). 
4See Madeleine Doran, Endellf1ors of Art: A Study of Form in Elizabethlln Dr11m11 

(Madison: Univ. of Wisconsin Press, 1954), pp. 216-58 and Arthur F. Kinney, 
Hum11nist Poetics: Thought, Rhetoric, 11nd Fiction in Sixteenth-Century Engl11nd 
(Amherst: Univ. of Massachusetts Press, 1986), pp. 12-36. The "person-place" 
formula is traditionally expanded to include "time," as in its two appearances in 
Twelfth Night, at II. iii. 91 and III. i. 63. The sources of this configuration are legion 
in classical and Renaissance rhetoric manuals. In the lnstitutio Or11toria (trans. H. 
E. Butler, Loeb Classical Library [London: William Heinemann, 1932],4 vols.), for 
example, Quintilian stipulates that the effective forensic orator will "introduce 
numerous modifications to suit the different persons and circumstances of time 
and place" (4: 491). 

5Hel~ne Cixous, "'The Character of 'Character'," New Literary History, 5 (1974), 
383-402; see especially pp. 384-387. 

'See Jonathan Goldberg, "Hamlet's Hand," Sh11kespeare Quarterly, 39 (1988), 
307, n. 1 and Goldberg's Voice Terminal Echo: Postmodernism and English Renais
sance Texts (New York: Methuen, 1986), pp. 68, 100. 

1J'. F. Strawson's lndif1idullls: An Ess11y in Descriptive Met11physics (London: 
Methuen, 1959) is a satisfactory starting point for a review of reidentification. He 
argues (1) that "We employ the scheme of a single unified spatio-temporal system 
for the things we talk about" (p. 38), (2) that our accounts of the world "must allow 
for discontinuities and limits of experience" (p. 33), and (3) that, as a consequence 
of (1) and (2) we must be able to reidentify particular bodies as the same ones 
experienced at a previous time and in another place. Because this enabling 
condition of discourse is particularly pertinent in the case of bodies individuated 
by proper names, Strawson devotes a chapter in his book to "Persons" (pp. 87-
116). More recent essays on the subject, some of them building on Strawson's 
arguments, appear in The Identities of Persons, ed. Amelie Oksenberg Rorty (Ber
keley: Univ. of California Press, 1976). 

1Rene Girard, Violence and the S11cred, trans. Patrick Gregory (Baltimore: The 
Johns Hopkins Univ. Press, 1977), pp. 56-63. 

9Lisa Jardine, Still Harping on D11ughters: Women and Drama in the Age of 
Shakespeare (Sussex: Harvester Press, 1983), pp. 9-36. 

10See Amelie Oksenberg Rorty's essay, "A Literary Postscript: Characters, 
Persons, Selves, Individuals," in her Identities of Persons, pp. 307-309. 

11For an account of the view I am rejecting, see Stephen Halliwell's commen
tary on Chapter 15 in The "Poetics"of Aristotle (Chapel Hill: Univ. of North Caro
lina Press, 1987). He admits that "what Ar. means by likeness of character is ... 
problematic." He goes on to say that "It must presumably be related to what was 
meant inch. 13 by the need for tragic agents to be 'like us', or within the range of 
our moral understanding, if they are to elicit fear." This in turn entails "an 
analogy between specific likeness ... and the gener11lized 'likeness' to humanity, 
which resides, as the context indicates, in character that contains some of the 
ordinary ethical failings which any audience can recognise" (p. 142). This kind of 
position is fraught with problems, as Harold Fisch points out unhappily in his 
essay, "Character as Linguistic Sign," New Literary History, 21 (1990): "There is no 
assured relation between sign and inward condition, between signifier and signi
fied" (p. 594), or, finally, "between persons and their representations" (p. 603). 

t2John Donne, The Elegies and the Songs and Sonnets, ed. Helen Gardner (Ox
ford: Oarendon Press, 1965), p. 42. 
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nsee William W. E. Slights, "'Swear by thy gracious self': Self-Referential 
Oaths in Shakespeare," English Studies in Canada, 13 (1987),147-160, especially p. 
158. 

14Jn her essay, "The Character of 'Character'," H~lene Cixous celebrates such 
puckish freedom that thumbs its nose at the ID-card notion of character fixing. 
She asserts unequivocally that "So long as we do not put aside 'character' and 
everything it implies in terms of illusion and complicity with classical reasoning 
and the appropriating economy that such reasoning supports, we will remain 
locked up in the treadmill of reproduction" (p. 387). 

15The denouement of Jonson's Epicoene (1609) turns on just such an error, the 
crucial difference of sex having been overlooked, or underplayed, in making 
Morose's marriage. 

16The decapitated Cloten, like the man who undergoes a brain transplant, is 
a strange but philosophically useful limiting case of the difficulty of "specifying 
the extent to which a person may be conflicted and sundered, yet for other reasons 
still be regarded as identifiably the same person, and not merely the same bio
logical individual" (Rorty, "Persons," p. 68). 

17See Natalie Zenon Davis, The Return of Martin Cuerre (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Harvard Univ. Press, 1983). One-upping the Guerre case, John Marston's What You 
Will (1601) involves the return of not one but three men claiming to be the 
supposedly deceased Albanio. All of them are identified by a horrendous stutter, 
and all of them are bent on governing the sex life of Albanio's "widow." Marston 
had a way of rendering theatrical possibilities simply outrageous. 

1'Some of the following comments on The Winter's Tale are scheduled to ap
pear, with the emphasis more on pedagogic matters, as part of an essay called 
"Trusting Shakespeare's Winter's Tale: Metafiction in the lAte Plays," that I have 
written for the collection Teaching "The Tempest" and Other Late Romances, ed. 
Maurice Hunt (New York: MLA, 1992). 

19Robert Greene, Pandosto: The Triumph of Time, as quoted in the New Arden 
Winter's Tale, ed. J. H. P. Pafford (London: Methuen, 1963), pp. 184 and 202. 

20Italo Calvino, If on a winter's night a tra'Deler, trans. William Weaver (London: 
Harcourt, Brace, Janovich, 1981), p. 15. 

21Patricia Waugh, Metafiction: The Theory and Practice of Self-Conscious Fiction 
(London: Methuen, 1984), p. 2. 

nchristy Desmet has gently but firmly reminded me that feminist readers 
tend to see Hermione's revivification and reconciliation with her formerly abu
sive husband as not altogether a joyous moment. See, for example, Valerie Traub, 
"Jewels, Statues, and Corpses: Containment of Female Erotic Power in 
Shakespeare's Plays,"Shakespeare Studies, 20 (1987), 215-238 (especially pp. 228-
231) and Mary Ellen Lamb, "Ovid and The Winter's Tale: Conflicting Views To
ward Art," in Shakespeare and Dramatic Tradition: Essays in Honor of S. F. Johnson, 
ed. W. R. Elton and William B. Long (Newark: Univ. of Delaware Press, 1989), pp. 
69-87. 

23Rorty, "Persons," p. 79. 
24Among them, Christopher Kent, whose fascinating paper on the subject, 

entitled "Victorian Self-Making or Self-Unmaking: The Tichborne Claimant," is 
to appear in The Victorian Re'Diew. 
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Staging th~ Evidence: 
Shakespeare's Theatrical Revengers 

by Douglas E. Green 

What is the effect of allusion in Shakespeare? The use of 
sources, the most basic sort of allusion, probably enhanced the 
mimetic effect of illusion on the Shakespearean stage. For in
stance, basing a play on Holinshed or North's Plutarch or Cinthio, 
with stories familiar at least to the educated members of the 
audience, might have reinforced the mimetic effect of the staged 
representation; these works would seem familiar, would seem to 
ring true, even though their primary reference is to other texts, 
already at one remove from the experiential world. This method 
differs from our own popular naturalistic conventions of represen
tation: we bring on the kitchen sink and the dirty laundry to 
confirm the illusion of reality. Other Shakespearean allusions to 
myth and legend, often drawn from the classical past, might also 
have contributed to the sense that the theatrical illusion is referring 
to a world outside the theater, indeed to a familiar yet heightened 
reality. What I wish to examine here are the ways in which one sort 
of allusion-the reproduction within the play of stage conventions 
from dramatic genres-helps to substantiate the guilt of suspected 
villains in revenge tragedy, the ways in which the illusion of 
irrefutable evidence is constructed and sometimes interrogated. 
Why is it that the chief evidence of guilt, the resistless motivation 
for vengeance, so often consists of the staging of literary prece
dents as in Titus, of a formal play-within-the-play as in Hamlet, or 
of the reproduction of conventions from other dramatic genres as 
in Othello? The real story of such fabrication of evidence begins at 
the end of The Spanish Tragedy. 

In Kyd's proto-typical revenge tragedy, Hieronimo indicts, 
convicts, and executes his enemies through the rather elaborate 
and bizarre multilingual production of his old college effort in the 
dramatic vein-Soliman and Perseda.• In the performance each of 
Kyd's characters plays one of Hieronimo's-the one most suited to 
his or her circumstances-but each also speaks in a different 
language. Thus Bel-Imperia becomes the vengeful suicide Perseda, 
who speaks "in [the] courtly French" she has "practised" (IV. i. 66-
67); the Portuguese prince Balthazar becomes "Great Soliman, the 
Turkish Emperor" (IV. i. 135), who for some reason speaks Latin; 
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Hieronimo, Marshal of Spain and undercover avenger of his son 
Horatio, becomes Soliman's factor, the treacherous bashaw, who 
speaks a learned Greek; Lorenzo, who has betrayed his sister Bel
lmperia is ironically the faithful Knight of Rhodes, Perseda's 
husband, who speaks, however, the language of Machiavelli. This 
climactic play-within-a-play recapitulates the villains' ills, the 
victims' wrongs, and the avengers' justification. The staging of the 
literary precedent serves, like evidence adduced in the courtroom, 
to substantiate and publish the guilt we have suspected-or, in this 
case, known-and to elicit from the guilty their self-incrimination. 
But the peculiar multilingual nonsense that constitutes this evi
dence signifies, on the other hand, the impenetrability of each 
human motivation, as does Hieronimo's biting out his own tongue 
(IV. iv. 191). We are shown the evidence, but it does not speak for 
itself; there is no immanent voice corroborating what we obviously 
think we know. 

But the problem is not merely Hieronimo's. From Titus to 
Othello (or is it Iago?), Shakespeare's revengers also resort to 
theatrics to achieve their ends. They may, like Titus, stage their 
revenge: it is no accident that, in response to Tamora's allegory of 
revenge, Titus outdoes Seneca and Ovid by re-staging the Thyestean 
banquet of the one and the Terean banquet of the other; after all, he 
merely completes the plot Tamora, her sons, and Aaron had begun. 
Moreover, his exemplary plot re-enacts and underscores the guilt 
of his enemies; indeed, because of its reliance on theatrical and 
literary precedent, it constitutes an ideal or metaphysical type of 
evidence. 

The macabre banquet, with which Titus ends his life, concludes 
the main revenge plot and answers Tamora's counter-intrigue (in 
this play the counter-intrigue begins before the main plot). It 
corroborates, actually reiterates, the incriminating evidence on 
which Titus has relied-in this case, the condemning alphabet 
wrested from Lavinia: 11Stuprum [Rape]. Chiron. Demetrius."2 

This evidence is sufficient for Titus; the audience certainly needs 
no convincing. As for the few on-stage survivors of the devasta
tion and that extra-theatrical Rome, Marcus and Lucius and even 
Aaron are there to witness to retributive justice. Why then has 
Titus set so elaborate a trap? Certainly to have Tamora, who 
sentenced her own illegitimate offspring to death, devour her 
legitimate heirs is fitting punishment, an imagistic recapitulation 
of her voracious desires and her criminality. So, too, is it with the 
emperor, her puppet. Chiron and Demetrius, who have made 
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Lavinia into Philomel, are now Procne's Itys-or worse, the four
and-twenty blackbirds in the proverbial pie; as they were their 
mother's means of revenge, so they are the means of Titus's ven
geance. Do we need anything more than such obvious poetic 
justice-Titus and Lavinia as Virginius and Virginia (though the 
latter's death, unlike Lavinia's, was a preventive measure)?' Who 
needs further evidence of guilt and justification for revenge at this 
point in the drama? We do. 

For Shakespeare plays on our doubts more than on our certain
ties. Who is guilty in this play? Titus strikes the first unmerciful 
blow against Tamora's Alarbus, despite her maternal plea. In
deed, Shakespeare has gone out of his way to justify her intrigue 
before indicting her for lust with the Moor and for boundless 
cruelty.• He has made Lavinia a little haughty, which, while it in 
no way justifies her suffering, subliminally and unnecessarily 
impugns her; the juxtaposition is as unjustly damning as the 
irrelevant questions modern lawyers ask rape victims. Lavinia is 
in fact the crux-she is all the evidence we have and yet her word, 
like the words of other women in Shakespearean tragedy (Ophelia's, 
Desdemona's, etc.), is not enough: the crime and the written and 
hence derivative character of her testimony necessitate the prolif
eration of restatements of the crime. From Marcus' torrential 
"conduit" of words at Lavinia's reentrance to the reading of the 
written evidence by either Titus or Marcus, Lavinia must be inter
preted, explained, looked up in Ovid. 

At the end Titus restates the case by re-staging the crime with 
himself and his daughter as the wronged Virginius and Virginia 
(V. iii. 50-53}, as Procne and Philomela (V. ii. 192-95), and as 
Lucretius (or Collatine or Junius Brutus?) and Lucrece (IV. i. 89-
94)-and with the guilty appropriately disposed. How can the 
audience lack sympathy for an avenger so clearly in the right, an 
avenger who can point to Tamora and say, "Here is a mother 
devouring her children; she deserves to die." Who could deny it? 
But does her wrong make him right? On stage it does. The 
characters' literary, legendary, and mythic destinies seem familiar 
and hence their various ends seem right-even if on close inspec
tion the correspondences break down: for instance, Titus never 
had an ounce of the effective, if supererogatory, forethought of 
Virginius. Though the precedents do not work, they work on us; 
that may be why this scene alludes to so many, why it requires such 
overdetermination of innocence and guilt: it insinuates guilt-and 
innocence-by association. 
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Hamlet's attraction to the theater-indeed his theatricality-is 
more complex than Titus'. Hamlet finds, in the player, the image 
of what he could be; in Hecuba, the image of his loss and failure; 
and in The Murder of Gonzago, a "thing wherein" to "catch the con
science of the king" (II. ii. 604-05). For him theater teaches; it is a 
means to an end: it mirrors our true selves-and "nature" -and 
prompts us to perfection and truth itself. But therein lies the 
problem. Hamlet must enjoin the players' cooperation in a ''natu
ral" illusion: "Suit the action to the word, the word to the action, 
with this special observance, that you o'erstep not the modesty of 
nature. For anything so overdone is from the purpose of playing, 
whose end, both at the first and now, was and is, to hold, as 'twere, 
the mirror up to nature, to show virtue her own feature, scorn her 
own image, and the very age and body of the time his form and 
pressure" (III. ii. 17-24). The injunction itself signals the slippage 
in dramatic representation and hence in the reliability of its veri
similitude and the predictablity of its effects.' Will Claudius see 
himself on stage? Is Claudius' reaction a sign of guilt? Is Gertrude's 
"How fares my lord?" (Ill. ii. 267) a sign of complicity or innocence 
and does Hamlet even care to observe her? In his discussion of the 
heterogeneity of this theatrical sign, Francis Fergusson explains 
that the play-within-the-play means different and possibly inde
terminate things to king, queen, court, Horatio, and Hamlet. The 
prince's Mousetrap may, for some, implicate Hamlet in a plot on 
Claudius's life; but it may, for Hamlet, reenact the Oedipal sce
nario that seems to fascinate him.' If Hamlet seeks a rationale for 
revenge, he has not found one-as the missed opportunity to kill 
Claudius at prayer (the play has caught the king's conscience in a 
way not quite intended by Hamlet) and the murder of Polonius 
suggest. As has often been noted, for the au thor of Hamlet, the image 
of the theater exposes the hero's own confusion of play-acting with 
acting, of stage action with action on the world's stage. 

In Hamlet, then, Shakespeare shifts the function of literary 
precedent. Like so many delaying factors in the revenge plot, the 
play-within-the-play becomes a means to an end, one of a series of 
means that supersede the revenge itself. As James L. Calderwood 
notes, "dramatic art is transformed into pragmatic instrument, a 
weapon in the real in itself."' The Murder of Gonzago becomes a 
metaphysical Mousetrap for testing the validity of ghosts and the 
consciences of kings and for saving one's own soul; as the shift in 
the title indicates, the very "name of action" is lost in Hamlet's 
revision. 
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But Hamlet really isn't interested in action, and in murdering; 
he is interested in returning to the scene of the crime(s)-the lust 
as well as the murder. As James H. Kavanaugh notes, Hamlet's 
conflict is "pitched in concrete, overdetermined images appealing 
to the primary unconscious fears and desires that underpin the 
subject's sense of reality and identity,"•-from the 11Unweeded 
garden" and the "incestious sheets" (1. ii. 135, 157) to the "bloody, 
bawdy villain" (II. iii. 580) and the "politic worms" (IV. iii. 20). It 
is no wonder he is so violent in the closet scene with his mother; he 
has just had her incestuous infidelity, as he perceives it, re-enacted 
in the players' performance.9 Hamlet wishes to implicate the king, 
and perhaps the queen as well, by identification-their identifica
tion with the stage action of The Mousetrap. But in fact his own 
latent fascination with the re-staged crime and lust contributes to 
the overt Oedipal quality of succeeding scenes with his mother, as 
well as his inability to kill Claudius; after all, the king has done no 
more than Hamlet, in a Freudian scenario, has himself wished. But 
the issue of guilt by "identification" with the guilty applies to the 
audience of Hamlet as well, because ''the ideological effects of 
literature (and the theatre ... ) materialize," according to Macherey 
and Balibar, "via an identification process between the reader or 
the audience and the hero or anti-hero-the simultaneous mutual 
constitution of the fictive consciousness of the character and the 
ideological consciousness of the reader:10 What, for instance, does 
this "mutual constitution" suggest about our own judgment of 
Gertrude; our own response to the murder of that "wretched, rash, 
intruding fool" Polonius; our own sense of the onus of responsibil
ity? If in the Mousetrap scene Hamlet has been seeking evidence of 
the guilt of Claudius (and perhaps Gertrude) through the 11identi
fication process" of theater but has managed only to implicate 
himself, then what are we to make of our own identification with 
the hero? 

Exposed and intensified by the metatheatrical effect of the 
play-within-the-play, the implication of the audience in Hamlet's 
insoluble predicament may help to explain why a new hero ap
pears in the last scene-the Hamlet who relies so completely on "a 
divinity that shapes our ends" (V. ii. 10). As Catherine Belsey 
explains, the revenge motif heightens the contradictions, the dis
contents of civilization that we share with Hamlet: "Revenge 
exists in the margin between justice and crime. An act of injustice 
on behalf of justice, it deconstructs the antithesis between good 
and evil, right and wrong:n Shakespeare's construction of a 
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Hamlet who sees "special providence in the fall of a sparrow" (V. 
ii. 219-220) counters such ambiguities or at least suggests an 
answer elsewhere, beyond us. The appearance of this Hamlet
one might say his substitution for the delaying hero in conflict
produces what Macherey and Balibar call a "linguistic compro
mise formation"-an "imaginary solution of implacable contra
dictions ... in the sense of providing a mise en scene, a presentation 
as solution of the very terms of an insoluble contradiction, by 
means of complex displacements and substitutions:•z Thus 
Shakespeare resolves this revenge tragedy manque by begging the 
insoluble questions of evidence and guilt-like catching the 
"conscience of the King"-that Hamlet and his theatrics have 
posed. 

In a different vein, Rene Girard argues that Hamlet is a revenge 
play written "against revenge": ''To read Hamlet against revenge 
is anachronistic, some people say, because it goes against the 
conventions of the revenge genre. No doubt, but could Shakespeare 
be playing according to the rules of the game at one level and 
undermining these same rules at another?"13 Moreover, Girard 
implicates the audience in a long-standing cultural conspiracy to 
ignore or silence the play's demand that we "renounce revenge," 
a demand he associates today with nuclear proliferation and 
readiness.14 But in response to Girard I would suggest that Hamlet 
is not so radical a text; this tragedy has abetted, perhaps even 
glorified, a cultural impulse to abdicate responsibility. Because 
identification with Hamlet implicates the audience (whether 
Elizabethan or twentieth-century, since each generation recasts 
this confused hero in its own image), the play's providential finale 
absolves both characters and spectators of guilt. Like the ghost 
that Gertrude cannot see, the evidence, in the end, lies beyond us, 
residing in what Lucien Goldmann has called tragedy's "present," 
but "hidden" deity.•' 

There is no such appeal to the absolute in Othello, no adducing 
of divine corroboration. Susceptible to Iago's cues,•• Othello 
fashions himself, constructs the narrative of his cuckolding, on the 
slender evidence that the villain provides, ranging from the fa
mous reticence and innuendo-"Think, my lord?" (III. iii. 105)
to the infamous handkerchief. Moreover, Othello's demand for 
"ocular proof" of Desdemona's infidelity (III. iii. 360) allows Iago 
to stage the evidence of guilt; even in his nightmares Othello is 
made the voyeuristic spectator of a pornographic drama (as he 
sees it) and the foolish old husband of comedy (as Iago sees it): 
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"How satisfied, my lord? I Would you, the supervisor, grossly 
gape on? I behold her topped?" (Ill. iii. 394-95). The handkerchief 
is also part of an elaborate plot, sometimes taking the form of a 
dumb-show, that Iago stages for his master's delectation-and 
interpretation. As has been often suggested,17 the suspicion sur
rounding the lost handkerchief suits more the jealous husband of 
comedy than the martial hero of tragedy. That effect, of course, 
underscores the peculiar motivation behind Iago's execution of his 
own (vaguely or diversely explicable) vengeance; the most de
grading methods are chosen, those that rely on Othello's complicit 
participation: Iago will "Make the Moor thank me, love me, and 
reward me I For making him egregiously an ass" (II. i. 308-09). 
Thus Othello himself transforms Desdemona's attempts at ban
ter-"This is a trick to put me from my suit: I Pray you, let Cassio 
be received again" (III. iv. 87-88)-into the occasion of dire of
fense-"My mind misgives" (III. iv. 89). Desdemona's desire to 
deflate, as comedy would, the occasion of his passion fails because 
Othello's interpretation, that of the supposedly injured husband, 
prevails-at least for the time being. Of course, Othello does take 
his cues from Iago; but he, unlike Desdemona, has the power to 
enforce his view of the script. Until very near the end, the women's 
voices are circumscribed more and more narrowly and even si
lenced. The disruptive possibilities that women so often pose in 
comedy are repressed with increasing ruthlessness in this tragic 
transformation of a comic plot-though ultimately without com
plete success: Desdemona refuses to die at her husband's insis
tence and Emilia overturns the patriarchal power to which even in 
dying Desdemona submits. In the end the masculine revengers, 
Othello and Iago, have not the control they assume.•• 

Perhaps the most striking instance of the theatrical grounds of 
the play's double revenge occurs in the scene where Iago discusses 
Bianca with Cassio, while Othello, just out of earshot, observes the 
dumb-show's waving handkerchief, leering smirks, and sly laugh
ter (IV. i. 93-169). From these signs Othello writes the dialogue, 
which alludes to the scene of the presumed infidelity and to his 
own cuckolding: "Now he tells how she plucked him to my 
chamber" (IV. i. 141-42). He imagines Cassio's position-the 
supposed victor in this lovegame: 11DO you triumph, Roman?" (IV. 
i. 118). But he also casts himself in the role of the buffoonish 
cuckold-and indeed from where we sit he is so: "By heaven, that 
should be my handkerchief!" (IV. i. 158). In this scene the staged 
evidence is constituted by and yet constituting its witness; more-
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over, the scene compels us to overhear and to oversee (to "super
vise") the actions of both revengers. Indeed, this privilege shapes 
our empathic response, our "identification" with the hero; it en
ables us in the end to overlook Othello's complicity, to forgive it, 
to excuse it as the passion of one "that loved not wisely, but too 
well" (V. ii. 344). We understand what it means to be taken in by 
dramatic illusion. 

In this regard, Shakespeare's Othello has implications for the 
revenge motif in general: there can be no absolute evidence of 
guilt. In Othello the very grounds for both the revengers' actions 
are illusory. The case of Othello is most evident. We see how 
circumstances incriminate; we watch Iago offer Othello material 
for transformation into "ocular proof." Even the slightest token
a handkerchief, a "moist" hand (III. iv. 39)-becomes a sign of 
Desdemona's supposed transgression. This is obvious. But Iago's 
case is knottier; we never really know the reasons for a hostility 
that extends to and well beyond his general. Certainly, profes
sional jealousy and rumors of Othello's having cuckolded Iago 
play a part; but Iago's fleecing Roderigo is simply avaricious and 
suggests a fundamentally evil nature. Is he evil incarnate? Or 
covetousness made flesh-"Thus do I ever make my fool my 
purse" (I. iii. 383)? To the extent that the audience never questions 
his motives, we comply with his aims. To the extent that we do not 
interrogate Shakespeare's reasons for leaving this evil both a given 
and a mystery, !ago's unnamed and unnamable motivation be
comes our own: "Demand me nothing; what you know, you know. 
I From this time forth I never will speak word" (V. ii. 303-04). To 
conceal our own complicity in !ago's enterprise, we acquiesce In 
the villain's silence. 

In so doing, we too take the actions of the play as "ocular 
proof," not only that Othello is "ensnar' d ... body and soul" by a 
"demi-devil" (V. ii. 302), but that this white demi-devil may, 
perhaps even should, bring the black man to his destruction. As 
Michael Neill's analysis of the final scene-and, in particular, of 
the "tragic loading of this bed" (V. ii. 363)-reveals,19 Shakespeare, 
Shakespeare's audience, subsequent producers and spectators, 
and too many of us have unfortunately felt, unlike Othello, no need 
to "demand" !ago's reason, no need to expose the racial judgment 
the play executes in spite of itself. Moreover, there can be no 
evidence or justification for this unspoken conviction-except a 
racist one. In the opening scenes, Shakespeare upsets the "ocular" 
expectations of his day and our own-racist as well as sexist: the 
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black man, as well as the woman, is not found guilty; both justify 
their actions. By the end, however, Iago has simply fulfilled those 
original expectations by incriminating the black man, as well as 
silencing (or attempting to silence) the woman. The villain needs 
no justification but the "ocular proof," the evidence of our eyes, 
which see Brabantio's daughter and Othello as the "white ewe" 
tupped by this "black ram" (1. i. 87-88). The elaborate theatrical 
fabrications by which Iago so easily dupes Othello and with which 
Othello so readily complies simultaneously obscure a key element 
in our judgment of Othello and foster our sense that justice is 
finally done; because we can blame Iago and because Othello 
participates in his own degradation, the racist ideology that un
derlies our satisfaction with the tragic ending goes unacknowl
edged, even unrecognized. Though Shakespeare may have wanted 
to undo the effect of appearances in this play, audiences from his 
time to ours often convict this hero silently, on no greater grounds 
than the evidence of first sight.20 

Shakespeare's Othello undermines the ostensibly hard evidence 
on which revengers act: in its light, Lavinia's writing disappears 
and Hamlet's final reliance on Providence is not merely an act of 
faith, but a response to the silence of the facts; as Iago, in a more 
self-conscious and articulate mode than that of the tongueless 
Hieronimo, puts it, "what you know, you know" (V. ii. 303). But 
sometimes, as with Titus, we want the illusion of absolute answers. 
Sometimes, as with Hamlet, we want absolution from guilt and 
from responsibility. Sometimes, as with the racial subtext of 
Othello, we simply do not want to know. The theatrics of 
Shakespeare's revengers allude to truth, but also reduce the evi
dence to mere illusion-and expose the very grounds of truth as 
variously a fabrication, a private fiction, a hidden assumption, and 
a way of seeing. 

Augsburg College 

Notes 

11n his introduction to The Spanish Tragedy of Thomas Kyd in vol. I of Drama 
of the English Renaissance, eds. Russell A. Fraser and Norman Rabkin (New York: 
Macmillan, 1976), pp. 167-203, Rabkin notes that the attribution of the Elizabethan 
Soliman and Perseda to Kyd is based on the "material in the last act of The Spanish 
Tragedy" (p. 167). All quotations from Kyd's play come from Fraser and Rabkin's 
edition. 
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2IV. i. 78. All quotations from Shakespeare's Titus, Hamlet, and Othello are from 
The Rit1erside Shabspeare, ed. G. Blakemore Evans (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 
1974). 

'See V. iii. 34-52 and the RiDers ide's note to V. iii. 36, which distinguishes 
between the motives of Titus and Virginius. Regarding this much debated 
passage, I am indebted to G. Harold Metz for recalling that in the Arden Titus 
Andronicus,3rd ed., (New York: Methuen, 1961), editor j. C. Maxwell cites Holger 
Norgaard, "Never Wrong but with just Cause," English Studies, 45 (1964), 137-41, 
on a sixteenth-century source for Titus' version of the story, in which Virginius 
kills Virginia because she has already been raped. But the relative obscurity of 
Norgaard's source for the variant and of its lineage cannot compare with the 
familiarity and currency of the version found in Livy, Chaucer, Gower, and 
Lydgate, which was then and is now the best known variant. Mercifully Norgaard's 
findings have ended editorial tinkering with this passage, but they preclude 
neither our questioning the precedent Titus offers as justification for killing his 
daughter nor the possibility of Shakespeare's intentionally instilling such doubt. 
On another note, see Leonard Tennenhouse, Power on Display (New York: Methuen, 
1986), pp. 106-12, for a discussion of this passage and the play's "representations 
... of the aristocratic female" as "the substance of a political iconography that 
enhanced the power of the Elizabethan state." 

'Fredson Thayer Bowers, Eliubethan Rtroenge Tragedy ,1587-1642 (Gloucester, 
Mass.: Peter Smith, 1959), p. 117, considers Aaron's involvement yet another 
deflection of primary guilt from Tamora, whom Aaron seems more and more to 
control. Bowers also notes distinctions between Titus and its Kydian predecessor 
(p. 116). 

5Robert Weinmann's "Mimesis in Hamlet," in Shakespeare and the Question of 
Theory, eds. Patricia Parker and Geoffrey Hartman (New York: Methuen, 1985), 
275-91, discusses, with particular reference to this speech and scene, "the contra
diction between what is represented and what is representing" (p. 278), the 
related "gap in communication between those who prescribe representations and 
those who practice them," and the "tension between neoclassical theory and 
theatrical practice" (p. 281). For deconstructive commentary on the "mirror" 
speech and the play-within-the-play, see also Malcolm Evans, Signifying Nothing 
(Athens: Univ. of Georgia Press, 1986), pp. 129-33, 135-37, 182-86. 

'The Idea of a Theater (Garden City: Doubleday Anchor, 1953), p. 135. On the 
same score, Stanley Cavell's chapter on "Hamlet's Burden of Proof," in Disowning 
Knowledge in Six Plays of Shakespeare (Cambridge, Mass.: Cambridge Univ. Press, 
1987), pp. 179-91, is suggestive, though quirky (especially pp. 186-88). See also 
Leonard Tennenhouse's readings of the scene (pp. 91-93, 112-115). 

'To Be and Not to Be: Negation and Metadrama in Hamlet (New York: Columbia 
Univ. Press, 1983), p. 86. 

11See p. 145 of "Shakespeare in Ideology," in AlternatiDe Shakespeares, ed. John 
Drakakis (New York: Methuen, 1985), pp. 144-65, 232-34. 

9Though not exactly a feminist reading, Stanley Cavell's discussion of Hamlet 
does relate "the necessity of accepting one's individuality or individuation or 
difference, say one's separateness," to the necessary acceptance of the sexuality of 
one's parents, in particular "of one's mother as an independent sexual being" (pp. 
188-89). Jacqueline Rose's excellent feminist analysis, "Sexuality in the Reading 
of Shakespeare: Hamlet and Met~sure for Met~sure," in Alternt~tif1e Shakespet~res, pp. 
95-118, 229-31, deconstructs Gertrude's relation to Hamlet's problem and to the 
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problem of Hamlet: "Failing in a woman, whether aesthetic or moral, is always 
easier to point to than a failure of integration within language and subjectivity 
itself. If we try to read Shakespeare in terms of the second, however, it might be 
possible to lift the onus off the woman, who has for so long now been expected to 
take the responsibility, and to bear the excessive weight" (p. 118). 

toQtd. in Kavanaugh, p. 157. 
11The Subject of Tragedy (New York: Methuen, 1985), p. 115. 
12Qtd. in Kavanaugh, p. 152. 
13See p. 299 of "Hamlet's Dull Revenge," in Literary Theory I Renaiss11nce Texts, 

ed. Patricia Parker and David Quint (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Univ. Press,l986), 
280-302. 

14"1 t cannot be a fortuitous coincidence if the world, which four centuries ago 
wrote Hamlet and now finds itself in the strange historical impasse upon which we 
prefer not to reflect, is also the world whose sole religious law is to renounce 
revenge, the world which now even refuses to mention it but cannot ignore it any 
more, the world that finds itself more and more obliged to obey that law ... or 
else" (p. 301). 

15"The Concept of Tragedy and the Science of Literature," in Tragedy: Vision 
and Form, ed. Robert W. Corrigan (2nd ed.; New York: Harper and Row, 1981), pp. 
136-39. 

1'See Stephen Greenblatt, Rent~isst~nce Self-Ft~shioning (Chicago: Univ. of 
Chicago Press, 1980), pp. 222-54, for an excellent discussion of Iago's villainous 
im pro visa tory skill; see Sidney Homan, Sht~kespet~re' s Theater of Presence (Lewisburg: 
Bucknell Univ. Press, 1986), pp. 196-201, on lago as "a negative portrait of the 
artist." 

17See, for instance, Thomas Rymer, A Short View of Trt~gedy (1692), in The 
Critic11l Works of Thom11s Rymer, ed. Curt A. Zimansky (New Haven: Yale Univ. 
Press, 1956), pp. 82-175. Rymer mocked the play for its reliance on this device: 
"So much ado, so much stress, so much passion and repetition about an Handker
chief! Why was not this call'd the Tragedy of the Handkerchief?" (p. 160). He finds 
such trifles unworthy of tragedy. For a recent discussion of the play's comic 
elements, see Teresa J. Faherty, "Othello dell' Arte: The Presence of Commedia in 
Shakespeare's Tragedy," The11tre Journt~l, 43 (1991), 179-94. 

1'See James L. Calderwood, "Speech and Self in Othello," Sht~kespeare Quar
terly, 38 (1987), 293-303-especially regarding the title character's "narrative 
monopoly on language in the first act and his subsequent loss of that monopoly 
during his verbal exchanges with Iago" (p. 300). Eamon Grennan, "The Women's 
Voices in Othello: Speech, Song, Silence," Shakespe11re Quarterly, 38 (1987), 275-92, 
gives a full account of the significant function of female voices in Othello; Carol 
Thomas Neely, Broken Nuptials in Shakespeare's Plt~ys (New Haven: Yale Univ. 
Press, 1985), pp. 105-35, provides an excellent analysis of gender relations in 
Othello and points of contact between this tragedy and Shakespeare's comedies. 
In her discussion of Othello, Dympna Callaghan, in Wom11n 11nd Gender in Renais
st~nce Tragedy (Atlantic Highlands: Humanities Press International, 1989), esp. pp. 
59-63, 84-87, 90-94, comments on two early responses to Desdemona: Thomas 
Rymer's well-known antipathy toward her marriage (pp. 59-61) and Henry 
Jackson's stressing the moving quality of the de11d heroine in a production of Othello 
at Oxford in 1610 (p. 90). Leonard Tennenhouse discusses the political implica
tions of "Shakespeare's use of the female body" (pp. 124-27), and Peter Stallybrass, 
"Patriarchal Territories: The Body Enclosed," in Rewriting the Renaiss11nce: The 
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Discourses of Sexual Difference in Early Modern Europe, ed. Margaret W. Ferguson, 
Maureen Quilllgan, and Nancy J. Vickers (Chicago: Unlv. of Chicago Press, 1986), 
pp. 123-42, 344-47, analyzes "the problematic of the enclosed body" (p. 141) and 
the interaction of class and gender in the construction of Desdemona (pp. 135-42). 
Treating the play's internal contradictions, the tension between and within a 
"heroics of marriage" and a ''heroism of action," Mary Beth Rose, The Expense of 
Spirit: Looe and Sexuality in English Renaissance Drama (Ithaca: Cornell Univ. Press, 
1988), pp. 131-55, remarks: "Desdemona's retreat to victimization, to passivity, 
and to the assumption of a kind of pre-marital chastity corresponds to Othello's 
final idealization of her as virginal, static, and inert .... No longer distracted by 
the confusing, contradictory centrality that marriage has assumed in his identity, 
Othello ends his life by recalling his military achievements and devotion to public 
service" (pp. 154-55). 

19"Unproper Beds: Race, Adultery, and the Hideous in Othello," Shakespeare 
Quarterly, 40 (1989), 383-412. 

20See Greenblatt's discussion of Iago's colonialist perception of his "black 
general" (pp. 233-34); see Dympna Callaghan, pp. 129-30, on the discourses of 
misogyny in Othello. See Stanley Cavell on the subject of Othello's own and others' 
sense of his blackness (pp. 129-30) and on the play's embodiment of ''the logic, the 
emotion, and the scene of skepticism" (pp. 128-29). Arguing the influence of 
commedia's "notion of characterological determinism," Teresa J. Faherty suggests 
that, pace Greenblatt, the "echoes of the stock discourse of commedia dell' arte 
contend with the illusion of the speakers' self-fashioning abilities" in Othello; for 
Faherty, this influence "constitutes a profound resistance to the possibilities of 
free will" (p. 193). For some late seventeenth-century racial attitudes, see Rymer 
on the marriage of Desdemona and Othello as indecorous and indecent: "Rather 
we may ask here what unnatural crime Desdemona, or her parents had committed, 
to bring this Judgment down upon her; to Wed a Black-amoor, and innocent to be 
thus cruelly murder' d by him. What instruction can we make out of this Catastro
phe? ... If this be our end, what boots it to be Vertuous?" (p. 161). Even when 
Rymer tries to improve Shakespeare by devising a superior ending, his Desdemona 
remains a passive victim but one who survives her strangulation, and his Othello 
still demonstrates that the best Moor is he who, "touch'd with Remorse," can 
''honestly cut his own Throat, by the good leave, and with the applause of all the 
Spectators. Who might Thereupon have gone home with a quiet mind, admiring 
the beauty of Providence; fairly and truly represented on the Theatre" (p. 162). 
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Community, Narrativity, and Empowerment 
in Julia Margaret Cameron's Photographic 

Reading of Shakespeare 
by Constance C. Relihan 

Virginia Woolf's Freshwater mocks life on the Isle of Wight 
among George Frederic Watts, Ellen Terry, Tennyson, and Woolf's 
great aunt, the photographer Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-79).1 

Woolf's comic treatment of this eccentric group parodies Watts's 
devotion to "The Utmost for the Highest" 2 and Cameron's similar 
reverence for the symbolic and poetic heights to which she felt she 
raised the friends, servants, and strangers who acted as her mod
els. In a passage deleted from the play's 1935 version, Woolf has 
Cameron explain her devotion to her art as follows: 

All my sisters were beautiful, but I had genius. They 
were the brides of men; but I am the bride of art. I have 
sought beauty in public houses. I have found her play
ing the concertina in the street. My housemaid sold 
bootlaces at Charing Cross; she is now the wife of the 
Earl of Dudley; my boot boy stole eggs and was in prison; 
now he waits on tables in the guise of Cupid. I have 
sought beauty in the most unlikely places.3 

Woolf is, of course, exaggerating for comic effect here, but 
there is nonetheless some truth in her description of Cameron's 
artistic claims. Frequently, her sense of photography's artistic 
possibilities prompted her to compose photographs that imitate 
Italian Renaissance paintings; however, her best known images, 
besides her portraits of Watts, Tennyson, and other important 
Victorian men, are probably her illustrations for Tennyson's Idylls 
of the King. 4 Less systematically, Cameron photographed interpre
tations of scenes from The Tempest, Romeo and Juliet, and King Lear. 
She also produced "symbolic" portraits of Shakespeare's charac
ters, such as Iago, Prospero, and Ophelia. These photographs, 
however, are less telling of Cameron's readings of Shakespeare's 
plays than those of group scenes because, as Richard D. Altick has 
suggested, Victorian artists often titled portraits even vaguely 
reminiscent of Shakespearean characters after them.5 Cameron 
seems never to have intended to publish her Shakespearean im
ages in a volume similar to her Tennyson edition; nonetheless, 
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Cameron's readings of scenes from these plays are suggestive of 
early attempts to read the plays from a feminist perspective, a 
perspective enhanced by conflicts between the play's narratives 
and the historical, material reality of those who were posed to 
create Cameron's interpretations of them. As the following dis
cussion will demonstrate, the historical reality-their socioeco
nomic status, personal histories, and relation to the photogra
pher-of the models who posed for Cameron's images often quali
fies and augments Cameron's reading of the Shakespearean scenes 
she chooses to illustrate, producing photographs which resist 
traditional interpretations of the female characters they present. 

Cameron's reading of an early scene from The Tempest provides 
a good starting point for an examination of her Shakespearean 
images, because it clearly demonstrates the difficulties of recon
ciling the images' literary, or narrative, level of meaning with their 
historical, material reality. These difficulties limit the ability of 
the photographs to create the sense of narrative community, by 
which I mean a sense of shared narrative, necessary in order for the 
viewers to see the images as successful, literary interpretations of 
Shakespeare's texts.' Prospera and Miranda (Figure 1)7 depicts a 
crouching Miranda (Mary Ryan), seen in profile, looking up at and 
(our sense of the larger narrative tells us) presumably listening to 
a seated Prospero (Henry Taylor) who is also seen in profile. She 
wears a light robe; his robe is so dark that except for his face, beard, 
and left hand, he completely blends into the background. Their 
postures suggest that this illustration is based on I. ii. in which 
Prospero tells Miranda her history, or, as she puts it, 11What I am" 
(1. ii. 34).• The scene the two figures create portrays a popular 
theme in Victorian art, that of 11domestic instruction."9 

The importance of this scene to The Tempest is clear: unless we 
hear Miranda's history, we know no motive for the action of the 
play and we lose the twelve years of the play's narrative that 
precede Act I. Significant, however, to this history is that in 
Prospero's words it becomes not so much the narrative of what 
Miranda is, but what Prospero was.10 Nonetheless, the importance 
of the story to Miranda is great. Despite Prospero's repeated 
suggestions that she is not listening to him, Miranda needs to hear 
his version of her story if she is to be able to adjust to the arrival of 
the Europeans and to her departure from the island. Miranda is, in 
other words, completely dependent on Prospero (since he has 
discredited Caliban's version of their arrival at his island) for 
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information about her past, and Cameron's response to the scene 
clearly emphasizes that dependence. 

The pose of the figures and the lighting inscribe the power 
relations of both the literary and historical levels of the image. All 
control over Miranda's knowledge of herself and her past resides 
within Prospera's power and his dark presence. The light, crouch
ing Miranda stands out against this darkness, as if alien to the 
power he represents. The darkness, Prospera's paternal power, 
threatens to engulf her. Notice that in the lower right corner of the 
photograph shadows darken her white dress to approximate the 
color of his influence. A partial cause of this shadowing can be 
ascribed to the technical production of the photograph. The strong 
lighting on Mary Ryan's forehead and left shoulder naturally 
leaves the lower portions of her dress in relief, and the tendency of 
the plate to lose focus at the edges emphasizes that natural shading 
to make it more emphatic. 

Mary Ryan's posture also serves to problematize our accep
tance of this photograph as a comfortable illustration of ~~domestic 
instruction." Her crouching body twists, as the folds of her robe 
indicate, to present a version of the serpentine strength Nina 
Auerbach finds common in Victorian images of women. 11 However, 
instead of creating an image of power (as the serpentine image 
often does in Dante Gabriel Rosetti's paintings), Ryan's position 
suggests discomfort. This posture may serve to undermine images 
of 11domestic instruction" generally while it emphasizes Miranda's 
helplessness, which the play emphasizes through Prospera's lack 
of complete honesty with her. Only late in the play does she learn 
of his plans for her or the island's visitors. Her posture also calls 
attention to the historical level of the image by stressing Ryan's 
economic compulsion to act as Cameron's model.12 The seeming 
discomfort her torso suggests (her face presents a calmer, more 
idealized image) contrasts greatly with Henry Taylor's relative 
comfort and produces an image in which the historical fact of Mary 
Ryan's position as a servant in Cameron's household is mimicked 
by Miranda's relation to Prospera. 

Not only do the lighting and posture reflect dissatisfaction 
with the amount of self-control and self-definition Shakespeare's 
scene permits Miranda; Cameron uses the absence of eye contact to 
undercut strongly the moment of narrativity or community the 
scene could produce. If we look closely at the eyes of the two 
figures, we see that Miranda's eyes appear to be directed toward 
the middle of Prospera's beard. Regardless of the focus of his gaze 
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(which his eyelids conceal), she does not look back at him. The lack 
of a shared gaze serves to isolate the characters from each other; 
and, because the lightness of Miranda's dress pulls our attention 
away from Prospero, the illustration emphasizes her isolation 
from the dark, consuming world of her father-and his stories 
abput her. 

The illustration's background also emphasizes the difficulty of 
reading only the literary or narrative level of meaning in this 
photograph. The figures are photographed against a black back
ground which highlights only the left edge of Prospero' s chair and 
a mysterious hand at the far left of the frame. The presence of the 
hand is puzzling. For it to be Prospero's hand, as common sense 
and a quick glance at the photograph would indicate, would be 
required great contortions on Taylor's part-partly because it 
appears to be farther away from the camera than Taylor's head, 
and partly because its angle would seem very difficult for the 
model to achieve. The lack of focus apparent at the edges of this 
photograph could account for the hand's seeming distance from 
the camera, but not its unnatural angle.13 

The other possible reading of the hand, that it belongs to a 
servant holding the backdrop, seems an uncharacteristic lapse in 
technique on Cameron's part since, regardless of technical diffi
culties, she was quite willing to struggle to achieve her desired 
effects. That the hand belongs to a third person, however, is an 
appealing hypothesis since the presence of a third person in the 
frame would underscore the image's historical reading. As long as 
that hand remains ambiguously defined, the viewer is left with not 
one figure coerced into the role of model, but with the possibility 
of two; and that second individual's role is even more unsettling. 
She or he has been cut so that only a hand gains any importance, 
and that importance is only as a part of the scenery. Regardless of 
the ambiguities of the photograph's background, the impression 
the figures leave on the viewer is inescapable. The estrangement 
of the figures in Prospera and Miranda becomes even less attribut
able to limitations of technique if we compare it with other of 
Cameron's Shakespearean photographs which seem to be working 
more actively toward narrativity, although not necessarily achiev
ing it. 

Unlike Miranda, the female character in Romeo and Juliet (Fig
ure 2), is allowed a greater measure of control over her life and her 
story, which restricts the level of estrangement in the photograph. 
Romeo and Juliet does not, however, overcome the tensions between 
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literary and historical signification. The focus Cameron places on 
the female figure does not leave the viewer with the sense of 
having seen a "couple," but rather it seems to present two separate 
characters. The isolation present in this photograph seems to be 
more noteworthy if we consider that the models (Mary Ryan and 
Henry James Cotton Stedman, a member of the Bengal Civil Ser
vice) were married during 1867, the year this picture was taken.14 

The historical reality of the relationship between the models might 
be expected to precipitate a blending of the historical and literary 
levels of meaning within the illustration. 

The photograph shows the embracing lovers against a fairly 
dark, curtained background. The nearness of this backdrop to the 
camera seems to push the figures toward us. Romeo (Stedman) is 
dressed in very dark robes and hat, except for some whiteness from 
a bright epaulet-like ornament on his right shoulder and from 
some plumes on his cap. He is turned three-quarters toward the 
camera, revealing the right side of his face; but his head, bent to 
touch the top of Juliet's head with his lips, is in shadow. His left 
arm and hand are visible around Juliet's back and his right hand 
holds her upper left arm. Juliet (Ryan), in white, has her back to the 
camera, but her face is turned to look along the right side of 
Romeo's chest and out into the distance to the viewer's left. 

The effect of this image is complex. Its literary signification 
probably derives from III. v. 1-42, the morning after the consum
mation of their marriage, and in that context it should suggest the 
lovers' temporary union in opposition to the wills of their families 
and Prince Escalus' banishment of Romeo. Juliet's appearance 
suggests, understandably, that only very limited pleasure is de
rived from this union. Cameron focuses our attention on Juliet. 
She is in white, illuminated, and in the center of the frame, and she 
looks near-if not at-the viewer. The darkness of Romeo and his 
downcast and slightly blurred face emphasize Juliet's presence 
even more. Because we focus our gaze upon her, and because he 
recedes into the background, the narrative this photograph tells is 
somewhat analogous to that of Prospero and Miranda: it describes 
not the dilemma of a couple about to be parted, perhaps forever, 
but instead the plight of the female character alone. 

The emphasis on Juliet's story in this illustration is appropri
ate. The Juliet of III. v. is torn between the need to urge Romeo to 
flee into exile and the desire to have him remain with her (as her 
vacillating explanations for the cause of the morning's light at the 
beginning of that scene suggest). The hatred of her family for his 
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also adds to her tension. She is a woman who has taken some 
control of her self and her choice of a husband, but who now must 
be controlled by the law which has banished her husband, the 
marital vow by which she owes obedience to her husband, and by 
filial duty to her parents: her act of assertiveness has left her with 
less power over her own selfhood. As a result, Cameron depicts 
her as firmly held by her husband, yet looking away from him as 
if to reject the bonds which now constrain her. 

The studio quality of the curtained background in this photo
graph calls attention to its historical reality, as do the limpness of 
Ryan's hair (which contrasts with the full, Pre-Raphaelite hair 
Cameron frequently used in her representations of women), and 
the protruding veins in Romeo's hand. The emphasis on these non
fictional details seems to militate against our reading this photo
graph purely on its literary level. It remains a photograph of Mary 
Ryan being held by Henry James Stedman Cotton in Cameron's 
studio, and it seems to have been constructed to exclude the 
representation of any pleasure they may have derived from their 
pose or relationship. 

It is for scenes which show Juliet nearing her death that Cameron 
creates illustrations that reflect both the character's growing power 
over herself and a greater sense of narrativity within the photo
graphs. Cameron posed several versions of IV. i-Juliet receiving 
the "distilling liquor" (IV. i. 94) from Friar Laurence,15-and at least 
two of these versions (Figures 3 and 4) show an interaction be
tween the figures unseen in Romeo and Juliet or Prospero and 
Miranda. 16 Both versions of Friar Laurence and Juliet are composed 
in a fashion similar to Prospero and Miranda: a sea ted, cloaked, white
bearded man (Henry Taylor) and a crouching, suppliant woman 
(Mary Hillier) receiving "domestic instruction." In the Friar 
Laurence and Juliet illustrations, however, the positioning of the 
female figures gives them more power than does Prospero and 
Miranda. Furthermore, these photographs create more of a sense of 
narrativity than do either of the illustrations previously discussed. 

The illustration Cameron titled Other Version of Friar Laurence 
and Juliet (Figure 3) bears more resemblance, in terms of the power 
balance between the characters, to Prospero and Miranda than does 
Friar Laurence and Juliet. In Other Version, Juliet is dressed in black, 
not white as is Miranda or the Juliet in Friar Laurence and Juliet, but 
her position relative to the male figure is analogous to Miranda's 
relation to Prospero. The significant differences between Other 
Version and Prospero and Miranda are in the distance between the 
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two characters (here they form a collective mass), and the position 
of Juliet's head and neck (her neck is prominent and extended, and 
her head falls within the outline of his hood). Both these details 
suggest more activity and interaction than does the scene from The 
Tempest. Here the light which shines on the figures illuminates 
both their faces, and her nose touching (or seeming to touch) his 
beard unites them at least as much as do their joined hands 
which-along with the bottle they hold-are also lit. Juliet's eyes 
are clearly looking into his, and Friar Laurence's seem to look into 
hers. 

The darkness of their clothing and the darkness of the back
ground unite to emphasize the literary signification of the scene. It 
serves to unite them, their activities, and the medium in which 
these actions are performed. The lighter block in the background 
at the right of the picture, however, problematizes the literary 
reading of the scene, a reading which diminishes the power imbal
ance between the male and female figures. The light block in the 
background, however, calls attention to the oppression of Juliet in 
two ways. First, it presents an obstruction which does not seem to 
appear behind Friar Laurence: it is an obstacle which only affects 
Juliet's position and limits the directions in which she can move. 
In other words, it helps confine her and push her towards the front 
of the photograph. Secondly, this light block emphasizes the 
difference in height between the two characters since it does not 
extend fully to the top of the frame. This break in the background 
of the photograph, which causes the viewer to lower his or her eyes 
when scanning it, emphasizes Juliet's lowness in the frame. Juliet's 
relative height in the photograph is mimicked by the light screen, 
and both call attention to a rift in the harmonious historical and 
literary narrative the illustration works to create. 

Friar Laurence and Juliet (Figure 4), unlike Other Version, does 
not present a subservient Juliet. In this photograph Juliet, here in 
white, is allowed to remain at the same height as Friar Laurence. 
Because he is in dark robes against a here unified and very dark 
background, she dominates the image as do the other female 
characters in white we have seen. Juliet's head and neck are still 
prominent, although not craned upward, and her muscular strength 
remains. The angle of her head here obscures the single braid 
which is so prominent in Other Version and which seems, in light of 
Cameron's use of Pre-Raphaelite hair elsewhere, to suggest a kind 
of bondage. 
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Juliet's head is only slightly lower than Friar Laurence's. Al
though hers is slightly upturned, her look towards him and his 
towards her suggest a meeting as equals, a suggestion supported 
by the fact that this photograph does not include the "distilling 
liquor," but instead leaves the figures with simple, clasped hands. 
It seems unimportant in this image to emphasize that Juliet gains 
control over her future by use of a drug-and it seems equally 
unimportant to question the historical reading of the photograph. 
Here Juliet (not Mary Hillier) gains power through simple conver
sation with Friar Laurence. They hold hands, but that physical 
contact occurs in shadow. Friar Laurence holds her hand tightly, 
as the veins in the back of his left hand suggest, but the serenity of 
expression on both their faces suggests neither feels any greater 
need to emphasize his power or her predicament. In fact, she here 
seems to have control over herself, control given by her knowledge 
of how she can preserve her dignity and her marriage, a control 
also seen in the relative physical comfort apparent in Hillier's 
pose. 

The historical reading of this photograph, I suggested above, is 
relatively unimportant because here Hillier seems to have lost any 
appearance of economic dependence upon Cameron. There seems, 
in this photograph, no discomfort with her role as model, no 
discomfort with the position in which she was posed, no reluctance 
to sit with and hold the hand of Henry Taylor, who was certainly 
her economic and social superior. The socioeconomic realities of 
their lives as historical persons on the Isle of Wight seem to have 
fallen away and left no residue on either of the figures or on the 
literary level of this photograph. However, it is true that the 
anxiety, the tension, present in the Juliet who visits Friar Laurence 
in IV. i. is missing from this reading of the scene as well. It almost 
seems that the absence of the historical level, while it allows for the 
empowerment of Juliet and the creation of a kind of community 
with Friar Laurence, decreases the degree to which the narrative of 
the play is permitted to be seen. The reading of IV. i Cameron 
presents in this photograph is an ideal reading, a re-writing pos
sible only in a world in which women have more control over their 
lives and the ways in which they present their lives to their society 
than is possible in the world of Romeo and Juliet. 

King Lear allotting his Kingdom (Figure 5),17 on the other hand, 
does not present an optimistic, empowering re-writing of the 
entrapment of Shakespeare's female characters by their patriar
chal societies. Instead, Cameron chooses to illustrate the moment 
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when Cordelia's sense of control over her personal narrative is 
shattered by the whim of her father. Cameron's illustration paral
lels Cordelia's sense of lost control and isolation: it presents a 
tremendously fragmented picture in which no community or 
"fleeting togetherness" exists. 

King Lear allotting his Kingdom shows us Lear and his three 
daughters. Lear (Charles Hay Cameron), in right profile, fills the 
center of the frame. His very dark robe is lightened only by a line 
of white trim running up to his shoulder, in contrast to the white 
robe of Cordelia (one of the Liddell sisters, the most famous of 
whom is the dedicatee of Alice in Wonderland11), who fills the right 
third of the composition. Lear seems to look out beyond the right 
edge of the frame and directly past Cordelia. The figure on the far 
left, presumably Regan (since she appears smaller and less aggres
sive than the other figure), looks into Lear's back and her sister, 
presumably Goneril, looks up and to the left, beyond Regan and to 
the left of the viewer. The result of the varying gazes is a scene not 
of a group, but of four individuals: an effect similar to but more 
extreme than that of Cameron's Romeo and Juliet. 

This photograph seems in part designed to support Stephen 
Orgel's statement that in Shakespeare generally "the comforts of 
the family life" do not exist.19 The lack of cohesion among the 
individuals in this group suggests the problems we know to exist 
within Lear's family as the play begins. While the central presence 
of Lear in the middle of the frame can be said to provide a 
compositional focus to the image, the variety of poses and gazes 
suggest more confusion than order. Graham Ovendon has sug
gested that Cameron was unable to compose group photographs 
well. Frequently, he believes, "a general air of confusion" exists in 
these shots, as if the positions were not set when the photographic 
process began; 20 and while I think it wrong to accuse Cameron of 
technical incompetence, it would seem that confusion does over
ride this photograph. 

Cordelia whose clasped hands and lowered head suggest 
thoughtfulness and anxiety is left isolated here with no means by 
which she can identify an appropriate course of behavior. Her 
father's rejection of her version of herself and her honest love for 
him leave her no self which she can present to him at the beginning 
of King Lear. She possesses no version of her love for him, no 
narrative of her affection that will please him. Her reflection. to 
herself: "What shall Cordelia speak? Love and be silent" (1. i. 62), 
suggests her awareness that she is unable to frame the narrative of 
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her relationship to her father in a way he will find satisfactory. 
And her inability to assume narrative control of her life and her 
future in a way that will satisfy Lear creates turmoil within her 
character that Cameron recreates. The presence of the black back
drop behind Cordelia and Lear suggests an attempt at some kind 
of union between them, but their opposing postures couple with 
the estrangement of their gaze to reflect their separation and their 
inability to share any sense of the narrative of Cordelia's life. The 
black backdrop does, however, serve to oppress Cordelia at the 
same time that it tries to unify her with Lear. Its top is only a hair's 
breadth above her head, and it seems to confine the vertical space 
she can consume. The mottled backdrop above the dark screen 
suggests too, by its lack of single color, disruption, disharmony, 
and (possibly) Cordelia's interior confusion at the opening of the 
play. Contrast this background, for instance, with that of Romeo and 
Juliet. 

Note also that her sisters seem at least as constrained as she. 
Regan extends a finger onto her father's arm, but seems incapable 
of any greater movement because the white scarf over her arm acts 
as a manacle and the oppressive presence of Goneril traps her into 
the small space behind her father. Even this physical contact with 
Lear does not seem to suggest any community in the photograph 
since it goes unnoticed by him. The lack of a shared narrative 
between Lear and his daughters is central to the opening scene of 
King Lear. Lear's inability to interpret language and events as 
those around him do is what drives the beginning of the play. His 
inability to distinguish between Goneril'sand Regan's false stories 
of their love for him and Cordelia's truthful narrative of her 
emotions prompts much of the play's action. The significant 
difference between the chaos visible in this photograph and the 
first scene of King Lear lies in the lack of communication here be
tween the sisters. In Cameron's illustration they are as unaware of 
each other's behavior as their father is of them. 

If there is any sense of empowerment in this photograph, it is 
in the figure of Goneril, who is able to look out resolutely from the 
chaos of the scene. She is the one figure with purpose. Cordelia, 
the expressed "heroine" of the play, is reduced by the demands of 
her father-here an oppressive black monolith-to a meek figure 
partially cut from the frame. What is left of Cordelia is a figure 
who looks not only stripped of her identity, but of her clothes as 
well. Cordelia's loose hair and flowing V-necked shift contrast 
with Regan's more closely fitted darker garment and her mantle, 
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necklace, and tiara. Stripped of her identity by her father's sudden 
change, she is figuratively naked as well. She has no control, no 
self; and, consequently, there is even less community present in 
this illustration than there is in Prospero and Miranda. 

Cordelia's figurative nakedness helps to trigger a shift from a 
literary to a historical reading of the image. The parallel between 
her shift and that of the female figure in Holman Hunt's The 
Awakening Conscience alerts us to the vision of the Cordelia figure 
as a vulnerable Victorian woman. We read Cordelia as a historical 
figure, one of the Liddell sisters, whose vulnerability is simulta
neously emphasized and undercut by her similarity in dress with 
Goneril, who also wears no marks of her royalty. Whereas tne 
unmarked nature of Cordelia and Goneril removes certain con
straints of props and costumes and invites us to read them histori
cally, the figures of Lear and Regan are constructed to try to 
prevent our reading them in any way but in terms of their literary 
signification. The fact that the two literary characters are connected 
both by physical contact (Regan's outstretched finger) and similar 
postures contrasts with the physical separateness of Cordelia and 
Goneril and the fact that their bodies both face the camera. 

The two readings of Cameron's illustrations come into clear 
conflict here. The entrapment of Cordelia in her literary context is 
emphasized by her physical appearance and placement in the 
frame, factors which seem to oppress her on a historical, realistic 
level. Here, however, the oppression is not caused by economic 
compulsion to follow Cameron's requests (the Liddells were, of 
course, not dependent on Cameron's family), but, it would seem, 
by the literary presence of Lear and the power of his function 
within the play. The strength of the literary level of representation 
present in Lear and Regan (as noted above) seems to paralyze 
Cordelia, whose lack of a literary costume seems to exclude her 
from the literary level of signification. In other words, she seems 
trapped by the literary meaning of Lear and Regan: there is a 
suggestion that in this photograph there is no boundary between 
literary and historical levels of signification. Regan finds comfort 
or connection in her literary role (as her outstretched finger sug
gests), but Goneril and Cordelia, deprived of unproblematic liter
ary meaning, are threatened with entrapment by the patriarchal 
role of Lear. Goneril's defiant gaze suggests she will find a means 
to escape literary entrapment, but Cordelia's position suggests no 
such optimism. She will continue to be oppressed by the patriar-
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chal figures who are able to transcend fictional and literary bound
aries. 

The control male literary characters exercise over female char
acters' choices and narratives of their own lives extends to the 
historical realm and supersedes distinctions of social class (hence, 
posing maids as Lear's daughters would have been inappropriate). 
King Lear allotting his Kingdom seems to recognize the power male 
paradigms of behavior and control exert over female lives, and it 
further recognizes the role literature plays in perpetuating male
defined systems of thought and action. Yet I cannot say with any 
conviction that this photograph, or any examined in this essay, is 
overtly feminist. Cameron's tendency to find beauty "in the 
street," as Virginia Woolf says in Freshwater, may suggest an 
egalitarian desire to improve the conditions of a few isolated 
women, but the general impulse in her work seems not to support 
any broad sense of feminism. As the title of one of her albums, 
Portraits of Famous Men and Fair Women, suggests, fame, intellect, 
and talent are, in Cameron's estimation, masculine. Women are 
photographed because of their beauty. Such a split cannot, of 
course, be termed part of any feminist tradition, and yet Cameron's 
desire to photograph female beauty (which she could usually 
control economically) and her love of poetry and art combine to 
produce photographic readings of Shakespeare, readings which 
Mary Ryan, Mary Hillier, and the Liddell sisters help to make more 
complex and fascinating than, I think, Cameron intended. 

Auburn University 
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Fig. 1. Prospero and Miranda. Julia Margaret Cameron. 
Courtesy of The Royal Photographic Society, Bath. 
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Fig. 2. Romeo and Juliet. Julia Margaret Cameron. National Museum of 
Photography, Film & Television, by courtesy of the Board of the 
Science Museum. 
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Fig. 3. Other Version of Friar Laurence and Juliet. Julia Margare t Cameron. 
National Museum of Photography, Film & Television, by courtesy 
of the Board of Trus tees of the Science Museum. 
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Fig. 4. Friar Laurence and Juliet . Julia Margaret Cameron . National 
Museum of Photography, Film & Television, by courtesy of 
the Board of Trustees of the Science Museum . 
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Fig. 5. King Lear allotting his Kingdom. Julia Margaret Cameron. 
Courtesy of The Royal Photographic Society, Bath. 
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Notes 

1This essay began in a 1988 Shakespeare Association of America seminar on 
women's responses to Shakespeare organized by Marianne Novy. I am grateful 
for the helpful advice seminar participants provided. 

:~Virginia Woolf, Freshwater-A Comedy, ed. Lucio P. Ruotolo (New York: 
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1976), p. 8. 

3Woolf, p. 49. 
•Helmut Gernsheim, Julia Margaret Cameron: Photographic Work, (Millerton, 

NY: Aperture, 1975, p. 48. 
'Richard D. Altick, P11intings from Books: Art and Literature in Britain, 1760-

1900 (Columbus: Ohio Univ. Press, 1985), p. 299. 
61 draw here on the work of Walter Benjamin and Robert Scholes. Benjamin, 

in discussing early photography, identifies the "fleeting togetherness" which 
seems to emanate from successful group images ("A Short History of Photogra
phy," trans. Hugh Gray, ed. Alan Trachtenberg, Classic Essays on Photography [New 
Haven: Leete's Island Books, 1980], p. 207). This sense of togetherness or 
community is analogous to the sense of narrativity Scholes discusses in ''Narra
tion and N arrativity in Film and Fiction" in Semiotics and Interpretation (New Haven: 
Yale Univ. Press, 1982) p. 60, if we understand that a photographic illustration 
presents only a frozen moment of narration: it partakes in the narrativity of the 
play it aims to represent by virtue of our knowledge of Shakespeare and our sense 
of the "aura" (to use Benjamin's term) which surrounds Shakespeare's plays. 

'The photographs discussed are reproduced from the following sources: 
Prospero and Miranda (Mike Weaver, Julia Margaret Cameron 1815-1879, 
Southampton: The John Hansard Gallery, 1984, pl. 2.25); Romeo and Juliet (Colin 
Ford, The Cameron Collection: An Album of Photographs by Julill Margaret Cameron 
Presented to Sir John Herschel, Wokingham: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1975 pl. 65); 
Other Version of Friar lAurence and Juliet (Ford, pl. 62); Friar Laurence and Juliet (Ford, 
pl. 61); King Lear allotting his Kingdom (Weaver, 2.22). 

1All quotations are from The Rit~erside Shakespeare, ed. G. Blakemore Evans 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1974). 

9 Altik, p. 328. 
10Also significant in this context is that, as Carol Thomas Neely has discussed 

in Broken Nuptials in Shakespellre's Plllys (New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1985), p. 
188, Prospero tells Miranda her history in order to prepare her for the marriage he 
is plotting for her. He is, in other words, telling her of her history in part to 
prepare to transfer control of her narrative to Ferdinand: he does not intend that 
his revelations should permit her any more control over herself than she has ever 
had. 

nsee Nina Auerbach, Woman llnd the Demon: The Life of ll Victorilln Myth 
(Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 1982), passim. 

12Cameron's Shakespeare illustrations most frequently feature two of her 
female dependents, Mary Ryan and Mary Hillier, as Shakespeare's heroines. For 
male characters, however, Cameron seems to have relied on her husband and 
other men, like Henry Taylor, of her own economic class. 

13This reading was suggested to me by Michael Hancher. Discussions with 
Thomas M. O'Shea also contributed to my analysis of this detail. While versions 
of this image exist without the mysterious hand (see Gernsheim p. 31), Cameron's 
willingness to have this version of the photograph made public suggest that the 
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hand is in some sense significant to our understanding of her reading of 
Shakespeare's scene. 

14Ford, pp. 133, 138. 
15Ford, p. 132. 
1'A third version (Weaver, 2.26) shows a slightly different positioning of the 

figures and the vial, but what I will argue about Other Version essentially holds 
true for it as well. 

17Full title: King Lear allotting his Kingdom I to his three daughters /"What shall 
Cordelia do I Looe and be silent" [sic]. 

11Gernsheim, p. 83. 
19Stephen Orgel, "Prospera's Wife," in Rewriting the Renaissance: The Dis

course of Sexual Difference in Early Modern Europe, eds. Margaret W. Ferguson, 
Maureen Quilligan, and Nancy Vickers (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 1986), 
p. 56. 

200vendon, p. 13. 
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The Comic Equilibrium of 
Much Ado About Nothing 

by Morriss Henry Partee 

Finding the balance between the two plots of Much Ado About 
Nothing continues to challenge readers. While most critics agree 
that Claudio's relationship with Hero forms the underlying 
structure of the play, the Benedick and Beatrice material has 
always attracted far more interest and acclaim. This fascination 
with the background or subplot calls into question Shakespeare's 
artistry-the ponderous comedy of situation may seem unworthy 
to co-exist with, much less to contain, the brilliant light-hearted 
comedy of manners. Such a literary reading proceeds from the 
questionable assumption that every dramatic figure should have 
the full panoply of emotional depth assigned to actual people. The 
diversity of attributes assigned to Benedick and Beatrice naturally 
offers the intuitions of critics far more scope for explication than 
does the relatively straightforward narrative of attraction, b~
trayal, and reconciliation that surround Hero and Claudio. On the 
other hand, respect for the play's original (and primary) status as 
an immediate dramatic production may correct this distortion of 
the subsequent literary artifact. Attention to the temporal suc
cession of episodes in performance (whether publicly in the theater 
or privately in the study) reveals a superb generation and release 
of tension in the small world of Messina. 

Framed by the ongoing broader political antagonism of Don 
Pedro and Don John of Arragon, Much Ado About Nothing suc
cessfully tempers the potential tragedy of Claudio's actions with 
the resolution of the deep-seated conflict between Benedick and 

. Beatrice. The momentary hiatus in the antagonism between the 
brothers from Arragon offers the bastard the opportunity for 
introducing his machinations into the fragile arena of Messina. 
This displaced animosity complicates the transition of Count 
Claudio from his prior military obligation to Don Pedro to the 
romantic concerns long held by Benedick, his new friend and 
social inferior. To mute the effect of such intense animosity in the 
main plot, Shakespeare not only employs superficial, often inco
herent characterization but also implants extensive implausibility 
into the action. These logical discontinuities help the audience to 
look past local incidents of emotional involvement with these one-
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dimensional dramatic figures. In addition, the playwright creates 
a background of unusual vitality. The emergence of Beatrice and 
Benedick from their isolation and underlying melancholy generates 
sufficient interest to help distance the intense confrontation of the 
primary action. The play's comic irresolution into forgiveness 
ultimately detaches all characters from the consequences of their 
action. Much ado fades into nothingness. 

I. Anxiety in Messina 

Shakespeare encapsulates the tension surrounding Claudio's 
betrayal of Hero in the church scene by placing this potentially 
tragic action within the broader context of Don Pedro's inexplicable 
incursion into Messina. Assigning the glory of the military over
throw of Don John to Count Claudio, Shakespeare gives Don Pedro 
chiefly personal and political authority. Therefore, the ruler of 
Arragon must bear full responsibility for casually introducing the 
malevolence of his illegitimate sibling into the unsuspecting and 
defenseless society of Messina. Moreover, this leader not only fails 
to provide subsequent monitoring of his brother's activities but 
also offers the opportunity for the bastard's machinations. Ne
glecting political responsibility, Don Pedro demonstrates interest 
primarily in socializing with Leonato and confirming his subor
dinates in marriage. The shadow brother simply takes his cues 
from Don Pedro. Perverting the theatrical devices which Don 
Pedro benignly uses to secure the marriages of his subordinates, 
Don John continually seeks to "appropriate a power the play seeks 
to lodge with the legitimate brother."1 

Shakespeare circumscribes the ability of Don Pedro to function 
as a stabilizing force in this work. Although the play gives no 
definitive age for him, his susceptibility to the conspiracy of Don 
John, his status as a potential lover, and his close association with 
the exceptionally young Claudio could suggest youth and inex
perience.2 And although the alliance of Claudio and Don Pedro 
appears secure-indeed, Richard A. Levin3 argues their relation
ship to be excessively enmeshed-even the secluded Hero knows 
that political relationships are inherently unstable.4 Moreover, 
further distancing his status as a ruler from the focus of the play, 
Don Pedro's ambiguous role as a potential lover himself challenges 
class structure. Where even Hero, the daughter of the governor of 
Messina, is beneath his birth (II. i. 165), Don Pedro's proposal of 
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marriage to the dependent Beatrice reveals a disregard for his 
social obligations to his state (II. i. 326; II. iii. 168-70).5 

The highly structured and fragile society in Messina magnifies 
the impact of such destabilizing forces. Whereas Venice always 
represents an exotic and sophisticated city for Shakespeare, 
Messina-which can with reasonable confidence rely on the watch 
of Dogberry for security-suddenly receives an influx of a con
spicuously cosmopolitan army: Don Pedro of Arragon, Claudio of 
Florence, and Benedick of Padua. "Messina is at once a world with 
too much control and too little-the worst of all possibilities since 
it causes confusion and anger, as well as the feeling of being 
manipulated."6 The absence of an alternate, more ideal, world 
intensifies the sense of compression and magnifies the impact of 
scandal as Shakespeare portrays "the absoluteness of the evil of 
slander."7 The unquestioned acceptance of patriarchal authority 
heightens the sense of constriction. Although the dependent 
Beatrice can flaunt these demands with impunity, Hero (like 
Cordelia in King Lear) manifests-at least on the surface-an al
most supernal docility concerning her marriage.8 

The governor of this city, the aged and feeble Leonato, dem
onstrates neither insight nor authority. A clear terminus to his 
authority already appears in the emphasis on his having only one 
child, a female in an intensely patriarchal society (1. i. 294-95; IV. 
i. 127-28). His primary function-besides welcoming Don Pedro to 
Messina-consists of enunciating the expectations of the patriar
chy to Hero. An uneasy mixture of violence and passivity, this 
figure alternates between raging at Hero and railing at her abusers 
(IV. i. 190-200; V. i. 45-109). Lack of a strong secular center of 
political authority necessitates the sudden insertion of the Friar as 
the agent of social reconciliation. Leona to then lapses into almost 
complete submission: "Being that I flow in grief, I The smallest 
twine may lead me" (IV. i. 249-50). Nor does he develop initiative. 
When the watch has vindicated Hero, his determined refusal to 
confront disruptive influences (V. i. 259-61) resembles more the 
ineptitude to which Dogberry counsels the watch (III. iii. 28-82) 
than the rage of an abused father and magistrate. 

An awareness of time's passing gives an undercurrent of ur
gency to Much Ado About Nothing. Reflecting comedy's typical 
employment of the fantasy of a timeless eternity, Beatrice con
templates an eternity of jesting with bachelors in heaven (II. i. 48-
49), while Hero fantasizes about being married forever tomorrow 
(III. i. 101). But more profoundly, the special characteristics of this 
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play come from "the manner in which 'time and place' do not 'cease 
to matter,' but matter very greatly."9 The spacial limitation of the 
setting solely to Messina emphasizes the effect of time on the 
characters. Even the bland Hero has melancholy premonitions of 
the future; her heart is exceedingly heavy as she thinks of her 
wedding dress (III. iv. 24-25). Beatrice more specifically foresees 
the decay of marital relationships (II. i. 72-80), and Benedick 
laments the ephemerality of reputation (V. ii. 77-80). Timing, of 
course, profoundly affects the plot. Dogberry's inability to com
municate his apprehension of the malefactors to Leona to in timely 
fashion precipitates the anguish of Hero; the news of Don John's 
stealthy departure comes just in time to confirm the confessions of 
Borachio and Conrade. 

The compression of the ambience of Messina encourages the 
audience to see a personal inertia in the dramatic figures. The pun 
on the similar pronunciation of nothing and noting in the title of 
the play immediately introduces the theme of static contemplation. 
The lack of autonomy of the characters reduces them to mere 
noting or observing of others.1° Claudio has carefully noted Hero 
before going to war (I. i. 298), and the sparring of Beatrice and 
Benedick necessarily proceeds from close observation of each 
other. The plot itself depends on even more disengagement: 
eavesdropping or overhearing dominates the action. Dogberry 
instructs the watch to observe but not to apprehend malefactors. 
Don Pedro and Claudio are content merely to overhear the supposed 
infidelity of Hero. Obviously, a less emotionally restricted Claudio 
would have immediately confronted the woman he supposes to be 
Hero and her paramour, thus exposing the stratagem of Don John. 
And, of course, a major source of humor in the play derives from 
the benign gulling of Beatrice and Benedick as they listen in on 
supposedly private counsels. 

This temperamental passivity leads to a dangerous deadening 
of the intellect in the dramatic figures. "Throughout the play every 
character is required to observe and judge, and almost every 
character judges poorly."11 All levels of society are affected. The 
highly placed Don Pedro and Claudio as well as Leona to misjudge 
Hero while the lowly Dogberry can see the ignorance of Verges, 
but not his own (III. v. 9-12). Incapable of focusing on any topic 
and bewildered by words, Dogberry can penetrate the treachery of 
Borachio only by implausible fortune. Throughout the play this 
constable maintains his concern for dignity; he fears (correctly) 
that the villains do not respect his place and years (IV. ii. 74-75). 
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Neither Benedick nor Beatrice can see through the deception of the 
overhearing, and even when they are teased later, they show no 
indignation at being manipulated. All of the lovers in this romantic 
comedy must rely on external agents to establish satisfactory 
relationships. Benedick and Beatrice as well as Claudio "suffer 
from self-absorption, with its corollary of misplaced faith in the 
sufficiency of one's own knowledge, and thus all three are easily 
led into mistakes about themselves and about others.''12 A com
plete resolution of this stubbornness is far from assured. Benedick 
concludes with his determination to be indifferent to the opinions 
of others. "Since I do purpose to marry, I will think nothing to any 
purpose that the world can say against it, and therefore never flout 
at me for what I have said against it" (V. iv. 105-08). 

The conspicuous sexual tension which so obviously drives 
Claudio's aggression towards Hero transpires against a subtle 
background of the melancholy surrounding the minor characters. 
Shakespeare assigns some interiority to the buffoon Dogberry by 
the startling discordant revelation that this constable has had 
losses (IV. ii. 84). And we discover that Hero and Beatrice have 
"noted" the dour expression of the caged and defanged Don John 
(II. i. 3-5). The humor surrounding Benedick and Beatrice especially 
derives from compensation for unhappiness. The past in Much Ado 
About Nothing holds few explicitly pleasant memories for these 
socially subordinate characters. We find that the mother of Beatrice 
cried as her daughter was born (II. i. 334-35), and at the news of 
Hero's engagement, Beatrice declares herself to be sunburned and 
unmarriageable. Benedick likewise has difficulty in securing long
term relationships. According to Beatrice, Benedick has trouble 
keeping friends, possibly because of his excessive dependency on 
them (1. i. 86-90). Isolation intensifies grief. Benedick aptly declares 
that "every one can master a grief but he that has it" (Ill. ii. 28-29). 
Like Brabantio in Othello and Macduff in Macbeth, Leona to scorn
fully refuses verbal consolation. Declaring his radically unique 
status, the grieving father would admit only a person with a mirror 
image of his suffering to offer comfort (V. i. 5-32). 

Exclusive focus by critics on the compensating mechanism of 
wit generated between Benedick and Beatrice improperly ignores 
the underlying distress that necessitates the humor in the first 
place. Both figures show signs of continued injury caused by the 
verbal thrusts within the play. Although the merry war between 
Beatrice and Benedick offers the conventional society of Messina a 
momentary release from its tedium (1. i. 61-64), Beatrice recalls 
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with some chagrin the earlier disruption of her relationship with 
Benedick (II. i. 278-82). Skillfully mocking Benedick's military and 
personal standing with Claudio and Don Pedro, Beatrice taunts 
Benedick by saying that as the Prince's jester he is often not 
noticed, but laughed at and beaten. Then he falls into a melancholy 
and does not eat (II. i. 146-150). Benedick worries about the 
possible truth of this jest, and indeed in act five Don Pedro and 
Claudio seek him out to amuse themselves (V.i. 122-24). And on 
the other hand, Benedick ridicules not only the appearance but 
also the wit of Beatrice, her one defense against her inherent lack 
of social standing as a poor relation of Leona to. 

Verbal hostility extends far beyond these two sparring lovers. 
From the beginning, a constant verbal sparring tempers the emo
tional bonding between friends. A persistent, low-grade irritability 
persists throughout the entourage both of Don Pedro and Leona to. 
Benedick sneers at Claudio's interest in love just as Margaret will 
jibe at the newly smitten Beatrice later. This barely disguised 
hostility comes closer to the surface in the "honest slanders" (III. 
i. 84) which Hero applies to the hidden Beatrice (III. i), Claudio to 
the hidden Benedick (II. iii). Whereas socially mandated decorum 
initially maintains cordiality between the two leaders themselves, 
Leona to unproductively confronts Don Pedro and Claudio while 
awaiting vindication of Hero. And Claudio in his turn displays an 
unseemly contempt for the old man who was to be and is to be his 
father-in-law (V.i. 115-16). 

The ubiquitous references to adultery and illegitimacy provide 
an ominous social context for the extreme innocence of Claudio. 
The malevolent Don John, of course, represents the tangible em
bodiment of bastardy. None of the figures in this play find that 
moral codes materially aid them in managing the torment and 
frustration arising from their fundamental ambivalence concern
ing chastity and sexuality.13 Jealousy powerfully drives Claudio to 
suspect first Don Pedro and then the illusory lover of Hero. Al
though Claudio demonstrates sufficient eloquence among his fellow 
males, he cannot verbally woo Hero. This lack of intellectual 
communication finds a counterpart in his emotional retardation. 
Oblivious to the difficulty in radical changes in human bonding 
patterns, he glorifies his absolutely platonic relationship with 
Hero as the necessary legitimate precursor to marriage (IV. i. 53-
54). 

Nevertheless, jesting can offer some relief. Words have, as 
Beatrice recognizes, a power to keep people "on the windy side of 
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care" (II. i. 315). The alternative to revealing one's sorrow is to 
"waste inwardly" (III. i. 78). "The play's lighthearted, witty 
bawdy expresses and mutes sexual anxieties; it turns them into a 
communal joke and provides comic release and relief in specific 
ways."14 Accordingly, Leonato jests publicly about the possible 
illegitimacy of Hero, and Benedick constantly reflects his mascu
line insecurity concerning being cuckolded. Beatrice herself rec
ognizes the possibility of Benedick's impregnating her. She would 
not have him put her down, lest she "should prove the mother of 
fools" (II. i. 286). 

However entertaining in itself, the gulling of Beatrice and 
Benedick nevertheless introduces a potentially tragic antagonism 
into the unravelling of the primary plot. As in A Midsummer Night's 
Dream, the leader-here Don Pedro-suggests a dramatic enter
tainment for alleviation of the frustrations attendant upon up
coming nuptials. Accordingly, in language of violence which 
constantly recognizes an intrusion upon the autonomy of Beatrice 
and Benedick, the conspirators seek to incorporate the wounded, 
but fiercely independent, agents into the general amorous ambience 
of Messina. The virtually instantaneous success of the schemers 
testifies to the fragility of the delusional-indeed self-destructive 
(III. i. 26-28)-animosity which has been generating the verbal 
sparring of the two. Nevertheless, social honor stands in the way 
of true intimacy. Stripping the focus of authority from the friar, 
Beatrice abjures the passivity of Leona to. She would have Benedick 
"Kill Claudio" (IV. i. 289). Such fierce loyalty to her friend, 
however intrinsically admirable, under the best circumstances 
offers a momentary threat to the ultimate harmonious union of a 
repentant Claudio and a vindicated Hero. At the worst outcome, 
this action of revenge against the young and formidable warrior 
could very well result in the death of her lover. Transposed into 
the genre of romance, Claudio as "an apprentice Othello" could 
easily kill someone, and Benedick certainly lacks the heroic stature 
of his literary predecessor, the Rinaldo of Ariosto' s Orlando Furioso. 15 

Beatrice (and the audience) would have no way of knowing at this 
point that mere dismissal would greet Benedick's challenge to 
Claudio (V.i. 145-50). 

The major tension of the play, of course, derives from Claudio's 
repudiation of Hero. The brittleness of this society and the explicit 
presentation of this attack on stage give this episode an unusual, 
almost inappropriate, weight. Reverberations of the passion dis
played in the church scene make problematic any easy resolution 
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into unrestrained good cheer. The personal authority of Rosalind 
will enable the audience to look past the attempted fratricide 
which underlies As You Like It, and the resilience of Viola will help 
shift our focus from the social unrest in the court of Orsino and in 
the household of Olivia in Twelfth Night. But in Much Ado About 
Nothing Hero lacks the personal dimension and Beatrice lacks the 
social standing to intervene effectively; as "obsessed by illusory 
dishonor, the Bastard's dupes intensify their own serio-comic 
ordeals."16 The brutal public denouncement of Hero's supposed 
private sins generates not only her humiliation but also the intense 
anger of her father first towards her and then towards her accusers. 
Shakespeare certainly set himself a challenge to maintain a comic 
equilibrium in the midst of such raw tensions. 

II. Implausibility and the Comic Resolution 

The energy with which Shakespeare invests the conflicts in 
Much Ado About Nothing requires a variety of on-going powerful 
devices to drain away the tension. Exaggerated implausibilities 
within the plot itself help to segment the potentially tragic action 
into episodes of merely comic intensity. The title's combination of 
energy and negation in its "much ado" and "nothing" has identi
fied for the audience the ultimate lack of meaning at the outset of 
the performance; evil (represented by the one-dimensional Don 
John) has initially no cause and finally no effect. Whereas cunning 
in a motiveless malignancy like Iago would threaten the equilib
rium of any play, here Don John lacks initiative and perspicacity. 
Completely out of touch with social and personal issues, he seems 
to believe firmly that Don Pedro truly woos Hero for himself (II. i. 
155-57). Moreover, he relies entirely on Borachio for planning the 
deception of Claudio. A selfproclaimed plain dealing villain, he 
resorts to the coarsest of subterfuges. Appropriately, the least 
sophisticated clown in Shakespearean comedies foils this one
dimensional villain; full revelation of his duplicity can be only a 
matter of course-when, not if. 

Despite the intensity of Claudio's confrontation with Hero, 
Shakespeare surrounds this encounter with sufficient absurdity to 
allow the audience a measure of comic detachment. First, we 
might reasonably expect the rumors and uncertainty surrounding 
Don Pedro's intentions in wooing Hero to have warned all con
cerned about jumping to conclusions in subsequent matters of 
wooing. Especially dubious would be any insights from Don John, 
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who eagerly verified the rumor about the supposed treachery of 
his brother (II. i. 169-70). Second, obscurity surrounds the cham
ber-window scene, an event "whose non-representation is a pre
cise corollary of its inscrutability."17 Whereas a tragedy will place 
on stage Othello's overhearing of Cassio's supposed gloating to 
Iago of the infidelity of Desdemona, we learn about this deception 
in the comedy through the narration by the drunken Borachio (III. 
iii. 144-63), "a virtuoso display of lateral thinking."18 We thus see 
the results of Don Pedro's own account of this episode (IV. i. 88-94) 
already knowing of the detection of the subterfuge. Third, 
Shakespeare gives no plausible explanation concerning the sub
stitution of Margaret for Hero. Although Beatrice has been her 
bedfellow for the entire previous year, neither she nor Hero offers 
any reason for this particular hiatus. 

The lack of diverse characteristics assigned to the figures in the 
main plot helps the audience focus on the external plot rather than 
conjecturing about some pain in an imaginary felt life. The major 
characters manifest a comic inconsistency rather than a tragic 
complexity. The conventional comic exclusion of productive work 
from the focus of the play prevents them from striking the audie~ce 
with full humanity. The cessation of the civil war in Arragon leads 
to an indefinite holiday in Messina, a location where the primary 
enterprise consists of romance. Only a few of the lesser figures
the friar, the sexton, the boy-and the incompetent watch engage 
in their professional activities. This limitation of necessary human 
activity automatically eliminates a major source of character depth. 
The ineluctable ambiguity surrounding Don Pedro, the most 
powerful authority in the play, frustrates his emergence as a 
sympathetic, coherent character. He remains forever trapped 
within the layers of the playwright's revisions; the text itself, 
probably deriving from Shakespeare's foul-papers, offers "a be
coming, a process, not a finished product."19 Prospective charac
ters such as the wife of Leona to and the son of Antonio appear in 
hints, only to vanish into wordless, actionless oblivion.20 Thus we 
should not be too surprised that Don Pedro's initial status as a rival 
lover to Claudio conflicts with his later role as a genial"love-god" 
(II. i. 384-86). "The misapprehension of the father and uncle as to 
who the suitor is, since it promises a contretemps which never in 
fact occurs, has the effect of a false start.''21 As I have argued 
concerning the Antonio of The Merchant of Venice, 22 Don Pedro fades 
from his early significance as the pace of the play speeds increas
ingly toward the reconciliation and marriage of the young lovers. 
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Originally the heroic conqueror of Don John, Don Pedro becomes 
merely a fellow penitent with Claudio, and he simply joins Leona to 
and his brother, the insignificant Antonio,23 as one of the triad of 
uninvolved spectators to the nuptials of the reconciled young 
lovers. 

The character inconsistency of the confederates involved in 
defaming Hero with the window scene cuts deeply into the plau
sibility of the action. Margaret in particular remains an enigma. A 
close friend of Hero as well as a witty and generally sympathetic 
figure, she apparently participates vigorously and convincingly in 
the treacherous impersonation of Hero. Despite the improbability 
of her remaining naive during such an extended charade, Borachio 
declares that she had no awareness of the circumstances sur
rounding her role of mimicking Hero (V. i. 300-03). Presumably 
present along with the entire entourage of Hero at the wedding, 
Margaret nevertheless remains silent during Claudio's violent 
confrontation of Hero. And ultimately, the investigation (conducted 
entirely off-stage) of Leonato largely exonerates her: "Margaret 
was in some fault for this, I Although against her will" (V. iv. 4-5). 

The male conspirators likewise yield their potential character 
consistency to the demands of the plot. Borachio offers sufficiently 
diverse characteristics to defy a coherent psychological interpre
tation. He clearly knows the likely effects of his scheme: "to 
misuse the Prince, to vex Claudio, to undo Hero, and kill Leona to" 
(II. ii. 28-29). Yet Borachio not only instantly surrenders to the 
incompetent watch but also readily confesses his villainy to Don 
Pedro (V.i. 230-44). Moreover, the relationship itself of Borachio 
and Margaret stems from plot necessity rather than from any 
subtle characterization. Whereas the uncle which Claudio has in 
Messina gives a possible dimension to the youth's interest in Hero, 
the general membership of Borachio in the entourage of Don John 
of Arragon gives this schemer no such depth. In addition, Don 
John puts a seal on the ineptitude of villainy in this play. Even if 
Borachio had not confessed, the bastard's unexplained sudden 
flight would at the very least cause suspicion of his role in the 
defamation of Hero. Reflecting the fundamental lack of passionate 
intensity throughout this play, even Don John will face no real 
sanctions. Shakespeare's putting his ultimate disposition in the 
hands of the humorous Benedick instead of the more aggrieved 
Claudio suggests a light penance for this scapegoat. "As the pipers 
strike up and the dance begins, we realize that it is appropriate that 
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Benedick, rather than the Prince or Leonato or Claudio, advise us 
that we 'think not on him till tomorrow' ."24 

The deliberate shallowness of Shakespeare's depiction of Hero 
and Claudio facilitates their bland adaptability to the demands of 
the plot. The playwright matches the youth of Claudio (1. i. 12-15) 
to that of Hero (1. iii. 56); the Count's awkwardness and essential 
passivity as a lover and Hero's complete apathy concerning the 
choice of a spouse reduce the appearance of individual autonomy. 
Claudio in particular appears "in a series of cameos .... We are to 
penetrate successive frames of mind as significant points in a 
passionate history and make the necessary imaginative leaps for 
ourselves to link them together."25 Only in the renunciation scene 
at the church does this type of the courtly lover assume "an inner 
life."26 The totality with which he gives himself away to Hero (II. 
i. 308-09) deprives Claudio of any subsequent response to love and 
beauty in the future when he thinks she is unfaithful (IV. i. 105-08 ). 

However repulsive his public shaming of Hero appears, 
Claudio's error proceeds from ignorance and mistaking (V.i. 275), 
and he preserves some measure of our sympathy in the intense 
grief which accompanies his denunciation of Hero (IV. i. 100-1 08). 
"Claudio's penance may seem light, but comedy does not requ4re 
the more severe logic of tragedy, particularly not when the comedy 
is concerned to show the failure of suspicion and success of trust."27 

At Hero's vindication, Claudio again gives up his autonomy in 
accepting blindly any revenge proposed by Leonato. 
"Unreconstructed aggressiveness has been exorcised in the church 
scene and the ritual expiation makes possible a second chance."28 

Hero's symbolic death, sanctioned by the holy friar, gives both of 
them a new identity: "when I liv'd, I was your other wife, I And 
when you lov'd, you were my other husband" (V. iv. 60-61). As 
Leonato says, she died only while her slander lived. Repentance 
having created a new character for Claudio, a spirit of forgiveness 
can now free him and other characters from the consequences of 
their action. The revenge of Leona to towards Claudio dies with his 
marriage to the supposed cousin of Hero (V.i. 292). 

In addition, the successful resolution of the long-term conflict 
in the subplot mitigates the intensity of the brief acrimony of the 
lovers in the main action. The verbal pyrotechnics set off between 
Beatrice and Benedick provide a brilliant descant to the main 
action. "Shakespeare's definitive treatment of the amorous agon 
occurs in Much Ado About Nothing; there is probably no other 
amorous agon in world literature that c--an match it in profundity, 
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tenderness, wit, and sheer joyfulness."29 The reconciliation of these 
lovers has already begun by the time of the conflict between 
Claudio and Hero. Given the pretext of the staged overhearings, 
Benedick and Beatrice swiftly testify to the strength of their un
derlying bonding by the speed of their recognition of their true 
feelings. Granted the autonomy of conscious recognition of their 
hidden feelings, they voluntarily decide to change their behavior. 
Benedick will be "horribly in love with her" (II. iii. 235) while 
Beatrice will tame her "wild heart" to his "loving hand" (III. i. 112). 

Shakespeare stresses the durability of this transformation. 
Their new-found resolutions withstand the test of some friendly 
social ridicule as Claudio and Don Pedro mock Benedick for shaving 
and perfuming himself (III. ii. 44-51) while Hero and Margaret 
tease Beatrice for having "turn'd Turk" (III. iv. 57). And, indeed, 
separated by the assertiveness of Beatrice from his male friends, 
"Benedick never returns to the old male camaraderie."30 Moreover, 
Shakespeare provides his typical reassurance to the audience 
concerning the stability of this newly re-established relationship 
by extending the time between initial declaration and final reso,
lution, for Benedick must prove himself to Beatrice by confronting 
Claudio. Shakespeare completes his approval of their alliance by 
allowing them a return at the end to healthy teasing (V. iv. 91-97), 
a distancing that the playwright consistently deems necessary to a 
successful marital relationship. 

In short, the critic may retain an indignation at the actions of 
Claudio and Don Pedro, of course, but such a reader carries a 
grudge longer than the concerned figures in the play do.31 Holding 
that Don Pedro and Claudio have "the very bent of honor" (IV. i. 
186), these characters blame only Don John. Despite psychological 
probability, few signs of anger remain at the end of the play. Hero 
eagerly accepts her role of the wife of Claudio, and Claudio shows 
no resentment towards Benedick or Leona to for their challenges to 
him. Even though "the ambivalence in the insistence on women's 
chastity right along with the appreciation of her sexual respon
siveness remains at the end of the play,"32 the marriages will alle
viate at least momentarily the real melancholy and the isolation 
which appeared at the beginning of the play. The suffering of both 
sets of the lovers during the course of the play prevents the overly 
facile romantic relationships that Shakespeare deems dangerous 
to married love, and the inherent comic discontinuity of episodes 
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and characters allows the dramatic figures a fresh, uncomplicated 
start. 
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Fate and Fortune in Romeo and Juliet 
by D. Douglas Waters 

In critical discussion of Romeo and Juliet in the last three de
cades or so, there are at least three significant ways of approaching 
the play: 1) traditional character-study as the key to the tragedy, 
2) a recent de-emphasis on the genre of tragedy in favor of discus
sion of culture, sexual difference, and ideology, and 3) the role of 
fate as the key to the tragedy. The complexity of these issues 
necessitates clarification of my own critical stance. First, I think 
the character-study critics have overemphasized the study of 
character in this play, but not because I think, as Christopher 
Norris writes in "Post-Structuralist Shakespeare: Text and Ideol
ogy" (1985), thatcharacter-studyinitselfisnaive.1 Still, what Norris 
writes might have at least some bearing on Romeo and Juliet. Sec
ond, I admit that my representation of many current approaches to 
this play as de-emphasizing the genre of tragedy is in itself a 
debatable judgment and one possibly subject to some few sUght 
exceptions of which I am not aware. Third, I intend here to open 
up the debate about fate and fortune in Romeo and Juliet and to 
reargue their importance in the play's tragic pattern. I shall 
operate in the hybrid tradition of historicist/formalist concerns 
for ideas in history which possibly have some bearing on the form 
of the tragedy. I am conscious of the dominant influence of Murray 
Krieger's Theory of Criticism: A Tradition and Its System (1976), Poetic 
Presence and Illusion: Essays in Critical History and Theory (1979), 
Words About Words About Words: Theory, Criticism, and the Literary 
Texts (1988), and other works including his introductory essay in 
The Aims of Representation: Subject/Text/History (1987), where he 
agrees with David Carroll's emphasis in another essay in this same 
volume, "Narrative, Heterogeneity, and the Question of the Politi
cal: Bakhtin and Lyotard." Here Carroll refers to the frustration 
and reaction recent critics have made "to the fact that formalism in 
some form or other just won't go away no matter how often and 
how forcefully history and politics are evoked to chase it away:2 

Carroll then adds significantly: 
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often taken the form of a naive, precritical historicism, 
one whose shortcomings certain types of formalism (for 
example, a certain Russian formalism and early, critical 
structuralism) have quite effectively exposed and chal
lenged. Such critiques, rather than being post-formalist 
(or post-structuralist, if this term has any sense), are 
really preformalist (prestructuralist). Perhaps the 
problem even is not really how to become post-formal
ist at all, as if one could ever really leave the problem of 
form behind, but rather how to establish a critical per
spective on form and history that does not depend on 
either formalist or historicist, post-formalist or 
metahistorical assumptions., 

In an essay entitled "Poetic Presence and Illusion II: Formalist 
Theory and the Duplicity of Metaphor" Krieger makes a signifi
cant distinction between "narrow formalism" and "broad formal
ism." A narrow formalism, which was associated in various ways 
by various critics with the once "New Criticism" in America, 
"equated formalism with aestheticism as a doctrine which would 
cut the art object off from the world while treating only its 
craftsmanlike quality as an artifact."• This definition of narrow 
formalism has been erased by the efforts of structuralists and 
poststructuralists during the last three decades. Krieger defines 
broad formalism as follows: 

At its broadest, formalism must recognize (and has 
recognized) the several elements in the aesthetic trans
action to which the word "form" may be applied. There 
is the imaginative form as it is seen, grasped, and (it's to 
be hoped) projected by the mind of the poet; there is the 
verbal form, at once diachronic and synchronic, that is 
seen, grasped, and projected in the course of the reader's 
(or, in stage production, the audience's) experience; 
and there is the form that becomes one of the shapes 
which culture creates for its society to grasp its sense of 
itself.' 

These broader concerns with form bring us "closer to that original 
sense of form bequeathed to us by its Kantian heritage, a sense of 
form which ties it at once to our vision of the world."6 Krieger 
elaborates as follows: 

This would make nonsense of those anti-formalist claims 
that denigrate the study of form by seeking to empty 
form out, excluding all worldly relations from it .... 
[Form] is what gives us the shapes of our world, the 
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creation of the worldly stage and its objects within 
which we move .... Form in this sense is primal vision 
and, far from escaping reality for empty shows, it be
comes power that constitutes all the ureality" which we 
feel and know. A formalism deriving from such a 
fundamental notion of form-precisely the notion of 
form which philosophers have left with us for two 
centuries-must be phenomenological as well as an
thropological from its very outset.7 

Though Krieger is not discussing Shakespeare and though I shall 
not be concerned here primarily with literary theory as such, I 
mention these assumptions because they are the groundwork for 
my study of tragic form in Romeo and Juliet. The chief bone of 
contention in tragedy being form and the chief neglect among 
structuralists and post-structuralists being literary form, it is easy 
to see why relatively few books have been written on the nature of 
tragedy, either Shakespearean or otherwise, in the last decade or 
so. In this context, my purpose is to reargue the importance of fate 
and fortune in the tragic pattern of Romeo and Juliet. But first I must 
examine some recent treatments of the tragedies in general and 
Romeo and Juliet in particular. Terry Eagleton in William Shakespeare 
(1986), a book which is, of course, not typical of all approaches, 
writes about plays in all genres and explains that he does so with 
"no particular attention to generic divisions, the importance of 
which seems to be overrated."• Stephen Greenblatt's recent book, 
Shakespearean Negotiation: The Circulation of Social Energy in Renais
sance England (1988), is less interested in tragic patterns (which 
many recent critics assume to be either static or unimportant or 
both) than in defining what he sees as Shakespeare's larger cul
tural and political ideas. Though Greenblatt concedes the im
portance of genre, included in what he calls 11formal and linguistic 
design" which "will remain at the center of literary teaching and 
study," he says that in this book he intends "to look less at the 
presumed center of the literary domain than at its borders" in an 
attempt, by tracking "what can be glimpsed, as it were, at the 
margins of the text," to offer 11insight into the half-hidden cultural 
transactions through which great works of art are empowered."9 

Madelon Gohlke in 11 'I Wooed Thee with My Sword': 
Shakespeare's Tragic Paradigms" (1980) gives a provocative read
ing of Shakespeare's tragedies in the light of Theseus' words in A 
Midsummer Night's Dream (quoted in Gohlke's title); she asserts 
that there is in the tragedies "a matriarchal substratum or subtext 
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within the patriarchal text. The matriarchal substratum itself, 
however, is not feminist." She views Shakespeare's tragedies "as 
a vast commentary on the absurdity and destructiveness" of the 
masculine defensive posture of defining "femininity as weakness" 
and of instituting "the structures of male dominance designed to 
defend against such an awareness." Her frontal attack on Freud's 
concept of "femininity as weakness" is a healthy tonic in itself, an 
idea worth further consideration in relation to the tragedies; but 
the formal design of the tragedies will not always fit into her 
Procrustean bed of sexual difference. But this is not the place to 
argue about tragedies other than Romeo and Juliet; though I do not 
wish to deny that, as Gohlke notes, Romeo momentarily perceives 
"himself as having been feminized by love," I simply reply that 
this attitude does not, in itself, cause the tragedy.1° Fate is against 
both of the lovers-but this is to anticipate my argument. 

I wish to glance now at the article by Edward Snow, "Language 
and Sexual Difference in Romeo and Juliet." The main contribution 
of this article, as I see it, is not his main point-the sexual differ
ence of the lovers-but his implications about the positive value of 
love in both title characters. Review of his thesis is unnecessary 
here-for my concern is with his slight attention to the tragedy (or 
more correctly his dismissal of it) and what I see as a wrong
headed interpretation of Romeo's alleged limitations in love as his 
apparent sharing of something "with the male protagonists in 
Shakespeare's darkest treatments of love and sexual desire." Snow 
admits to the practice of what contemporary critics are fond of 
expressing metaphorically as reading not the text but the margins 
of Shakespeare's text: Romeo and Juliet's subtler affirmations have 
to do not with romantic love but with female ontology." 11 This is 
quite all right if one chooses to respond to "the margins of the text" 
in such a way, but surely one can also-if she or he wishes-take 
an old-fashioned look at the text of Romeo and Juliet itself. When 
she does, she will find after all that the real text is a tragedy 
regardless of how we may pretend that it is not. The tragic fate of 
the lovers-not their sexual difference-forces them both (not just 
Romeo) to experience a lack (not in themselves) and an estrange
ment (but not from one another). I think one of the best recent 
analyses of Shakespeare's early love tragedy is Coppelia Kahn's 
"Coming of Age: Marriage and Manhood in Romeo and Juliet," a part 
of a chapter in her Man's Estate: Masculine Identity in Shakespeare 
(1981). Much of what she writes about love and "the feud as an 
extreme and peculiar expression of patriarchal society, which 
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Shakespeare shows to be tragically self-destructive," is reasonable 
and very well taken. Shakespeare's creation of our deep sympathy 
for Juliet as she is bullied by her authoritarian father is enough in 
itself to justify many of Kahn's remarks about the inhumanity of 
patriarchy in Verona. Her stress on the feud is also effective, but 
only as far as it goes: The inheritance from their feuding parents 
"makes Romeo and Juliet tragic because it denies their natural 
needs and desires as adolescents." But I wish here to contest the 
validity of Kahn's view that "the feud in a realistic social sense is 
the primary force in the play-not the feud as an agent of fate." 12 In 
order to show the weakness of this assumption I intend, as I noted 
above, to reopen this complicated, long standing, and important 
controversy.13 Thus, I shall contend that Romeo and Juliet is indeed 
a tragedy of fate, and I shall argue the relevance of astrological 
ideas (including fate and chance) in Ptolemy and Seneca and the 
concept of fortune (chance) in Seneca. Kahn's concessions in this 
regard are quite revealing: 

Undeniably, the feud is bound up with a pervasive sense 
of fatedness, but that sense finds its objective correla
tive in the dynamics of the feud and of the society in 
which it is embedded.14 

Again, she grants the following point: 

It cannot be denied that through the many references to 
fate Shakespeare wished to create a feeling of inevita
bility, of a mysterious force stronger than the individu
als, shaping their courses even against their will and 
culminating in the lovers' death.15 

But her real point is that fate is really unimportant in the play, 
making the following assertion, which, as she reminds us, Gordon 
Ross Smith made in 1965: 

The play employs fate not as an external power, but as 
a subjective feeling of the two lovers. And this subjec
tive feeling springs understandably from the objective 
social conditions of life in Verona.16 

In arguing for Shakespeare's use of fate in the tradition of 
Ptolemy and Seneca, I shall glance in both directions-toward the 
current critics in the tradition of Gohlke, Snow, and Kahn and 
toward the traditional critics of the 1950's, 1960's, and 1970's, who 
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were mainly character-study critics. Unlike most traditional criti
cism which discusses Romeo and Juliet in the light of astrology or 
fortune, I propose treating the play in light of both these elements, 
for Seneca is in much the same astrological camp as Ptolemy and in 
his plays and prose works discusses fortune quite often.t' 

Just as fate and fortune (chance) are both significant in Ptolemy 
and Seneca, Shakespeare makes similar use of fate and fortune in 
Romeo and Juliet; specifically, the dramatist's treatment of astrol
ogy is much more like that of Ptolemy and Seneca than the usage 
of English Renaissance astrological writers such as Christopher 
Heydon, Richard Harvey, and Robert Burton. The dramatist does 
not, for example, even hint that a Christian God is behind the stars, 
unlike the others mentioned here who, in the words of Burton's 
Anatomy of Melancholy (1621), contended that the stars "rule us, but 
God rules them" (1. ii. 4.).11 F. E. Robbins, the translator of the 
Tetrabiblos in the modern Loeb Classical Edition, notes signifi
cantly that Ptolemy "took, in general, an Aristotelian position 
philosophically, though his predilection for mathematics led him 
to regard that division of science with far greater reverence thal_l 
the more biologically minded Aristotle." Robbins reminds us, 
"The book is a systematic treatise on astrology but it should be 
remembered that in Ptolemy's time" astrology and astronomy were 
the same "and that he called what we mean by 'astrology' .... 
prognostication through astronomy ."19 

Ptolemy divided the subject of astrology into two areas: uni
versal aspects and particular aspects. Universal or general astrol
ogy, which treats the movements of planets, the sun, and the moon 
and their influence throughout the realms of nature and nations, is 
developed in Books I and II; and particular or "genethlialogical" 
astrology, which treats the influence of celestial bodies on the 
destiny and fortune of individual human beings as parts of the 
realm of nature, is developed in Books III and IV. In both theory 
and practice Ptolemy stressed the importance of prognostication. 
He anticipated and answered the objection about the "uselessness 
of prognostication" based on the assumption "that foreknowledge 
of events that will happen in any case is superfluous."20 He argued, 
first, 

that even with events that will necessarily take place 
their unexpectedness is very apt to cause excessive 
panic and delirious joy, while foreknowledge accus
toms and calms the soul by experience of distant events 
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as though they were present, and prepares it to greet 
with calm and steadiness whatever comes.21 

This much is based on the assumption that some things in the 
world happen by necessity. Then Ptolemy, taking recourse to a set 
of "first causes" correspondent to concepts perhaps implied in 
Aristotle's "unmoved mover," admitted that "the movement of 
heavenly bodies ... is eternally performed in accordance with 
divine, unchangeable destiny"; in Aristotelian fashion again 
Ptolemy was interested in discussing changes in "earthly things," 
not in defining the nature of ultimate causes. Here, again parallel
ing Aristotle, Ptolemy emphasized the fact that "the change of 
earthly things is subject to a natural and mutable fate, and drawing 
its first causes from above it is governed by chance and natural se
quence."22 And here is where astrology is focused; Ptolemy cleared 
up one popular misconception about necessity as follows: 

We should not believe that separate events attend man
kind as the result of the heavenly cause as if they had 
been originally ordained for each person by some irre
vocable divine command and destined to take place by 
necessity without the possibility of any other cause 
whatever interfering.23 

In order to clarify this assumption further Ptolemy employed his 
famous distinction between universal and particular astrology as 
follows: 

Some things happen to mankind through more general 
circumstances and not as the result of an individual's 
own natural propensities-for example, when men per
ish in multitudes by conflagration or pestilence or cata
clysms, through monstrous and inescapable changes in 
the ambient, for the lesser cause always yields to the 
greater and stronger; other occurrences, however, ac
cord with the individual's own natural temperament 
through minor and fortuitous antipathies of the ambi
ent.24 

Ptolemy believed the heavenly bodies operate by necessity but 
contended that, in the government of earthly things, where chance 
and natural sequence have parts to perform, necessity is not abso
lute but a matter of degree. Some earthly events therefore take 
place necessarily, and others take place contingently. 
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Seneca treated astrology in Quaestiones Naturales (63 or 64 A.D.) 
and "De Consolatione ad Marciam." In the first mentioned work, 
for example, he discussed the significance of comets through the 
use of a sympathetic analogy comparing them with astrologers or 
"the Chaldaean soothsayers who tell what sorrow or joy is deter
mined at birth by the natal star."25 He accepted here what Ptolemy 
later called particular or "genethlialogical" astrology and what 
people in Shakespeare's day called "judicial" astrology. Seneca's 
emphasis again on the limitations of the Chaldeans appears in the 
following passage from Quaestiones Naturales (II. 32): 

The Chaldaeans confined their observations to the five 
great planets (Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Sat
urn plus the sun and the moon). But do you suppose 
that the influence of so many thousands of other bright 
stars is naught? The essential error of those who pre
tend to skill in casting the horoscope lies in limiting our 
destinies to the influence of a few of the stars, while all 
that float above us in the heavens claim some share in 
us. 26 

He asked Marcia to imagine, in ''De Consolatione ad Marciam," 
that the sun, moon, and "the five planets ... whirl through their 
unwearied rounds" and to imagine also that "on even the slightest 
motions of these hang the fortunes of nations, and the greatest and 
smallest happenings are shaped to accord with the progress of a 
kindly or unkindly star."21 Here are anticipations of Ptolemy's 
universal astrology and perhaps even particular astrology. Seneca's 
well-known stress on fate as an unalterable force appears in Natural 
Questions (II. 34, 35, 36, 37, and 39) and his plays. He defined fate 
as "the binding necessity of all events and actions, a necessity that 
no force can break."21 

As Kahn is herself aware, many traditional critics assume that 
Shakespeare in Romeo and Juliet never makes unambiguous allu
sions to the astrological importance of individual nativities;29 still 
he does give details which are suggestive of it. With the "fore
sight" of an astrologer, he has the Chorus (the Prologue to Act I) 
foretell that: 

From forth the fatal loins of these two foes 
A pair of star-cross' d lovers take their life; 
Whose misadventur'd piteous overthrows 
Doth with their death bury their parents' strife. 

(5-8) 
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Connecting here the "star-cross' d lovers" and ''the fatal loins of 
these two foes" (the feud), Shakespeare suggests some malignant 
influence from the stars at the times of the lovers' birth.30 To the 
degree that the lovers are "star-cross'd" and their love is "death
marked," to that degree these references can be interpreted in the 
light of Ptolemy's particular astrology. Here the stars can symbol
ize fate as external circumstances both cosmic and social (not just 
social as Kahn would have them). In harmony also with Ptolemy's 
view Shakespeare underscores Romeo's following sense of fore
boding and/or premonition of fate: 

My mind misgives 
Some consequence yet hanging in the stars 
Shall bitterly begin his fearful date 
With this night's revels, and expire the term 
Of a despised life clos'd in my breast 
By some vile forfeit of untimely death. 

(1. iv. 106-11) 

This is an example of the dramatist's practice of having charac
ters, in the words of Don Cameron Allen in The Star-Crossed Re
naissance (1941), "assuming that stars dominate the flesh and 
perhaps the spirit of man." 31 Romeo suspects that this night will 
ultimately be fatal to him, as indeed it will be. After many 
"misadventures" (which are not all the fault of the lovers them
selves) and when he hears the news of Juliet's supposed death, 
Romeo defies his stars, again a symbol of "inauspicious" fate: 

Is it (e'en) so? Then I (defy) you, stars! 
(V.i. 24) 

Upon reaching Juliet's tomb and after having killed Paris, 
Romeo vows to put his body beyond the influence of the stars: 

0, here 
Will I set up my everlasting rest, 
And shake the yoke of inauspicious stars 
From this world-wearied flesh. 

(V. iii. 109-12) 

As in the instance of Oedipus leaving Corinth so as not to kill his 
"father" and yet killing Laius, his actual father, on the road to 
Thebes, in Sophocles's play as well as Seneca's, Romeo and Juliet's 
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malignant fate, symbolized by the "inauspicious stars," ironically 
uses their deaths for its own ends. 

If one objects that there are too many Christian allusions in 
Romeo and Juliet for Ptolemy's and Seneca's ideas to have much, if 
any, significance, I respond that Shakespeare's Christian setting in 
Renaissance Verona came from his source, Arthur Brooke's narra
tive poem, The Tragicall History of Romeus and Juliet (1562), with all 
the paraphernalia of institutionalism such as the church, the priest, 
the daily mass, the religious and cultural conventions of marriage, 
and Juliet's authoritarian parents. These are mere outward trap
pings of Christianity, and in no way do they indicate an interest on 
Shakespeare's part in Christian theology as Roy W. Battenhouse 
and others would wish us to believe.32 

If one wishes to do so, he or she might explain Shakespeare's 
use of fate in Romeo and Juliet in terms of what Stephen Greenblatt 
calls, in a discussion of I Henry IV, the dramatist's use of ''subver
siveness," but not necessarily in an exclusively political and social 
context.33 As I have suggested, fate in the play can be seen in a 
number of instances other than in the Prologue to Act 1: the-first 
street fight, where the Prince's doom of death for the next offend
ers will ironically affect Romeo, and the "star-cross'd" lovers' 
meeting and falling in love before learning that they are enemies. 

Shakespeare shows that fate works not only through the feud 
but also through chance, human contingency, and accident. That 
fate works through chance occurrence is also suggested in a num
ber of ways: for example, by having the illiterate servant ask 
Romeo to read Old Capulet's list of invited guests, by Romeo 
seeing Rosaline's name on it and attending the party, by Romeo 
later attempting unsuccessfully to avoid a fight with Tybalt, and 
by the miscarrying of Friar Lawrence's letter. Shakespeare, in the 
scene where Mercutio and Tybalt are killed, has woven together 
the workings of fate, fortune (chance), and human contingency. 
True, some philosophers and some literary critics are quick to 
assure us that if all things occur by the necessity of fate, then fate 
would exclude chance and human contingency. But neither Ptolemy 
nor Seneca contended that all things are controlled by fate to the 
point of excluding everything else. I have explained that Ptolemy 
believed "unchangeable destiny" governed the heavenly bodies 
and that Seneca claimed fate was, in some sense, unalterable. 
However, Ptolemy, as was also noted earlier, conceded that "earthly 
things" are controlled by "natural and mutable fate," and Seneca 
agreed that some events in this world occur by chance without any 
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conflict with fate. So, coming back to the duel scene, we can see 
that fate as a mysterious, cosmic force operating in external cir
cumstance in connection with the feud forces Romeo into a fight 
with Tybalt. The hero tries to be a peacemaker, but Tybalt's insult 
to him is challenged by Mercutio, the latter getting himself killed 
in the circumstances which are now obviously beyond Romeo's 
control. So his attempt to avoid a fight is useless; he is involved in 
spite of his trying to avoid such involvement. He cries: 

This day's black fate on moe days doth depend, 
This but begins the woe others must end. 

(Ill. i. 119-20) 

In these fatal circumstances fortune (chance) aids fate by caus
ing Mercutio' s death (while Romeo stood between him and Tybalt) 
and by abandoning Romeo to irrational forces. The element of 
human contingency works in a number of ways, including Tybalt's 
refusal to accept Romeo's reason for not fighting, Mercutio's tak
ing Romeo's part and thus fighting for his friend's honor, and 
Romeo's thinking "it all for the best" that he step between Mercutio 
and Tybalt. The chance killing of Mercutio by Tybalt is thus in 
harmony not only with fate but with the cosmic and social chain of 
events against Romeo. Now that Romeo fights Tybalt and kills him 
there is indeed a sense in which he is, as he says, "fortune's Fool" 
(Ill. i. 136). Now Fortune, who is not interested in morality or 
justice, has not only not given the good individual (Romeo as 
peacemaker) a break by allowing him to avoid a fight but also has 
aided fate in that Mercutio's chance death by Tybalt has brought 
Romeo into a fight at last. At this point Fortune turns her back on 
Romeo, using him as a plaything in that she abandons him to 
irrational forces. As the Chorus in Seneca's Hercules Furens puts it, 
"0 Fortune, jealous of the brave, in allotting thy favours how 
unjust art thou unto the good!" 34 In pseudo-Seneca's Octavia the 
Chorus connects fate and fortune (chance) as follows: "Our mortal 
race is ruled by fate, ... each coming day .... brings ever-shifting 
chances."35 Here fate does not exclude chance but works through 
it. In the Chorus' lament in Seneca's Hippolytus we have the same 
ideas on fate and fortune (chance): "Fate without order rules the 
affairs of men, scatters her gifts with unseeing hand, fostering the 
worst ... " (1: 399) and "How chance whirls round the affairs of 
men!" 36 Fate is without order to the extent that it sometimes works 
through chance. Again, in the duel scene, where Mercutio meets 
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his death by chance and human contingency, Fortune has been 
unfair to the brave Romeo, just as fate, a necessary cosmic and 
social chain of external events, has been against the lovers from the 
beginning. Here also fate works through chance. When the 
compulsion of external circumstances (including the chance kill
ing of Mercutio) renders Romeo susceptible to irrational forces 
within himself, he exclaims: 

Away to heaven, respective lenity, 
And fire (-ey'd) fury be my conduct now! 

(Ill. i. 123-24) 

So in this duel scene where Tybalt is killed by Romeo, Shakespeare 
shows that there are pervading here, as elsewhere in the overall 
structure of the drama, the dooming presence of fate, fortune 
(chance), human contingency, and irrational forces involving Ro
meo in the violation of the Prince's law, a law which he has tried 
to avoid breaking.l7 

Another emphasis by the dramatist on the interaction of fate 
and fortune (chance) occurs just after Juliet calls on Fortune: "Be 
fickle, Fortune: I For then I hope thou wilt not keep him long, I 
But send him back" (III. v. 62-64)-where Old Capulet by chance . 
insists that Juliet marry Paris, accelerating matters from Thursday 
to Wednesday. Those critics intent on condemning the lovers, and 
thus clearing God of any responsibility in their piteous destruc
tion, must simply ignore this element outside the control of the 
lovers. Shakespeare also has Juliet protest the unfairness of her 
fate as follows: 

Is there no pity sitting in the clouds 
That sees into the bottom of my grief? 

(Ill. v. 196-97) 

This is not unlike the protests of characters in Seneca's plays. 
Megara, the wife of Hercules in Hercules Furens, says, "Unrighteous 
fortune seldom spares the highest worth" ;u and Jason, in Medea, like 
Juliet doubting the existence of pity in the clouds, seems momen
tarily to doubt the existence of justice: 110 holy justice, if in heaven 
thou dwellest, I call thy divinity to witness.":t9 And Oedipus in 
Seneca's Oedipus: 11By fate are we driven; ... all things move on in 
an appointed path .... To each his established life goes on, un
movable by any prayer."40 
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Again, instead of making fate a force-as Kahn and others 
say-existing subjectively only in the minds of the lovers, 
Shakespeare shows objectively in the plot itself that the lovers' fate 
includes such chance occurrences as Friar John's failure to deliver 
Friar Lawrence's letter to Romeo-a failure which Friar Lawrence 
refers to as "unhappy fortune" (V. ii. 17) and as an "accident" (V. 
iii. 251)-Romeo's reception of the untimely message of Juliet's 
supposed death, Friar Lawrence's late arrival at the Capulet 
monument, Romeo's death, and Juliet's awaking only after Romeo's 
death. Upon seeing Romeo dead, Friar Lawrence exclaims," Ah, 
what an unkind hour I Is guilty of this lamentable chance!" (V. iii. 
145-46). Though as a Christian priest the Friar might apologize 
according to Christian options, his statement to Juliet-" A greater 
power than we can contradict I Hath thwarted our intents" (V. iii. 
153-54)-would in the context of the play make some orthodox 
Catholics and especially most Protestants (Lutherans and Calvin
ists and some Church of England men like Jewel, Whitgift, William 
Fulke, and others) cringe because it could remind them of classical 
ideas of Ptolemy and Seneca; in Greenblatt's terms the cosmic 
implications of fate would be too subversive for comfort. It is no 
wonder that, unlike Shakespeare, the Christian critics blame the 
lovers rather than cast any reflection on God by reading fate as a 
cosmic force. Shakespeare apparently had no worries about his 
unorthodox implications-or apparent contradictions. 

Critics-usually character-study critics-too easily assert or 
imply that if Romeo and Juliet is a tragedy of fate, then fortune, 
action on the part of the characters, and accident are out of place.41 

All these stipulations-which in fact Shakespeare's practice de
fies-may hold for philosophy and/or literary theory, but all we 
need to remember is that tragic drama is not philosophy. And 
where the latter is violated-as it is in Romeo and Juliet-we must 
jettison not the drama but the theory. Those critics who deny that 
Romeo and Juliet is a successful tragedy of fate do so on grounds 
foreign to the play itself; if we attend to the classical concepts of 
fortune and fate in the play, the tragedy can be seen as effective 
indeed in a somewhat similar manner as that of Sophocles' Oedipus 
Rex. As Kenneth Muir noted in Shakespeare's Tragic Sequence (1972), 
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In the light of recent discussions which do not define the 
tragedy in the play (or in Kahn's separation of the feud from fate 
and banishing the latter) and in the light of the impasse of tradi
tional criticism which denies that it is a tragedy, it will perhaps be 
permissible for me to summarize here what makes the tragedy. 
Romeo and Juliet has two young people of the utmost worth, dignity, 
and importance who are mainly victims of cosmic, natural, and 
social circumstances beyond their control. Their love and loyalty 
to each other endear them to the extent that we are conscious of the 
fact that they are nobler and more praiseworthy and hence more 
important than any other character in the drama; their attempts to 
live together on their own terms allow them to grow toward 
maturity and thus elevate their worth as human beings. Fate in 
collaboration with fortune (chance), human contingency, and ac
cident upsets the timing of the events in their efforts to live 
together as husband and wife. The tragedy is that fate as cosmic 
and social circumstance works against them and does not allow 
them to prosper. Because they live and die on their own terms, they 
and their love triumph in death. They triumph spiritually in that 
they win even when they lose. But paradoxically this is their 
tragedy, that the timings of fate are so against them throughout 
their short career as lovers that they are doomed to die as the only 
means of destroying their parents' strife (and we have known this 
fact from the beginning). If we feel that the price which they had 
to pay was too much for the social gains that were accomplished
and surely this is what we do feel-then perhaps that very feeling 
bespeaks the power of the play as a tragedy. Only if we demand a 
priori that tragedy be of only one kind-tragedy of character-can 
we pretend that the workings of fate, fortune, and accident dis
qualify Romeo and Juliet as a tragedy. 

University of Wisconsin, Eau Oaire 
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from the University of Wisconsin-Eau Caire School of Graduate Studies and 
University Research Committee during the Fall 1987. I wish to thank especially 
Dr. Ronald N. Satz, Dean, Graduate Studies, and Director, University Research, 
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#Cock-a-hoop" 
by Michael Cameron Andrews 

When Juliet's father learns that Romeo is present at the Capulet 
feast, he admonishes Tybalt to take no notice of him. But Tybalt, 
who has already sent for his rapier, declares that he "will not 
endure" Romeo's presence. His authority questioned, Capulet 
turns on him in fury: 

He shall be endured. 
What, goodman boy, I say he shall, go to! 
Am I the master here, or you? go to! 
You'll not endure him? God shall mend my soul, 
You'll make a mutiny among my guests! 
You will set cock-a-hoop! you'll be the man! 

(1. v. 75-80)1 

What does Capulet mean when he speaks of "set[ting] cock-a
hoop"? The OED, which considers the expression "A phrase of 
doubtful origin, the history of which has been further obscured by 
subsequent attempts, explicit or implicit to analyse it," cites Tho
mas Blount's Glossographia (1670), where the expression is derived 
from the custom of placing the spigot ("cock") of a barrel of ale on 
its hoop while drinkers take their fill: 

... our Ancestors call' d that the Cock which we call a Spigget, 
or perhaps they used such Cocks in their vessels, as are still 
retained in water-pipes; the Cock being taken out, and laid on 
the hoop of the vessel, they used to drink up the ale as it ran 
out without intermission (in Staffordshire, now call'd 
Strunning a barrel of Ale) and then they were Cock-on-Hoop, 
i.e. at the height of mirth and jollity; a saying still retained. 

Though regarding Blount's originary account as highly dubious,2 

the OED gives as its first definition: "app[arently] to turn on the 
tap and let the liquor flow; hence, to drink without stint; to drink 
and make good cheer with reckless prodigality." 

No one, of course, would suggest that Capulet is using the 
phrase in this sense. Indeed, the context suggests something more 
like a cock of the feathered variety, an idea the OED rejects as a 
later development, but to which I shall return. Still following 
Blount, then, though ''[b]y extension," the OED cites the passage 
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from Romeo and Juliet under Sense lb.: "(a) To abandon oneself to 
reckless enjoyment. (b) To cast off all restraint, become reckless. (c) 
To give a loose to all disorder, to set all by the ears."l 

The three definitions given here form a progression which 
would provide a morsel for a moralist: one moves from reckless 
self-indulgence to total loss of restraint, and ends with all manner 
of strife and disorder. Clearly, it would be a good idea not to 
engage in even the mildest version of cock-a-hooping. Yet of the 
four citations (the latest from 1633), only the one from Romeo and 
Juliet suggests disorderly behavior that might "set all by the ears." 
Evans, perhaps influenced by this absence of evidence, glosses the 
passage: "cast off all restraint, become reckless" (p. 84n).4 How
ever, since Capulet's "You'll make a mutiny among my guests!" 
emphasizes what he fears will happen as a consequence of Tybalt's 
recklessness, a better paraphrase might seem to be "set all by the 
ears." 

Yet the paraphrase I have just offered must, I think, be rejected. 
Not only does the OED provide no other citation which supports 
construing the phrase in this sense, but even the evidence from 
Romeo and Juliet collapses upon closer inspection. Placed where it 
is, "cock-a-hoop" might relate to either "mak[ing] a mutiny" or 
"be[ing] the man." But diction and tone provide guidance. Capulet, 
in speaking of the mutiny that may break out among his guests, is 
expressing a genuine concern; he is outraged, not sarcastic. But 
"you will set cock-a-hoop!" like "you'll be the man!" is part of the 
language of contempt (cf. "goodman boy" [1. 76], "saucy boy" [I. 
82], "princox" I. 85]) which predominates in his dressing-down of 
Tybalt. 

But if Capulet is not using the "phrase of doubtful origin" as a 
way of saying, 11Set all by the ears," the context seems to require 
something stronger than "cast off all restraint, become reckless." 
What, then, does Old Capulet mean? One of the perplexing things 
about "cock-a-hoop" is its capacity to mean reckless high-spirits, 
unbridled delights-or the violent self-assertion of a Tybalt. 
Blount's account of the phrase's origin, however well it seems to 
suit most sixteenth century usage, is no help at all in understanding 
what Capulet is saying to Tybalt. Heavy drinking is as naturally 
associated with acts of violence as with reckless elation; but the 
kind of cock-a-hooping in question here is not to be confused with 
drunken fury. Indeed, Capulet speaks of Tybalt as intending to 
"set cock-a-hoop," not as of having already done so. The disparity 
between Blount's image and the sense required by Shakespeare's 
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text is, to borrow a phrase from Celia in As You Like It, out of all 
hooping. 

It is thus worth considering the alternative account of the 
phrase, to which the OED makes brief reference: "Since the 17th 
c[entury] 'cock' has been generally identified with the live fowl ... 
[and] 'hoop' has been vaguely referred to F[rench] huppe tufted crest, 
(a guess of [Edward] Phillips) .... " Phillips gives two possible 
derivations-one being the custom described by Blount, the other 
that it stems from "coc-a-huppe, a Cock with a Crest," and means 
''All upon the Spur, high in mirth, or standing upon high terms" 
(1678; cited OED). It is striking that Phillips shows himself aware, 
as Blount does not, of the contradictory senses in which the phrase 
may be applied. If he is guessing, there is something to be said on 
behalf of his guess. 

Yet even if Phillips is right (as I think he is) in suspecting that 
a rooster is somehow involved, why should it be set on a "hoop"? 
"Anciently," as Jacob Larwood and John Camden Hotten remark, 
"instead of being a painted board, the object of the sign was 
sometimes carved and hung within a hoop, hence many of the 
ancient signs are called the '-on the Hoop."' In the close ro111370, 
we find the George on the Hoop; 1443,Harton the Hoop; 1447, the Swan 
on the Hoop, the Cock on the Hoop, and the Hen on the Hoop. Besides 
these we find mentioned the Crown on the Hoop, the Bunch of Grapes 
on the Hoop, the Mitre on the Hoop, the Angel on the Hoop, the Falcon 
on the Hoop, etc.''5 Drawing on The History of Signs (1867), the OED, 
in questioning the validity of Blount's originary explanation of 
"cock-a-hoop," mentions "the occurrence of a 'hoop' and of figures 
'on the Hoop' in tavern-signs from a much earlier date [than the 
16th century] .... Some of these signs still exist," the OED observes; 
"but it is difficult to see what bearing they have on the phrase as 
originally used, or how 'the Cock on the Hoop' as a sign should 
have given rise to a phrase, more than any of the other devises 
similarly found 'on the Hoop'; still more is it difficult to imagine 
how this cock could be set on or taken off the 'Hoop' in connexion 
with a drinking bout." This evidence certainly casts doubt on 
Blount's account. Yet it is not, I think, so difficult to imagine why 
"cock-a-hoop" might have seemed more striking than angel, hen, 
or any of its other competitors. Cocks are martial birds, so trucu
lent with potential rivals that they will fight each other to the 
death. For centuries, moreover, cock-fighting was a popular sport 
at inns: "The Cock occurs frequently on the signboard. It is one of 
the oldest signs, already in use at the time of the Romans, who 
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record that one Eros, a freedman of Licius African us Cerealis, kept 
an inn at Norbonne at the sign of the Cock -'a gallo gallinaceo' 
.... On the topic of cock-fighting, it may be noted that a few old 
inns have still their cock-pits" (English Inn Signs, 132, 135). 

My point, however, is not the original derivation of the phrase, 
but what Shakespeare does with it. And Shakespeare, who seems 
to be thinking of a rooster rather than a spigot, uses 11Cock-a-hoop" 
as an image of masculine self-assertiveness and self-display. But if 
Shakespeare is unusual in this, he is not unique; one may compare 
Cotgrave, who gives among the meanings of ''Se mettre aux 
champs": ''To braue it in shew, to put the better leg before; to set cocke 
a hoope, or himselfe out to the vtmost; also, to giue himselfe scope, libertie, 
roome ynough."' Here we have evidence from a contemporary of 
Shakespeare's that setting 11Cock-a-hoop" could mean behavior of 
a distinctly 11Cocky" sort.7 Such behavior, the context in Romeo and 
Juliet suggests, is what Capulet has in mind. Indeed, among 
Cotgrave's definitions for 11Coqueter" one finds "to swagger, to 
strowt it, like a Cocke on his owne dung-hill." Tybalt, we may say, is 
acting like a dunghill cock. So too is Capulet, but it is at least his 
dunghill-and ''Every COCK is proud on his own dunghill."• 
Editors who have associated "cock-a-hoop" with the behavior of 
the rooster have something to crow about.9 

Old Dominion University 

Notes 

1G. Blakemore Evans, ed., New Olmbridge Slullcespeare (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1984). 

2According to the OED, mounrs uaccount fits the use of the phrase in the 16th 
c[entury]; but it has more the appearance of an inference from the phrase itself, than of an 
independent statement of historical facts." There is, for example, "no clear evidence that 
'cock' ever meant a spigot, and even if it did, the use of the 'hoop' of the cask as a place 
on which to lay it, seems to require further elucidation.'' Yet of other attempts to explain 
''hoop," unone ... affords the slightest clue to the 16th c[entury] use." For the phrase's 
wide currency, see Bartlett Jere Whiting, with the collaboration of Helen Wescott 
Whiting, P10f1erbs, Sentences, IUid Prooerbial PhrllSes From English Writings .MJJinly Before 
1500 (Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press, 1968), C356; and R. W. Dent, P10f1erbUU lAnguage 
in English DramsJ Exclusif1e of SlulkespeaTt,1495-1616: An Index (Berkeley: Univ. of Cali
fornia Press, 1984), Appendix A, C493. 

3"Some," the OED notes, "'would connect this [Capulers line) rather with [senses) 2 
or 3" (the former probably, the latter clearly, associated with the exultant behavior of a 
rooster). 
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4Evans notes that the rooster association "is apparently a late-seventeenth-century 
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assumed by a number of editors. Brian Gibbons in the Arden Shakespeare Romeotmd Juliet 
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Riwrside Slulkespure, for which Evans was textual editor (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 
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glosses include "i.e. take the lead" Oohn Hankins, in Willillm Slulkespeare: TM Complete 
Works, gen. ed. Alfred Harbage (Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1969), p. 867; "be cock of the 
walk" (Irving Ribner and George Lyman Kittredge, eds. TM Complete Works of Slulkespeare 
(Waltham, Mass.: Ginn and Company, 1971), p. 975;J. A. Bryant, Jr., in TM Complete Signet 
Classic ShakespeAre, gen. eel Sylvan Barnet (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1972), 
p. 495; see also David Bevington, ed. TM Complete Works ofSiuUcespeare,3rd ed. (Glenview, 
Illinois: Scott, Foresman, 1980), p. 1002. 

5English Inn Signs: Being a Rwised and Modernized Version of History of Signboards, 
With a Chapter on the Modern Inn Sign by Gerald Millar (London: Chatto and Wind us, 1951 ), 
p. 303. '"These hoops," Larwood and Hotten surmise, "seem to have originated in the 
highly ornamented bush or crown which latterly was made of hoops and covered with 
evergreen" (pp. 303-304). 

6RandleCotgrave, A Dictionary of the French and English Tongues (1611;rpt. Columbia, 
South Carolina: Univ. of South Carolina Press, 1950). I quote the definition given under 
"Champ"; that given under ''Mettre" does not include ucock-a-hoop." a. ''Mettre 
quelqu'un awe champs," which means uro proookeone to anger, to put him into a chafe, to put 
him into a choler; to make him as mad as a March hare; also, to set one aflote, to put him into a great 
conceit of himselfe ... . "See also "Se braver" and "Faire le brave." (Cotgrave also uses the 
phrase in its festive sense, rendering "Se goguer" as "To be most frolicke, liuelie, blithe, 
crtmke, merrie; ... to make good cheere, set cocke-a-hoope, throw the house out at windowes 
... "(dtedOED).) 

'SeealsoCotgrave'sentryfor "Hu~": "Copped,crested,high-crowned;(hence)also,tall 
of stature; also proud, cocket, loft~, statd~, that btares himselfe high, that thinkes weU of 
himselfe." The presence of ucocket" (''cocky'') is notable. For "S'huper," Cotgrave gives: 
"To rtJise, or set up his crest against; to become proud, loftie, statdie"; d. Dyce's quotation from 
Elisha Coles, A Dictionary English-Latin and Latin-English (1677), cited in the Variorum 
Romeo and Juliet, ed. H. H. Furness (1877), 1:78: ''To be Cock-a-hoop, Ampullari, insolesco, 
cristas erigere;" 

1Dent, Appendix A, C486; see also Whiting and Whiting, C350. 
9'Jbe truculent masculinity associated with this sense of ucock-a-hoop" is, of course, 

intimately related to the rooster's sexual symbolism. The phallic meaning of "cock," 
Geoffrey Hughes observes, dates from "at least as far back as the late fourteenth century 
lyric 'I nave a gentle cock'" (Words in Time: A Socw History of the English Vocabulary 
[Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1988), p. 15; see alsop. 30, n. 8.) "'Had I been born crested and 
not cloven,' [Queen Elizabeth) said, raging at her Coundl, 'you would not have dared to 
speak to me thus!'" Russell A. Fraser, Young SluUcespeare [New York: Columbia Univ. 
Press, 1988], p. 14). 0. Coles's cristas erigere" (n. 7). That Capulet construes Tybalt's 
refusal to obey him as a kind of phallic rivalry is evident from his use not only of "cock
a-hoop," but of "princox" (1. v. 85), a word which could mean penis or testicles (see OED). 
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Othello's Jealousy and the ''Gate of Hell" 
by Michael W. Shurgot 

For several years I have been alternatively intrigued and hor
rified by some of Othello's language in Acts III and IV. At III. iii. 
270ff, and IV. ii. 57ff, Othello's language not only echoes Iago's 
bestial attitude towards human sexuality but also suggests some
thing I find horrid in Othello's perception of Desdemona that may 
be more true of married men than they wish to admit. While I 
recognize the critical danger of making Othello into a case study, 
and realize that Othello is an individual character in a particular 
dramatic setting,' I would nonetheless like to explore some of the 
implications of Othello's sexual images and relate these implica
tions to Renaissance and contemporary views of sexual jealousy. I 
will then try to mold this information and some amateur sociological 
surveys among my students into a coherent hypothesis about a 
frightening motif that surfaces in Othello's language once he is 
convinced that Desdemona has betrayed him. 

Most married men, myself included, believe and would assert 
that they love their wife as a person, and that their love is multi
dimensional: i.e., emotional, psychological, and spiritual. Male 
love is also, of course, sexual, grounded in a physical attraction 
that, if genuine, will last a lifetime and will remain the most 
dramatic expression of this very complex and demanding human 
emotion. Most married couples would admit that a healthy, 
mutually satisfying sexual life is absolutely essential to a marriage 
(cf. Juliet's erotic soliloquy in R&J, III. ii. 1-31, to choose just one 
Shakespearean example of this realization); and most would admit 
that any disruption or frustration of this sexual relationship can be 
fatal to a marriage. For a marriage to be mutually fulfilling and 
satisfying, one must feel, whether male or female, that one is loved 
for oneself, for the person one is, and not as a "possession." 
Women especially, and rightly, resent the notion that they are 
"owned" by their husbands and prefer a relationship based on 
mutual trust and respect. 

During many discussions with my students about the rela
tionship between Othello and Desdemona, and the role of Othello's 
jealousy in that relationship, I have generated diverse and often 
heated discussions about the degree of sexual possessiveness in 
Othello. The most frank comments have occurred when I have 
suggested that some of Othello's images are specifically genital 
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and portray Desdemona as a sexual object. At III. iii. 270-73, 
Othello says: "I had rather be a toad I And live upon the vapor of 
a dungeon I Than keep a corner in the thing I love I for others' 
uses."2 At IV. ii. 57-62, in the '1>rothel scene," he cries: "But there, 
where I have garner'd up my heart, I Where either I must live or 
bear no life; I The fountain from the which my current runs I Or 
else dries up; to be discarded thence! I Or keep it as a cestern for 
foul toads I To knot and gender in!" One cannot be certain that the 
adverb "there" in the second excerpt is a genital reference, al
though the context, and Othello's earlier remark about keeping a 
"corner" in the "thing" he says he loves, strongly support this 
suggestion.3 I will return to these and related images later, but for 
now I want to focus on my students' responses to these lines. Many 
female students have argued stridently that they believe Othello's 
references here are definitely genital, and furthermore, that 
Shakespeare has captured in Othello's language a pervasive, if 
unspoken, element in men's sexual attitudes towards their wives; 
i.e., that despite their claims to the contrary, and their insistence on 
the multi-dimensional nature of married love, men still view their 
wives at some subliminal level as sexual possessions, and that this 
possessiveness is implicitly genital.4 Male students in these dis
cussions invariably protest this opinion just as stridently as fe
males advocate it; indeed, male students sometimes protest too 
much, suggesting perhaps an unwillingness to admit what they 
suspect may be true. 

Before returning to these and other remarks of Othello, let us 
consider some Renaissance and contemporary material about 
jealousy as a context for Othello's actions and attitudes in the play. 
Andreas Capellanus' second rule of love states: "He who is not 
jealous cannot love.''' Elsewhere, Capella nus writes that jealousy 
is "the very substance of love, without which true love cannot exist 
... "(17). For courtly lovers of the Middle Ages, jealousy indicated 
a true "passionate" love of the kind not possible between married 
couples; hence, husband and wife should avoid jealousy "like the 
pestilence," for it is very much "frowned upon" (17). Thus for 
Capellanus, romantic love should not be the basis for marriage, 
because it leads to jealousy. 

Some contemporary psychologists and researchers on marriage 
and jealousy agree. N. and G. O'Neill write that romantic love 
alone is not a sufficient basis for marriage: 
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Romantic love is blind and often irrational; liJdng, however, 
is rational and based upon respect rather than passion. This 
is not to say that passion is not important, but only to 
demonstrate that a love that encompasses both liJdng and 
passion is far stronger than love based solely on passion. 
Without liking and the respect that it implies we believe that 
true open love cannot be achieved, for mutual respect is 
essential to the establishment of identity, equality and open 
communication between mates.' 

The O'Neills characterize jealousy as a "destructive cancer" 
which is "never ... a function of love but of our insecurities and 
dependencies. It is the fear of a loss of love and it destroys that 
very love. It is detrimental to and a denial of a loved one's personal 
identity" (237). Abraham Maslow also identifies jealousy as in
herently destructive; he places jealousy within what he calls "0-
Love," which is "dependency love, deficiency love" and always 
involves jealous behavior, as opposed to "B-Love," or "being 
love," which seeks the good of the partner and is devoid of jealousy .7 

Other researchers have characterized specific male and female 
differences in jealous behavior. Gordon Clanton and Lynn G. 
Smith, editors of Jealousy, summarize pertinent conclusions reached 
by several researchers: 

Men are more apt to deny jealous feelings; women are more 
apt to acbtowledge them. Men are more likely than women to 
express jealous feelings through rage and even violence, but 
such outbursts are often followed by despondency. Jealous 
men are more apt to focus on the outside sexwd activity of the 
partner and they often demand a recital of the intimate 
detalls; jealous women are more likely to focus on the emo
timull involvement between her partner and the third party. 
Men are more likely to extmullize the cause of the jealousy, 
more likely to blame the partner, or the third party, or 
'circumstances.' Women often internalize the cause of jeal
ousy; they blame themselves. Similarly, a jealous man is 
more likely to display competitit~e behavior toward the third 
party while a jealous woman is more likely to display possessroe 
overcrowded behavior.• 

Gregory L. White finds that while "Perception of a sexual motive 
was the only predictor of perceived relationship threat for both 
males and females," perception of a sexual motive "predicted male 
but not female anger."9 He adds that "concern about the couple's 
unsatisfactory sex life may reasonably but inaccurately lead to an 
inference of a sexual motive in partner" (28). Such perceptions of 
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a motive among married couples also "would seem to indicate that 
vaguely formed suspicions or expectations about the likelihood of 
partner involvement with another reflect an underlying fear of 
sexual inadequacy" (29). 

Let us return to Othello. That his jealousy implies insecurity 
and dependence seems clear; he is a stranger to Venetian society, 
and thus vulnerable to Iago's innuendoes. Othello also fears, at 
least temporarily, that he is sexually inadequate. He is quite prone 
to anger and violence once convinced that Desdemona has betrayed 
him, even asking for intimate details which Iago luridly provides 
in his "dream."10 Othello also seems initially quite possessive of 
Desdemona; immediately after reflecting on his blackness, his 
lacking "soft parts of conversation," and his "vale of years," 
Othello cries: "0 curse of marriage! I That we can call these 
delicate creatures ours, I And not their appetites!" (III. iii. 268-70). 
Desdemona may be "delicate," but she is also (and nonetheless) a 
possession. Hence, to Othello, marriage is a curse. 

Consider again 270ff: 

. . . I had rather be a toad 
And live upon the vapor of a dungeon 
Than keep a comer in the thing I love 
For others' uses. 

Othello says he loves a "thing" (III. iii. 270-73). Two points are 
crucial here. First, as Partridge explains, 11thing" is often in 
Shakespeare a genital reference. Consider, for example, Iago and 
Emilia a moment later in III. iii: 11DO not you chide; I have a thing 
for you. I You have a thing for me? It is a common thing ... " (xi. 
301-02). Secondly, Othello values "things" as possessions. He 
rhapsodizes about the magical origins and qualities of the hand
kerchief, and although Iago has earlier told Othello that he saw 
Michael Cassio wipe his beard with it, when Othello confronts 
Desdemona about the handkerchief in III. iv, he seems as upset 
about its actual loss as about its apparent desecration by Cassio: 
" ... and take heed on't, I Make it a darling like your precious eye. 
I To lose't or give't away were such perdition I As nothing else [my 
italics] could match" (III. iv. 65-68). A few lines later, Othello will 
ask 11s't lost? ls't gone?" And moments earlier in this scene, 
Othello spoke of the supposed purity of Desdemona's kisses as if 
that purity itself were a possession a thief might have stolen: 111 
found not Cassio's kisses on her lips. I He that is robb'd, not 
wanting what is stol'n, I Let him not know't, and he's not robb'd 
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at all" (III. iii. 342-43). Thus Othello's saying he loves a "thing" 
suggests his characteristic possessiveness and also specifically 
implies that Desdemona is a genital possession. 

Othello then subdivides this ''thing" into "corners" one of 
which he now seems to imagine himself sharing for others' "uses." 
(Note that this is a plural possessive, suggesting the "general 
camp?") The word "uses" is most revealing and, I believe, most 
horrifying. Desdemona in this sentence is a "thing" to be, not 
loved, but ''used." Does Othello in this crisis forged by Iago reveal 
how he actually ''loves" Desdemona? Is this the kind of truth 
about his married love which this crisis reveals? Does he really, or 
mainly love Desdemona only sexually, and can one locate in his 
sudden rage of Acts III and IV a passionate anger at being rejected 
sexually from that "thing" which he saw as existing for only his 
"use?" 

In IV. ii. 57-62, Othello cries: 

But there, where I have garner' d up my heart, 
Where either I must live or bear no life; 
The fountain from the which my current runs 
Or else dries up: to be discarded thence! 
Or keep it as a cestem for foul toads 
To knot and gender in! 

Othello's fury propels him into three consecutive "either ... or" 
assertions which exemplify-at least here-the brutal simplicity of 
his mind, suggest why he resolves to murder Desdemona, and 
herald his painful, frightening dichotomy as he stands over 
Desdemona in V. ii: "Be thus when thou art dead, and I will kill 
thee I And love thee after" (18-19). I have suggested above that the 
"there" of I. 57 is genital; if I am right, then Othello has "garner' d 
up" his heart, not in Desdemona the whole person, but specifically 
in her vagina. The following lines, especially the image of the 
fountain-"from the which my current runs I Or else dries up"
suggest, with the admitted difficulty of the preposition "from," 
Othello's seminal fluid, which will be forever "dried up," if 
Desdemona is a whore. The Riverside gloss of ''fountain" as "source, 
spring" i.e., source or spring of his semen, further supports this 
reading, as does the circular shape of "cestern," where Othello 
grotesquely imagines foul toads knotting, a brutal, animalistic 
reduction of Desdemona's genitals to a thing which he imagines 
himself "keeping" for "others' use" and from which he has been 
discarded.11 
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I would like to conclude with two other references to Othello's 
speech. At IV. i. 41ff, near the end of his nearly incoherent ravings 
and just before his trance and fall, Othello says: "It is not words 
that shakes I me thus. Pish! Noses, ears, and lips. Is't possible?" 
Noses, ears, and lips are orifices, and may be seen here (like 
Othello's reference to Desdemona's "precious eye" [III. iv. 66]), as 
vaginal displacements. In his ravings, Othello's conscious mind 
imperfectly masks his unconscious genital fixation. 

My final example is again from the "brothel scene" in IV. ii. At 
1. 90, just 33 lines after the first of Othello's "there" in his assault 
upon Desdemona's chastity, he turns to Emilia: "You, mistress, I 
That have the office opposite to Saint Peter, I And keeps the gate 
of hell!" (90-92). "Gate of hell" is, in context, an obvious genital 
reference which echoes the verbal pun in "cunning whore" at I. 89, 
and hideously reduces Desdemona to a satanic, sexual object, her 
vagina an entrance into hell, which will surely corrupt other men.12 

Thus she must die.13 

The sheer horror of Othello's so grotesquely objectifying 
Desdemona is compounded when one realizes that their marriage 
has probably not been consummated. Several factors support this 
probability. Iago interrupts their two nights together, first in 
Venice, and then on Cyprus. Othello says in II. iii: "The purchase 
made, the fruits are to ensue; I The profit's yet to come 'tween me 
and you" (9-10). After Othello re-enters to quell the fighting, Iago 
says: "Friends all, but now, even now; I In quarter, and in terms 
like bride and groom I Devesting them for bed" (II. iii. 179-81 ). 
Iago's simile presumably describes what Othello and Desdemona 
have just been doing: preparing to consummate their marriage. 
Iago insidiously concocts a perverse "bed trick" which, unlike 
those in Measure for Measure and All's Well That Ends Well, frus
trates rather than facilitates a marital union. Thus Othello decries 
as a sexual "thing" a woman he has not yet sexually loved, yet 
imagines having shared "stol'n hours of lust" with Michael Cassio. 
Othello's fantasy of Desdemona's supposedly active sexual life 
greatly increases his insecurity and vulnerability and thus height
ens both his already intense jealousy and his thwarted possessive
ness. Othello's readiness to so completely denigrate his still 
virginal wife intensifies the terrifying, corrosive power of the 
jealousy that destroys them both. Tragically, Desdemona's re
quest to Emilia to place her wedding sheets on her and Othello's 
bed emphatically signals her virginity and purity. Certainly, were 
those sheets stained (i.e., like the handkerchief, "spotted") with 
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her virginal blood, Desdemona would not request them for this 
night. 

In wine, says the proverb, there is truth; so may there be in 
anger.14 Othello is certainly not 11all men"; but his images may 
reveal a sexual possessiveness common enough, at some uncon
scious and repulsive level, among married men towards their 
wives that warrants the kinds of diverse reactions among my 
students that I outlined above. Perhaps Othello's images capture 
and expose latent male sexual attitudes which wives only dimly 
perceive and husbands, despite or because of their protestations, 
only dimly acknowledge. 

South Puget Sound Community College 

Notes 

1 As Kenneth Burke remarks, "Shakespeare is making a play, not people." "Othello: 
An :Essay to Illustrate a Method," in Othello: Critical Essays, ed. Susan Snyder (New York: 
Garland, 1988), p. 149. 

2All textual references are to The Riverside Slulkespeare, ed. G. Blakemore Evans 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1974). 

31 do mention Eric Partridge's glosses of "thing" in Slulkespellre' s Bllwdy (New York: 
E.P. Dutton, 1960), p. 149, because students must understand this word as an example of 
the naughty and not-so-naughty richness of Shakespeare's language. But I also say that 
the overtly sexual reading of these lines is not the only option. 

41 should mention that my Shakespeare classes usually include both single and 
married men and women ranging in age from their early to mid 20's to their mid 30's and 
40's. Some of the strongest reaction to Othello's language has come from women in their 
30's who are in their second marriage. 

5 Andreas Capellanus, The Art of Courtly Love, trans. John Jay Parry, ed. Frederick W. 
Locke (New York: Frederick Ungar, 1957 ), p. 42. Robert Burton, Antztomy of Melllncholy, 
ed. Holbrook Jackson (London: J. M. Dent, rpt. 1972), writes in Third Partition, Section 
3, Subsection 2, "Causes of Jealousy'': "'Tis a great fault (for some men are uxorii •• . ) to 
be too fond of their wives, to dote on them .. .'' (p. 268). 

'Nena and George O'Neill, Open Mllrrillge (New York: M. Evans, 1972), pp. 244-45. 
7 Abraham Maslow, Toward A Psychology of Being, (New York: Van Nostrand, 1968), 

p.42. 
IGor don Canton and Lynn G. Smith, eds. Jealousy (Englewood Qiffs: Prentice-Hall, 

1977), p. 11. 
9Gregory L. White, jealousy and Partners' Perceived Motives for Attraction to a 

Rival," Socilll Psychology Quarterly, 44 (1981), p. 27. 
10Matthew N. Proser, in The Heroic Image in Five Slulkespellrelln Tragedies (Princeton, 

N.J.: Princeton Univ. Press, 1965), writes of lago's dream and Othello's "participation" 
in it: 
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bear out the conclusion to which he arrives. He does pre
cisely what Iago suggested he could not do: he 11grossly 
gapes" upon a 11scene" oflust to make his 11proof1 " but the real 
grossness lies within himself. His prurience is a shadow of 
Iago's lust, but it is a shadow which has been present all 
along, cast in his own complexion (129). 

11Note Othello's repetition of ''keep" in these two excerpts; Desdemona's sexuality 
is explicitly "owned" by Othello, thesharingofwhich with others is apparently Othello's 
to determine, not Desdemona's. 

12'fhis image is found also in King Lear1 IV. vi. 124-29: 

Down from the waist they are Centaurs, 
Though women all above; 
But to the girdle do the gods inherit1 

Beneath is all the fiends': there's hell, there's darkness1 

There is the sulphurous pit, burning, scalding, 
Stench, consumption. 

Consider also the couplet of sonnet # 129: 

All this the world well knows1 yet none knows well 
To shun the heaven that leads men to this hell. 

In Boccacdo's DeCilmeron, Third Day, Tenth Story~ the monk Rustico convinces the 
reclusive and dim-witted Alibech that sexual intercourse is 1'putting the Devil back into 
hell." MarkMusa and Peter E. Bondanella, eds. Giovanni Boccacdo: The DeCilmeron (New 
York: W. W. Norton, 1977), p. 71. 

13Regarding Othello's motivation for killing Desdemona, see Edward A. Snow, 
11Sexual Anxiety and the Male Order of Things in Othello," in Othello: Critical Es
says, ed. Susan Snyder (New York: Garland, 1988). He writes: "Othello is attempting 
to recover what he lost when he deflowered Desdemona, and to deny what he thereby 
discovered and released in her-and in himself as well. ... His language suggests that 
smothering Desdemona is a displaced attempt ... to put to death something in himself, 
something that has been sexually engendered in him. He understands that a principle is 
involved ('else she'll betray more men'), and that in killing her he is acting not just for 
himself but for men in general" (p. 222). Snow's claim that Othello's sexual morality "is 
itself the sublimation of an irrational hatred of its object" (p. 217) may be supported by 
seeing Othello's intensely focused imagery of sexual disgust as indicating the depth of his 
hatred of Desdemona's sexuality and her sexual organs. 

1'Note Othello's words in I. ill. 260-65: 

Let her have your voice. 
Vouch with me, heaven, I therefore beg it not 
To please the palate of my appetite, 
Nor to comply with heat (the young affects 
In [me] defunct) and proper satisfaction; 
But to be free and bounteous to her mind. 

I am inclined to take Othello here at his word, although one must note that he is1 as Proser 
emphasizes, quite adept at self-characterization when the occasion arises, especially 
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when he has a captive audience. That Othello can say these words, and apparently mean 
them, or think that he means them, should accentuate the sheer horror of his reducing his 
wife to a "thing'' in a comer of which toads "knot and gender." 
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Absence and Subversion: The .uo'erflow" of 
Gender in Shakespeare's Antony and Cleopatra 

by J. Robert Baker 

The complexity of Antony and Cleopatra is daunting. Nothing in 
the play-genre, character, or gender-continues stable or 
unchallenged. Even the play's structure remains so multifarious 
that critics have found it difficult to describe the play as either 
tragedy or comedy: Carol Thomas Neely aptly suggests that the 
way in which Antony and Cleopatra inhabit gender roles stretches 
the play "to include motifs, roles, and themes found in 
Shakespeare's comedies, histories, problem plays, and romances; 
and Paula Berggren has noted Cleopatra's affinities with the comic 
heroines."• 

The characters, similarly, defy easy categorization and exclu
sive definition. This holds particularly true for Antony and 
Cleopatra, who contradict themselves in word and action, and 
about whom not only the other characters, but also the critics offer 
many different reports. Berggren, for example, finds Antony 
"sexually the most mature of Shakespeare's men," primarily be
cause he wears Cleopatra's clothing.2 Neely, on the other hand, 
discounts Antony's cross-dressing, pointing out that it is only 
reported, not seen, and suggesting that Antony's distinction lies in 
his ability to "accept more fully Cleopatra's sexuality, duplicity, 
and difference from him and find them compatible with his man
hood."' Similarly, Cleopatra comes in for radically different expli
cations, all these, at bottom, having to do with her sexuality. 
Madeline Gohlke finds that Cleopatra 11in many ways is the epitome 
of what is hated, loved, and feared in a woman by Shakespeare's 
tragic heroes," but, at the same time, "she is imaginative, fertile, 
identified with the procreative processes of the Nile."• Janet 
Adelman also observes this duality in Cleopatra, noting, "If 
Cleopatra is a witch, she is also the fairy queen, that vision for 
which men have constantly sought."5 

Perspective is needed to appreciate the complexity of the play 
and to explain why coherent statements about the characters are 
scarce and why some find it hard to see the play simply as tragedy. 
Such a perspective involves the use Shakespeare makes of gender 
in Antony and Cleopatra because much of the confusion generated 
by Antony and Cleopatra and certainly their evasion of monocular 
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definition is bound up with their sexual role playing and gender 
shifting. Such a perspective also requires a steady refusal of a 
simple dialectic that issues into either-or formulations in favor of 
one that is additive and inclusive, one whereby opposites preserve 
and fulfill each other in an expansive arrangement. Antony is not 
merely feminized or tragic, Roman or transvestite, but all these 
things; Cleopatra is not merely witch or Queen, deadly or 
progenerative, but all of these; and the play is not just tragedy or 
comedy, but contains elements of both. 

Adelman and James Robinson, in particular, offer helpful com
ments towards such a perspective. Adelman has noted that the 
shifts of perspective, the multiplicity of character, and the varia
tions of metaphor in Antony and Cleopatra both complicate and 
characterize the play. The play's complexity, Adelman says, lies 
not simply in the opacity of character and identity nor in the 
unreliability of knowledge and judgment, but also in the subjec
tion of the play's tragic vision to comic technique. The play works 
not towards an incontrovertible position, but towards multiplicity 
on every level. Her interpretation notes that "both the presenta
tion of character and the dramatic structure work to frustrate our 
reasonable desire for certainty."' We are unable first and last to 
take from the play a definitive, indisputable reading. 

James Robinson, citing Thomas Digges and Giordano Bruno, 
argues that Antony and Cleopatra might well be read with the un
derstanding that both the cosmos which it suggests and the stage 
on which it is represented are infinitely expansive. What Robinson 
notes of Bruno's universe-" a multiplicity of changing phenom
ena in an infinite process of dissolution and regeneration"-ap
plies equally to Shakespeare's play.' Both universe and drama 
suggest a space where "multiples are substantially one, and con
traries coincide: dissolution is generation; death is life."11 Robinson 
details these multiples, contraries, and dissolutions in both the 
geography of the play and the hyperbolic language of the charac
ters. 

The extensiveness seen by Robinson and the multiplicity ob
served by Adelman apply also and particularly to the play's treat
ment of gender. While Adelman does treat the exchange of clothing 
and sexual roles by Antony and Cleopatra, she limits the signifi
cance of this "transexuality" to an emblem of what she terms 
"generative sympathy": "the elements in the play that may be seen 
from the Roman point of view as evidence of Antony's loss of 
manhood may also be seen as the emblem of his procreative union 
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with Cleopatra."9 The continual shift of gender though is no mere 
emblem, nor quite so straightforward; rather it is central to the 
play's complexity. As such, it does not "only confirm the profound 
polarization of gender roles in the play," as Neely observes.1o 
Instead, it forces a constant interpretation and reinterpretation of 
gender that refuses both the primacy of one sex and the sufficiency 
of two. As they assume the gender of the other, Antony and 
Cleopatra enlarge and expand the ordinary roles of their own and 
each other's sexes. Their gender shifting does result, at the death 
of each lover, in both a "generative harmony" and an "extending 
cosmos," but its treatment in the play is not simple, nor is the 
lovers' experience of it unambiguous. Like the overflow of the 
Nile, the expansion and shifting of gender roles is at once produc
tive and lethal, fertile and dangerous, prolific and chaotic. 

With this overflow, Antony and Cleopatra flatly reverses the usual 
function of gender which, with its culturally defined and pre
scribed modes of behavior, produces a space in which individuals 
can live with a degree of psychological comfort and security. 
Antony and Cleopatra move out of roles traditionally assigned to 
the sexes: at times he leads; at others she dominates. They change 
clothes in bed, switch places in war and peace, and seem to 
evacuate the ordinary relationship between the sexes. All of this 
is not without cost: Antony experiences anxiety about his actions; 
Cleopatra behaves in a vertiginously confusing manner; and both 
of them are feared and hated because their behavior removes the 
ordinary harmony and safety provided by gender. But the play 
insists that the disruption created by Antony and Cleopatra's 
sexual role playing is essential: ultimately, movement into the 
experience and guise of the other sex becomes the condition of a 
fuller life for both Antony and Cleopatra. 

In all this Shakespeare seems to be playing on his own era's 
anxieties about gender. The Elizabethans were particularly con
scious of gender, for theirs was an age headed by a queen and, 
simultaneously, determinedly patriarchal. Despite Elizabeth's 
sovereignty, the age insisted on the subjugation of women to men. 
The Elizabethans feared a disruption of the hierarchy of genders 
by either sex, but particularly by women. A woman, crossing out 
of her assigned roles and entering the space of men, threatened the 
natural, political, and spiritual realms. Perhaps it is for this reason 
that Cleopatra comes in for more invective than Antony: she is 
perceived as an unruly woman, leaving the woman's position to 
manipulate the political sphere, and so is seen as more danger
ous.n 
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Early in the play, however, it is Antony who disrupts the 
hierarchy, leaving the world of honor and the scenes of triumph 
represented by Rome and entering the smaller, political space of 
Egypt and the heightened, personal space of love embodied by 
Cleopatra. He jeopardizes his place as triumvir, forsakes his 
position as a husband, and risks erasure of his past accomplish
ments, all because he gives himself over to a woman who, although 
a queen, remains a threat to order and stability because she will not 
and cannot be contained within the usual place of a woman. Queen 
or not, she is a woman out of her place, submissive to no man and 
desirous of control. Antony moves toward Cleopatra with both 
pleasure and trepidation; he is attracted to her, but fears a loss as 
he moves out of an established security and into Cleopatra's bed. 

Stronger than Antony's own misgivings are the alarms of his 
allies and enemies who see Cleopatra as a teeming foreigner and a 
dangerous threat. In their view, Cleopatra's alien vitality seems to 
outlast both individuals and generations-she was married to a 
Ptolemy and loved a Caesar; now she is Antony's lover and 
Octavius' enemy. In fact, she is a woman whose fecundity spreads 
to underwrite both character and play-she gives meaning to 
Antony and is the catalyst that precipitates the drama. Antony's 
friends and foes are outraged when he allows himself to be subject 
to her because he trades not only sword for tires, but also the 
values of the Roman world for the uncontrollable pleasures of the 
Egyptian queen. He seems to them to join Cleopatra in removing 
a buttress of the world; in actuality, Antony and Cleopatra, 
leaving the world stage, enter the fuller space of love, a space not 
confined to life. 

Antony, the Romans complain, is absent, truant physically 
from Rome, morally from his duty, and, perhaps, psychologically 
from himself. Caesar quarrels with Antony over his absence from 
Rome because his removal into Egypt has exposed the state to war. 
Caesar charges, 11Your wife and brother I Made wars upon me; 
and their contestation I Was theme for you, you were the word of 
war."12 More serious than this accusation of conspiracy, which 
Antony refutes by reminding Caesar that Fulvia levied war in 
Rome only to goad Antony out of Egypt, is Caesar's indictment of 
Antony for dereliction of duty. It is not only that Antony, "when 
rioting in Alexandria" (II. ii. 72), put Caesar's letters unread aside 
and taunted his emissary unheard out of the room, but also that 
Antony broke his oath to Caesar, a pledge ''To lend me arms and 
when I requir'd them; I The which you both denied" (II. ii. 88-89). 
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Antony would soften this charge and insists he neglected Caesar's 
only claim because he was distracted by the presence of Cleopatra, 
"when poisoned hours had bound me up I From mine own 
knowledge" (II. ii. 90-91). In fact, back at Rome, Antony makes a 
graceful submission to ask for Caesar's pardon. It is a gesture that 
Lepidus applauds and that draws Caesar to remember how he 
would pursue a bond with Antony "from edge to edge I O'th' 
world" (II. ii. 117-18). 

Although Antony can make a gracious, conciliatory gesture 
towards Caesar and even try to placate his rival by marrying his 
sister, Antony has already moved outside the perimeter of the 
Roman world. This is of issue even before Antony appears on 
stage, for Philo says: 

Nay, but this dotage of our general's 
O'erflows the measure: those his goodly eyes, 
That o'er the files and musters of the war 
Have glow'd like plated Mars, now bend, now turn, 
The office and devotion of their view 
Upon a tawny front: his captain's heart, 
Which in the scuffles of great fights hath burst 
The buckle on his breast, reneges all temper, 
And is become the bellows and the fan 
To cool a gypsy's lust. 

(1. i. 1-10) 

According to his friends, Antony has left off the manly role of the 
general and entered the train of Cleopatra's eunuchs; he has 
reneged on the obligations of his manhood and abandoned the 
duties of his estate. His condition is so changed that Philo, appar
ently thinking him now hardly recognizable, feels compelled to 
point him out when he enters with Cleopatra and her attendants: 

Look, where they come: 
Take but good note, and you shall see in him 
The triple pillar of the world transform'd 
Into a strumpet's fool: behold and see. 

(1. i. 10-13) 

The Romans see Antony reduced from a principal support of the 
world to the domestic servant of a whore. He has collapsed, 
becoming a fool by foregoing his duty and submitting to a woman. 
According to Caesar, Antony clearly has abandoned duty for 
pleasure, the masculine for the feminine, virtue for vice: 
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... from Alexandria 
This is the news: he fishes, drinks, and wastes 
The lamps of night in revel; is not more manlike 
Than Oeopatra; nor the queen of Ptolemy 
More womanly than he; hardly gave audience, or 
Vouschaf'd to think he had partners: you shall find there 
A man who is the abstract of all faults 
That all men follow. 

(1. iv. 3-10) 

Of course, a man who is the epitome of every fault of which a 
person may be capable is no man, but a shadow. Caesar recognizes 
this implicitly when he shortly after refers to Antony's vacancy 
filled with voluptuousness (I. iv. 26). 

In neglecting his word and responsibilities, Antony does cre
ate a gap, an absence in the Roman world, a world that puts a 
premium on masculine honor, soldiering, and hardihood. The 
vacancy, which Antony creates in no longer filling the space he 
once did, is palpable and confusing. His friend Enobarbus mis
takes the entrance of Cleopatra midway through the second scene 
of the play for the approach of Antony. Enobarbus' mistake 
registers the enormity of the change that attends Antony's aban
donment of the ideals of Rome, the masculine world. The evacu
ation not only makes Antony almost unrecognizable to his closest 
associates, but also obscures recognizable differences between 
male and female. Antony and Cleopatra begin to be interchange
able because Antony has ceased to reside in Rome, to affirm its 
values, and to act in accord with its manly dictates. Negligent of 
state and obligation, he becomes identified with a woman and 
enters her estate. 

Antony himself feels the change. After his appearance on 
stage, he sweeps aside all values in favor of Cleopatra: "Let Rome 
in Tiber melt, and the wide arch I Of the rang' d empire fall! Here 
is my space" (1. i. 33-34). This early declaration for Cleopatra is fuii 
of confidence, perhaps even bombast, but it also removes Antony 
from at least part of who he is, for he is, after ail, a Roman. To 
proclaim a new space, a new person for himself distances and 
absents him from his old self. The new space cannot be inhabited 
with complete ease, for the city does not flow into the river, nor 
does the empire collapse; rather, it is Antony himself who is 
shaken by the change. He admits the tension he feels between the 
competing claims and, later, would withdraw from Cleopatra: 
"These strong Egyptian fetters I must break, I Or lose myself in 
dotage" (1. ii. 120-21). 
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The announcement of Fulvia's death a few lines Ia ter reinforces 
his desire to break with Cleopatra and his sense of a void. Antony 
speaks of human existence as an attraction towards vacancy: 

What our contempts doth often hurl from us, 
We want it ours again. The present pleasure, 
By revolution low'ring, does become, 
The opposite of itself .... 

(1. ii. 127-30) 

The picture of human life here is grim: a continual rotation 
between present pleasures that forever lose their appeal, a con
stant desire for the absent and an unstable alternation between 
presence and absence. This is the space Antony inhabits during 
most of the play. He desires Cleopatra, but regrets the absence his 
being with her creates. 

Caesar, Mecaenas, Enobarbus, Candidius, Philo-indeed all 
the Romans-have reason to fear Antony's change. He is a radical, 
a charged particle, oscillating mercurially between Rome and 
Egypt, self and Cleopatra, always likely to set off a reaction of 
fission that would destroy the empire and its values. After the 
defeat of Antony's forces at sea, Antony, urging his friends to 
make peace with Caesar, tells them, "I have fled myself" (III. xi. 7). 
Here speech recapitulates character, for the ambiguity of the 
grammar reflects the unpredictability of Antony. The "myself" 
can function either as reflexive pronoun or as direct object, allow
ing Antony to admit either that he himself has fled the battle or that 
he has fled from his sense of self, from the person he imagined 
himself to be. In either case, the Roman world fears Antony 
precisely because he moves outside the ordinary understanding of 
the masculine. His absence from Rome, from office, and from self 
threatens order and stability. 

When he leaves the sea battle to follow the fleeing Cleopatra, 
Antony not only exposes his forces to defeat, but endangers the 
whole complement of values on which Rome rests by abdicating 
his manly responsibilities. Scarus calls him a "doting mallard" 
and claims, "I never saw an action of such shame; I Experience, 
manhood, honour, ne'er before I Did violate so itself" (III. x. 20, 
22-24). Cleopatra's flight draws Antony after her, and his circuit 
drastically shakes the foundations of the Roman world-experi
ence, manhood, and honor. The trepidation throughout the play is 
that Antony's being unmanned will emasculate all men. Candidius 
worries that Antony's unruly behavior will make all his men 
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subservient to women, that "so our leader's led, I And we are 
women's men" (III. vii. 70-71). In the previous scene Mecaenas 
fears that Antony's surrender of power and troops to Cleopatra 
will make all men liable to her noises. Late in the play Enobarbus 
gives direct and nervous voice to this anxiety when he entreats 
Antony, "Transform us not to women" (IV. ii. 36). 

Antony himself has anxieties about all this, admitting that 
Cleopatra had the "supremacy" and commanded him, and claim
ing that she was his conqueror (Ill. xi. 59, 66). Shortly before he 
dies, he says that Cleopatra has been his crown and beguiled him 
to utter loss (IV. xii. 27, 29). But Antony's regrets and his enemies' 
fears of Cleopatra seem misplaced because, even though Antony 
may be drawn away from his space by the allures of Cleopatra, his 
radicality exists before his submission to her. Cleopatra herself 
suggests in the first act that Antony has already left the masculine 
domain by being subject to both Caesar and Fulvia: 

As I am Egypt's queen, 
Thou blushest, Antony; and that blood of thine 
Is Caesar's homager: else so thy cheek pays shame 
When shrill-tongu' d Fulvia scolds. 

(1. i. 29-32) 

Although Cleopatra here intends in part to goad Antony into 
resisting the summons from Rome and declaring his love for her, 
she also recognizes an essential integer in Antony's nature-de
spite his military triumphs and manly honors, he also occupies the 
position of a subject; he contains both masculine and feminine 
attributes, almost as though he were, psychologically, a hermaph
rodite. 

This duality within Antony reaches its apex when he com
pletely submits to Cleopatra and invites her to enter his very being 
as a conqueror. ''Chain mine arm'd neck; leap thou attire and all, 
I Through proof of harness to my heart, and there I Ride on the 
pants triumphing!" (IV. viii. 14-16). Antony's invitation is to a 
smaller space but one which is simultaneously greater and in 
which Cleopatra will be exultant. The movement Antony sum
mons her to will not only give her sovereignty over him, but make 
her over into part of himself; he calls her into himself and so would 
reshape her as the very triumph over self. 

Cleopatra, despite her apparent unruliness, is less dangerous 
than Antony, whose vacancy is so profound that it extends even 
into his self. In fact, she is not so much threat as presence, the 
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figure who informs and fills the absence figured by Antony. Gohlke 
says she "is the hero's point of orientation, his source of significa
tion in the world."n She makes him her guest, laughs him in and 
out of patience, purses up his heart, and gives him, finally, a place 
in myth and history. 

Cleopatra's powerful presence affects even nature. Before she 
and Antony meet at Cydnus, she has drawn all the citizens after 
her and nearly towed nature itself in her wake. Even the air, ''but 
for vacancy, I Had gone to gaze on Cleopatra too I And made a 
gap in nature" (II. ii. 221-23). If Cleopatra so affects even the 
elements, her effect on Antony is cause for little wonder. 

Admittedly, Cleopatra is subversive, refusing containment in 
the Roman order. Her potency and her threat are expressed in 
terms of gender and perceived as a reversal of the ordinary con
figuration of the sexes. She strikes the male messenger who brings 
news of Antony's marriage to Octavia, threatening to unhair his 
head; and she calls her women "good sirs" and Iras "sirah," 
confusing the differences between genders (II. v. 64; IV. xv. 85; and 
V. ii. 229). She has a manly desire to be at war despite Enobarbus' 
apprehensions that her presence will distract Antony, and she 
spurns Rome and its opinions, preferring her own sense: 

A charge we bear i'th'war, 
And, as the president of my kingdom, will 
Appear there for a man. Speak not against it; 
I will not stay behind. 

(Ill. vii. 17-20) 

Cleopatra will act as a man because she occupies the position of 
one in heading the political hierarchy of Egypt. 

Though Enobarbus' fears are realized when Cleopatra flees the 
battle, trawling Antony after her, she continues to play the part of 
a man without ceasing to be a queen. She arms Antony more 
efficiently than a squire; a feat Antony himself acknowledges: 
"Thou fumblest, Eros; and my queen's a squire I More tight at this 
than thou ... " (IV. iv. 14-15). She outmaneuvers Caesar and cheats 
him of the chance to consolidate his triumph by exhibiting her in 
Rome. This adroit, protean woman has been mother, spawning 
sons and enriching Egypt like the flooding of the Nile; she also has 
been lover to Ptolemies, Augustus Caesar, and triumvirs; and, at 
the end of the play, she becomes Antony's mourner. As she 
approaches her death, Cleopatra fills all these roles abundantly 
and potently. Not even the domain of waking consciousness is 
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adequate for Cleopatra's presence and power. During the last 
scene of the play, she tells Dolabella that she has dreamed of 
Antony and longs for another dream so she can see him again. The 
Antony she dreams of is godlike: 

His legs bestrid the ocean: his rear' d arm 
Crested the world: his voice was propertied 
As all the tuned spheres, and that to friends; 
But when he meant to quail and shake the orb, 
He was as rattling thunder . ... 

. . . in his livery 
Walk'd crowns and crownets, realms and 

islands were 
As plates dropp'd from his pocket. 

(V. ii. 82-92) 

Cleopatra is not merely offering a panegyric for her dead lover, she 
is also engendering and nurturing a new Antony. She remakes 
him, and in this way gives him life beyond death. 

Her desire to be with Antony is more than an attempt to escape 
the shame Caesar and Octavia intend for her; it is the longing for 
a beloved, a craving so profound that it recreates the beloved in an 
expanse beyond mortal life. Her suicide allows her to exit the stage 
and to enter the sweep into which she projects Antony. Her 
presence is not evacuated when she takes the asp to her bosom, but 
magnified, amplified into an area so vast that neither stage nor 
mortal vision can comprehend it. Her suicide provides Antony 
with meaning and Shakespeare with plot. Her deportment as an 
unruly woman has threatened the Roman hierarchy, but here it 
extends the meaning and range of what it is to be human beyond 
the accepted distinctions between male and female. Her complica
tions of politics and warfare, her refusal of distinctions between 
life and death, and her proficient occupation of every position 
finally extend the meaning of the tragedy towards comedy. 

With Cleopatra, as with Antony, Shakespeare figures move
ment out of one's own gender as a necessary and desirable, if 
painful, educational process a character must undergo in order to 
inhabit a world not bound by life or death, tragedy or comedy. 
Throughout the play, the withdrawal or absence of either Antony 
or Cleopatra from the role and position of either gender generates 
a precariousness that the play, its characters, and critics work to 
steady. But their rotation into the space of the other sex and their 
absence from their own sex also gesture towards the possibilities 
of a more complete humanity. Antony and Cleopatra, in stepping 
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outside the normal space assigned to their genders, threaten order 
and stability, particularly in the Roman world of the play. But at 
the end of the play what they enter into, despite Antony's fears and 
Cleopatra's ambitions, is not so much tragedy as a place where 
each assumes the very person of the other and fashions it anew, 
where each assumes the gender of the other and makes it more than 
it was alone, and where tragedy assumes the very resonance and 
expansiveness of comedy. 

Notre Dame University 
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The Joining of Male and Female: 
An Alchemical Theme of Transmutation 

in Antony and Cleopatra 
by Mary Ann Curtis 

The idea that Shakespeare's Antony and Cleopatra is a "flawed" 
play has largely been set aside by modern critics. A. C. Bradley's 
indictment of the play, which he called the "most faultily con
structed of all the tragedies," has given way to an acceptance of the 
play on its own terms: as a montage that defies the structure of a 
five-act drama. As Frank Kermode says, "the play is now quite 
commonly considered to be among Shakespeare's supreme 
achievements." One of the reasons for this change of view is a new 
understanding of the relationship between theme and structure. 
Whereas Bradley finds "defects," or a "defective method," in the 
''places where Shakespeare strings together a number of scenes," 
Kermode is more representative when he says that "the bold scene
changes from Rome to Alexandria are now understood as a re
flection of a basic thematic opposition."' Antony and Cleopatra does 
appear to be a very clear-cut play about divided loyalties and 
contrasting sensibiliti~s. Rome and Egypt are the two opposing 
forces whose conflict is brought into dramatic focus in the character 
of Mark Antony: the duty of Rome is opposed to the sensuality of 
Egypt. But this "thematic opposition" is not the only way to 
interpret the connection between an unusual structure and the 
ideas presented in the play, especially when one considers that a 
mere retelling of North's Plutarch, the source of the "opposition" 
theme, could have been done in a "regular" five-act drama. Instead, 
Shakespeare has chosen to enter a new, and in some ways quite 
modern, sphere of drama, and he invites his audience to new 
participation in the play-making process. In Antony and Cleopatra 
Shakespeare clings to his source with unusual fidelity, but he 
abandons altogether his usual mode of presenting it: he reshapes, 
not the source, but the very structure of his drama. The dramatic 
form of Antony and Cleopatra is impressionistic, and, like the style 
of an impressionistic painting, it demands an audience that can 
synthesize the fragments into a whole that is more than its indi
vidual parts. This structure is organically connected to a theme of 
transmutation-a theme which becomes apparent when one takes 
into account the alchemical allusions in the play. 
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It is not surprising that Shakespeare should incorporate al
chemical ideas into his work. Alchemy was a commonplace idea 
during his lifetime and in his world. Queen Elizabeth herself, as 
Ronald Pearsall points out, "quite believed" in the claims of the 
alchemists that they could change base metal into gold, and on 
more than one occasion gave them money and a place to work.2 The 
advent of printed books lifted the veil of secrecy and mystery 
which enshrouded alchemy; the mystique which alchemists had 
always guarded with their cryptic, handwritten manuscripts be
came, literally, an open book. In his chapter entitled "The Re
naissance and Alchemy," Pearsall emphasizes that those "heady 
days of the sixteenth century," when the Greek and Roman classics 
were being translated and published for the first time, were also 
''just those when the presses were ringing with 'authentic' al
chemical texts, done in the vernacular for the first time."3 These 
printed texts, with their heavily illustrated and symbolic instruc
tions, may have remained esoteric; but the ideas, theories, symbols 
and language of alchemy became part of the body of common 
knowledge. Ben Jonson, for example, was drawing on this common 
knowledge in The Alchemist, a realistic comedy of contemporary 
London. Whether he did or did not believe in alchemy is irrele
vent. What is important is that his play assumes an audience 
familiar with the subject.4 

If Ben Jonson preferred a comic approach, both Donne and 
Shakespeare found in alchemy a profound metaphor of trans
formation which they used in their poetry to express humanity's 
need for real internal metamorphoses.5 It is not surprising, then, to 
find reference to alchemy in a Shakespearean play. In King John 
(1594-95), for example, King Philip of Spain says: 

To solemnize this day the glorious sun 
Stays in his course and plays the alchymist, 
Turning with splendor of his precious eye 
The meagre cloddy earth to glittering gold. 

(III. i. 77-80) 

In Julius Caesar (1599), Casca says ofBrutus: "All that which would 
appear offense in us, I His countenance, like richest alchemy, I 
Will change to virtue and to worthiness" (II. i. 158-60). And in 
Timon of Athens (1607-08), a play which closely follows Antony and 
Cleopatra (1606-07), Timon throws an object (a stone?) at the Poet 
and says: "You are an alcumist, make gold of that" (V. i. 114). 
Shakespeare, like Ben Jonson, would assume that his audience was 
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familiar with the subject of alchemy, the most basic understanding 
of which included the idea of the mutability of matter. 

In discussing the "pattern of extreme f1 uctua tion" in Antony and 
Cleopatra, its theme of mutability, William D. Wolf comes to the 
conclusion that the real issue of the play is the escape from muta
bility, which occurs, of course, only with the death scenes.6 But 
given the setting of the play, in Egypt, the very birthplace of 
alchemy/ and the sixteenth and seventeenth-century preoccupa
tion with alchemy, Antony and Cleopatra may be said to represent 
the alchemist's symbolic problem of "squaring the circle." This 
concept has to do with the union of the two great cosmic symbols 
of heaven (the circle) and earth (the square) into a higher synthesis. 
This is not mere mutability but transmutation, in which the union 
of opposites creates a whole that is above and beyond its separate 
parts. Antony's statement that his love for Cleopatra can only be 
measured in a "new heaven, new earth" occurs a mere seventeen 
lines into the play, and sets the dimensions, not only of his love but 
of the play itself, as something larger in time and space than the 
mere historical action. J. L. Simmons points out that "Antony's 
resounding echo of St. John's Revelation ... initiates into the play 
what Robert Speaight has called 'Antony's bungling quest of the 
Absolute,"' a quest that Simmons sees as "tragically impossible."8 

But Antony's quest for "new heaven, new earth," while it may be 
literally impossible in that he will not participate in the Christian 
transcendency of St. John's vision, is a foreshadowing of possi
bilities, not an ironic prelude to Antony's defeat, a matter that will 
be discussed later. 

The play's rapidly changing scenes, although they have to do 
with large historical events and range over a good deal of Europe 
and the Near East, are intimate and personal in tone and content. 
Critics, disagreeing on many aspects of the play, usually concur 
that this personal drama chiefly concerns Marc Antony as the 
soldier turned lover, whose split loyalties between Rome and 
Egypt cause his eventual downfall. As Louis Wright and Virginia 
A. Lamar explain in their introduction to the Folger Library edi
tion, "we are concerned ... with the ruin that overtakes a great 
soldier, one who has held a third part of the world, because he 
allows passionate lust to dominate his life and obliterate his sense 
of duty."9 But there is another way to see Antony. Just as the 
structure of the play breaks out of the boundaries of tradition, so 
Antony may be seen as a man in progress toward completion, a 
process which begins by breaking out of the boundaries of Rome. 
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The idea that Fate dictates Antony's behavior is rejected early 
in the play. Lepidus suggests that Antony is not accountable 
because "his faults" are "hereditary I Rather than purchased, 
what he cannot change I Than what he chooses." Caesar rejects the 
idea, saying that Lepidus is "too indulgent," and that Antony must 
in "no way excuse his foils" (1. iv. 12-24). Accountability to Rome 
and duty is Caesar's theme, and his response to Lepidus ironically 
underscores the fact that, although Antony might not choose Rome 
as Caesar would wish him to, he is acting as a free agent in all his 
affairs. He is not operating under any external compulsion. 
Antony's first choice occurs before the play opens: he has chosen 
Egypt, and although that choice is refined in the course of the play, 
it is the premise on which everything rests. This is not just a matter 
of Antony's choosing sensual love over duty to Rome. The un
derlying principle is that the physical joining of Antony and 
Cleopatra is an archetypal joining of opposites, of a kind with the 
alchemical symbol of the hermaphrodite. Cleopatra's femaleness 
completes Antony's maleness. 

Antony and Cleopatra is often called a reader's play. But to take 
this attitude toward the play is to disregard the connection between 
perception and conception: conceptual themes arise from the 
visual perception of the drama. In this play, some images need to 
be perceived visually to catch the full impact of what the author is 
suggesting. One of these instances is the actual physical embrace 
of a man and a woman. In the first scene, Shakespeare's "stage 
direction" seems very clearly to indicate that Antony embraces 
Cleopatra. In reaffirming his choice of Egypt, as a woman and as 
a place, Antony says: 

Let Rome in Tiber melt, and the wide arch 
Of the ranged empire fall! Here is my space. 
Kingdoms are clay. Our dungy earth alike 
Feeds beast as man. The nobleness of life 
Is to do thus-when such a mutual pair 
And such a twain can do't. 

(1. i. 33-38} 

This embrace, the implied action in the phrase "Is to do thus," 
provides one of two instances where the audience actually sees 
Antony and Cleopatra physically joined, and, in a play otherwise 
so full of sensual implications, it is significant.10 The physical 
embrace of "such a mutual pair" strongly resembles the hermaph
roditic figures found so often in alchemical manuscripts. One 
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particular illustration from a seventeenth-century manuscript 
shows a figure that is strikingly suggestive of Antony and Cleopatra 
caught in an embrace. A winged hermaphrodite stands on a 
double-headed dragon, and about its legs are twined male and 
female serpents. This figure has the significant added symbol of 
male and female being joined under a single crown. Two crowns 
float to either side of the serpents, further emphasizing the union 
that has occurred, presumably between two noble souls.11 Antony's 
language as he embraces Cleopatra suggests the joining of mon
archs-as indeed they were: "Such a mutual pair I And such a 
twain" are to be considered peerless. Antony has chosen his 
"space," and it is to be united with Cleopatra. 

Antony's second act of choosing occurs after a "Roman thought" 
(1. ii. 83) compromises his first choice. The messenger's news from 
Rome (1. ii. 88-104) arouses Antony's political and military senses. 
As part of the Triumvirate, his political position is at risk because 
his wife and brother have joined forces against Caesar, and be
cause, while Antony languishes in "strong Egyptian fetters" (1. ii. 
116), the rebellious Labienus is gaining province after province in 
Asia. But Antony's abortive attempt to move backwards, into the 
world of Rome, culminates in his resolution to return to Egypt. 
The image of Antony in this Roman section (1. iv-111. vi) is of a man 
who is forcing himself to do what he thinks he ought to do, yet 
whose higher, more genuine nature demands that he do otherwise. 
Antony's situation is not unlike Hamlet's, where a "student," more 
given to reflection than to action, is called upon to act violently, a 
situation which is complicated by the fact that Hamlet feels duty
bound to do what is demanded. For Antony, however, the self
imposed spell is broken; unlike Hamlet, he remembers his true 
nature and makes a decision: 

... I will to Egypt. 
And though I make this marriage for my peace, 
I' th' East my pleasure lies. 

(II. iii. 39-41) 

The "I will" interprets the way we are to take his meaning when he 
says "my pleasure": his will, desire, and choice lie with Egypt and 
Cleopatra. From this point on, Antony's journey is toward ful
fillment of that choice. That it is a journey toward a higher 
completion of himself is evident from its culmination in the monu
ment scene in Act IV. 
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In addition to the important visual image of a physical em
brace, the monument scene provides a visual experience that is 
crucial to a true understanding of theme.12 Shakespeare has not 
balked at scene-shifting throughout the play, effortlessly jumping 
from Egypt to Rome and Athens and back again. Act III, for 
instance, has five scene changes within the first 310 lines: Syria, 
Rome, Alexandria, Athens, and Rome again (scenes i-vi). Act IV, 
which ends with the monument scene, opens with Caesar encamped 
near Alexandria. The scene then shifts to Cleopatra and Antony 
inside the palace. But while they have their supper and 11drown 
consideration" (IV. ii. 44-45), we are led outside the palace walls 
where the soldiers hear strange music, a phenomenon that is never 
explained since the scene returns abruptly to inside the palace. 
Here, in the early hours of morning, Cleopatra helps Antony into 
his armor in preparation for the coming contest with Caesar (scenes 
i-iv). The battle scenes that follow alternate between the two 
camps, and the battlefield itself is presented in a shifting per
spective, much like a camera working back and forth between 
Caesar and Antony (scenes v-xii). After the battle, the scene 
returns to the interior of the palace where we find Cleopatra and 
Antony working at cross-purposes (scenes xiii-xiv). In the final 
scene of the act, Antony and Cleopatra will be reunited (scene xv), 
and it is just here that a question arises. Why, after establishing 
such a precedent for scene shifting, does Shakespeare insist that 
Antony must be lifted bodily into the monument in full view of the 
audience? It would seem that a simple scene change from outside 
the monument to inside with Cleopatra would have served. One 
answer is that there is some special significance in the very act of 
being lifted up. Jack Lindsay, in his study of the historical Cleopatra, 
describes the contemporary Alexandrian scene as it is preserved in 
miniature relief on lamps dating from the early first century A.D. 
The relief, in turn, is based on an art work ''by some master 
working soon after 30 B.C." On the lampform, Cleopatra's 
monument stands east of the Tomb of Alexander and is 11an edifice 
with square tower-two windows in the upper part.''13 J. E. Cirlot 
mentions that "in the Egyptian system of hieroglyphs," the tower 
denotes rising above the common level, and that "the idea of 
elevation or ascent ... connotes transformation and evolution." 
He further connects the idea to the alchemist's furnace, the altha nor, 
which was given the shape of a tower to signify that the "meta
morphosis of matter implied a process of ascension."14 Cleopatra's 
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monument, then, suggests the furnace where final transmutation 
takes place. 

Although Shakespeare's dramatization of the monument scene 
is an almost literal translation of the scene as described by Plutarch, 
he adds some significant images which indicate that Antony has 
been undergoing a metamorphosis. Thinking that Cleopatra has 
betrayed and abandoned him, Antony says that he is like "cloud" 
and "vapour": 

My good knave Eros, now thy captain is 
Even such a body. Here I am Antony, 
Yet cannot hold this visible shape. 

(IV. xiv. 12-14) 

According to Neil Powell, one of Aristotle's theories which 
greatly influenced the ideas of alchemists was that "when the 
Sun's rays fell on water, they produced a vaporous exhalation" 
which changed, in turn, "into the earth's fusible metals."15 These 
metals were then transformed in the alchemist's furnace. This 
process is analogous to the play's movement toward the monument. 
After realigning himself with Cleopatra, Antony makes the 
seemingly rash decision to meet Caesar's challenge to "fight with 
him by sea" (III. vii. 28). Three times he states his determination 
to fight on water (III. vii. 28, 40, 48), and, like Aristotle's theory of 
Sun rays falling on water, the sea battle is the catalyst which leads 
Antony into his final, "fusible" state. His "cloud and vapour" 
speech (IV. xiv. 1-22) comes directly on the heels of a brief, ten-line 
scene in which Charmian and then Cleopatra cry out: "To th' 
monument!" (IV. xiii. 3, 6). Shakespeare further emphasizes this 
imperative by setting it off as the second half of a broken poetic line 
in both instances. "To th' monument!" is repeated for the third 
time, as Cleopatra's exit line (IV. xiii. 10). Antony is moving 
toward the symbolic tower, the alchemist's furnace. His words to 
Cleopatra, while he lies at the foot of the monument, express his 
desire to her that "Of many thousand kisses the poor last I I lay 
upon thy lips" (IV. xv. 20-21). This is Antony's final choice, and it 
is for union with Cleopatra. 

As Antony is lifted up into the tower itself, his transmutation 
is further indica ted by Cleopatra's cry as she and her maids struggle 
to pull him up: "Had I great Juno's power I The strong-winged 
Mercury should fetch thee up" (IV. xv. 34-35). This may be no more 
than a passing allusion to Mercury as the "flying man." But there 
are several other associations at work in the image of Mercury. 
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First is the alchemist's association of sophie, or purified, mercury 
with fluency and transmutation. Second, as Cirlot points out, 
alchemists "identified their transmutation-substance" with Mer
cury as god and planet, and the "resultant archetype for the 
alchemist was a hermaphrodite." Joseph L. Henderson also 
identifies Mercury as a "form of the transcendent principle" by 
noting the symbolic combination of chthonic and celestial nature 
on Mercury's staff. Wings above intertwining serpents indicate a 
transmutation whereby "underworld snake-consciousness, pass
ing through the medium of earthly reality, finally attains tran
scendence to superhuman or transpersonal reality in its winged 
flight."16 Antony, as a man who has passed "through the medium 
of earthly reality," exactly fits this description. He is lifted into the 
monument and the play comes full circle as once again 
Shakespeare's "stage direction" indicates that Antony and 
Cleopatra are united in embrace. Cleopatra bids him to "quicken 
with kissing" (IV. xv. 39). This quickening life is the union Antony 
has been moving toward when he envisions himself and Cleopatra 
in a space beyond time, "Where souls do couch on flowers" (IV. 
xiv. 51). 

The idea of dual being, of two sexes united in a single person
ality, is voiced in the play several times. Caesar, for example, says 
that Antony "is not more manlike I Than Cleopatra, nor the queen 
of Ptolemy I More womanly than he" (1. iv. 5-7). The same idea is 
later expressed in the symbolic exchanging of accoutrement. 
Cleopatra, recalling a night of revelry, says, "Then [I] put my tires 
and mantles on him, whilst I I wore his sword Philippan" (II. v. 22-
23). Antony and Cleopatra understand themselves to be insepa
rable. Taking his leave of Cleopatra early in the play, Antony says, 
"Our separation so abides and flies, I That thou residing here goes 
yet with me; I And I hence fleeting, here remain with thee" (1. iii. 
102-04). Much later, thinking that Cleopatra has preceded him in 
death, Antony feels that his sides must "cleave" and his heart 
"crack"; the ''bruised pieces" of his armor cannot hold together 
what has been divided (IV. xiv. 38-41), and he calls upon Eros to 
help him overtake Cleopatra. At Antony's death, the idea of dual 
being is given dramatic force. Cleopatra has lost the half that was 
Antony. The words woman and women are used repeatedly in her 
speech which closes Antony's death scene (IV. xv. 73-91). "Ah 
women, women," is her repeated cry. Later she says that she has 
seen a vision of "an emperor Antony" whose face was "as the 
heaven": 
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His legs bestrid the ocean; his rear' d arm 
Crested the world; his voice was propertied 
As all the tuned spheres, and that to hiends; 
But when he meant to quail and shake the orb, 
He was a rattling thunder. For his bounty, 
There was no winter in't; an Antony it was 
That grew the more by reaping. 

(V. ii. 82-88) 

The process of ascension is continued as Shakespeare, using 
the alchemy of Cleopatra's language, admits the audience into the 
larger realm of Antony's final transmutation.17 Cleopatra prepares 
her own death as a passage to final union with such an Antony, 
who has moved into a timeless sphere. 11I have I Immortal longings 
in me," she says (V. ii. 280-81). Transmutation from earth and 
water, where in the play battles are fought, to the ethereal realm of 
fire and air, is the context in which Cleopatra describes her final 
act: "I am fire and air; my other elements I I give to baser life" (V. 
ii. 289-90). In such an elevated mood, the asp is applied as a babe 
to its mother's breast. The symbolic (phallic) function of the asp is 
to prefigure the reunion of Antony and Cleopatra, male and female: 
a restoring of man to woman which Cleopatra achieves by her own 
hands as she says, "Methinks I hear I Antony call. I see him rouse 
himself I To praise my noble act" (V. ii. 283-85). "Husband I 
come!" Cleopatra cries, recalling to the audience that in life the 
union of Antony and Cleopatra produced living offspring. Now 
they move beyond time and space to become fecundity itself in 
both its male and female aspects.18 

In a 1589 publication of the Ripley Scrowle, the papers of the 
English alchemist George Ripley, an illustration appears which 
symbolically describes the seven processes of transmutation that 
occur in alchemy. In the lower center, the dominant feature is a 
fortress with six walls and columnar towers. Within the walls, a 
woman is reaching down and embracing a man, who is climbing up 
the seventh and largest column, the Tree of Life, which rises out of 
the waters of The Fortress. The union of the male and female thus 
symbolized indicates the final alchemical transmutation which 
occurs from a union of opposites.19 To say that Shakespeare rec
ognized in this imagery Plutarch's description of Antony and 
Cleopatra's final scene is, of course, merely to speculate. But the 
play as we receive it does allow for an interpretation of Antony as 
a man motivated by a deep inner drive for completion. Antony and 
Cleopatra's love for each other is an archetypal union that tran-
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scends both Rome and Egypt. Such a joining of opposites, of male 
and female, is, in fact, representative of the inner quest for unity 
that was not fully expressed until it found voice in the Jungian 
theories of the human psyche. It is possible that both Jung and 
Shakespeare were drawing on the same sources in alchemy, that 
mysterious quest for transmutation which has its historical roots 
in the ancient soil of Egypt. 

Middle Tennessee State University 
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The Alchemical Storm: Etymology, 
Wordplay, and New World Kairos 

in Shakespeare's The Tempest 
by Peter Cummings 

I. 

For overview purposes here, let us first deliberately take the 
time to sample some several responses to The Tempest and the way 
in which it seems to signal meaning. 

Spare, intense, concentrated to the point of being riddling, 
The Tempest provokes imaginative activity on the part of its 
audience or readers. Its very compression, the fact that it 
seems to hide as much as it reveals, compels a peculiarly 
creative response. A need to invent links between words, to 
expand events and characters in order to understand them, 
to formulate phrases which can somehow fix the significance 
of purely visual or musical elements is part of the ordinary 
experience of reading or watching this play. 

-Anne Barton1 

Alchemical images permeate the play. They flash and fulmi
nate through its pages like gleaming droplets of quicksUver 
caught in the fusty folds of an alchemist's cloak. 

-Noe1Cobb2 

It is mellow with the ripeness of knowledge, for its maker has 
discovered the right ritual for the marriage of the inner and 
the outer world, of the real and the ideal, the experienced and 
the imagined, the dream and the actuality. 

-Don Cameron Allen3 

It cannot be hoped that we shall for long be content to go on 
saying the same things about the play .... The time is perhaps 
near when some critic will radically alter the assumptions 
upon which criticism of The Tempest is at present founded. 

-Frank Kermode4 

Dear Billy, 

Read The Tempest, over &: over&: over again, and think upon 
it-upon what it contains-how much it means! Is there a 
lovelier play in this world? H there is, I should like to know 
about it! I have loved it, ever since I was a youth, and first 
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read it. You I am sure, will love it and grow more and more 
fond of it as the years pass away. 

-W.W.5 

The Tempest has, to make the available play on words, created 
a virtual storm of conflicting and differential critical response in 
the modern era. As these few dramatic passages at least partially 
demonstrate, the modes and voices of that response have ranged 
widely from Jungian imagist, to judgmental critic, to nostalgic and 
poignantly wistful father. And, one might add, the genres of such 
texts have ranged from high-profile academic publications to 
privately earnest flyleaf testimonies. It is a kaleidoscope, not a 
play, says Hallett Smith, in which what one sees may be oneself as 
much as the pattern of chips in the scope. With some of the best 
modern criticism before him, he says, 

As to the meaning of The Tempest, however, there has been 
the widest variety of opinions. Because the plot is so simple 
and the characters so far from complex, the ditics find it 
difficult to account for the great effect the play has upon 
them. In desperation they tum to biographical, allegorical, 
religious, philosophical, or psychological interpretations of 
the play.' 

In any review of the wide-spectrum critical history of the play 
it will be clear that a recurrent assumption, and the one that Frank 
Kermode, above, hopes we shall soon be quit of, is that The Tempest 
is hermetic-that it is magical and complete, but abstrusely sealed 
against the leakage of meaning-except to the initiate. So it is, as 
Hallett Smith recognizes, that we generate the bibliography of 
views that the specialist reader, supplied with the key of some 
outside lore, whether alchemical, Rosicrucian, Machiavellian, or 
geopolitical, is the best reader of the play. In such views, the play 
can only be an allegory, a shadow-box drama in which the real 
issues are secretly signaled by various figural codes of allusion 
and symbol in the text. In this way a significant portion of modern 
criticism of The Tempest has disembodied the text of any immediate 
meaning it might have. However unintentional it may have been, · 
such criticism has, in the process of seeking to unlock the play's 
mystery with a key from elsewhere in magic, religion, or discov
ery, made habitual the assumption that we require an outside key 
in order to truly enter it. By now, modern readers and viewers, in 
the light of much of this criticism, have had their initiations into 
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Shakespeare revoked, and are asked to stand like bewildered 
novices again before the last play (and the other romances too 
perhaps?), with all new rules to learn. One of those rules seems to 
be that we must not ask whether we require baggage from outside 
the play to travel far within it, but rather how much. We must 
apparently not ask whether we need help to read The Tempest, but 
rather which help, which analogue, guide, historical topos, or 
cabal as our sprig of moly, will take us furthest into its secret 
underworlds of meaning. 

II. 

It is not the intention here to imply that such efforts are sterile. 
Even extreme allegorical readings are fertile and helpful, from the 
early classic examples of Colin Still's two mythic studies/ to more 
recent allegorical work by Noel Cobb, Michael Srigley, and Donna 
Hamilton.8 In such readings, which not many of us may be willing 
to accept fully, we all probably willingly accept some steps of the 
argument, because we sense that this haunting and echoing text 
warrants it. 

Whether topical, allegorical, transcendental, or geopolitical
the list almost makes one sound like Polonius announcing the 
Players-even the narrowest allegorical deconstructions of the 
play offer a kind of critical illumination and an odd comfort. They 
bear witness for us to the size and number of resonances that seem 
only teasingly hinted at in the· plain immediacy of the text itself. 
Such readings confirm our suspicions that there is more here than 
we can explain, and that perhaps all explanations must fail, even 
as all are evoked. We watch, or read, think we understand, and 
then we finally feel that "Some Oracle I Must rectify our knowl
edge," as Alonso says of the "strange maze" of his experience. 

The specialist studies aid our knowledge by suggesting parallel 
themes, conceptual schemes, topical allusions, literary sources, 
and historical forces that can "rectify" or straighten out our be
wilderment, or lead us at least some way out of the maze of this 
play. Though none may do so completely, most of these readings 
offer at least some partial help on this conundrum text, however 
far afield they purport to find their connecting pamphlet, voyage, 
anthropological debate, or philosophical source. 

James Russell Lowell, writing in Among My Books in 1870, saw 
as the fundamental virtue of The Tempest its very elusiveness: 
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If I read Tire Tempest rightly, it is an example of how a great 
poet should write allegory-not embodying metaphysical 
abstractions, but giving us ideals abstracted from life itself, 
suggesting an under-meaning everywhere, forcing it upon 
us nowhere, tantalizing the mind with hints that imply so 
much and tell so little, and yet keep the attention all eye and 
ear with eager, if fruitless, expectation.9 

Modern criticism would be hard pressed, in any single sentence of 
equal length, to match the deep clarity of Lowell's observation. 
His words help us understand how the minute particulars of the 
play's Italian family history saga can become a text so dense that 
it implicates every element of the human condition. 

III. 

What I would like to propose, however, in the face of these 
fascinating and helpful, but also conflicting and sometimes tenu
ous allegorical readings, is the simple suggestion that criticism 
may have overlooked the obvious-the title itself. In fact, where 
readings have not simply glossed over The Tempest as a title, or 
acknowledged it as a merely descriptive reference to the sea storm 
of the opening scene, some of them have head-on suggested its 
inappropriateness: 

If we reflect on the themes traditionally ascribed to the play, 
reconciliation, redemption, forgiveness; on Callban; on the 
marriage of Ferdinand and Miranda; on the journey home; 
we see that any one of a dozen titles might have served and 
been judged nearer to the play's progress. But it was the 
storm at the beginning, however quickly over and done with, 
which provided the title of Shakespeare's last play.10 

Even students do not have to read far to encounter the title critique, 
and some raise questions about it when they find it in the major 
modern edition I use, where no less an authority than Hallett Smith 
in fact suggests a title revision: 

It might be said that the title of the play should be Tire lslimd 
rather than Tire Tempest, for the storm occupies only the first 
scene of the play and the island pervades all of it.11 

In addition to those who suggest that Shakespeare ""nodded" in 
his inattention to themes or settings in titling the play, there are 
others who almost apologize for the title as a metaphor: 
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Even the title of the play is not so much concerned with the 
sea storm Prospero raises as with the passions he stirs in his 
guests and in himself, passions that in his twelve years of 
isolation may have shown calm at the surface but which now, 
as he faces foes, mount high again. In the books of philoso
phy and psychology of the day a not unusual symbol for the 
passions is a tempest.11 

A closer look, both at Shakespeare's perennial attitude to 
language in general, and at some of the several implications of a 
complex hybrid Greco-Roman etymology in the word tempest itself, 
may help us to see that such judgments about the title are incom
plete at best, and at worst are wholly off the mark. It may seem odd 
to have to do so, but in the face of such criticism one simply has to 
defend Shakespeare's choice of words, and the artistry of his 
language. 

It is no doubt safe to assume, as we routinely do for virtually 
everything Shakespeare wrote, that there might be in The Tempest 
more than meets the eye, or ear, in his choice of words. The real 
question about the title would seem to be not why it is not some
thing else, but rather what is really in a word? What did 
Shakespeare-not we, but Shakespeare-see and hear in this word, 
that he should choose it at the end of his life's work? 

For the purposes of the argument here let me suggest that we 
accept as axiomatic the virtually canonized fact of literary criticism, 
that Shakespeare is our premier wordsmith, punster, coiner, and 
original artist of language. Against that common knowledge 
assumption, what I wish to suggest is that Shakespeare's last effort 
in the high art of poetic language is his best, and therefore prob
ably his most subtle one. Proof of this seems to lie in the fact that 
our criticism has not yet fully seen what might be called the deep 
structure poetic significance of the name of what Shakespeare seems 
to have thought of as his last work, and what we may take as his 
last word. 

The first, obvious, but overlooked appropriateness of the word 
tempest is that in the first scene the tempest, as storm, calls forth a 
full spectrum of tempers and temperaments, both stable and in 
flux, in the emotional collision of common sailors and noble pas
sengers as they encounter cataclysmic weather. From the cowardice 
of the Master to the cheerful, professional calm of the Boatswain, 
whose "complexion," or temperament, is "perfect gallows," and 
from the irascible Sebastian and Antonio to the benign Gonzalo, 
the opening scene is a study in conflicting tempers revealed under 
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extreme emotional duress. It is a tempest of human emotions, as 
well as of the elements, and for that reason of far greater poetic 
interest than a storm alone. 

From this beginning, Shakespeare moves in the second scene 
into the long background story by Prospero. Here, a serene and 
well-tempered father chooses at this particular time (tempus)-"The 
very minute bids thee ope thine ear"-to tell his daughter a tale of 
human temperaments: his own, his brother's, and Miranda's own. 
At this point, however, rather than simply follow the scenic design 
of the play, it would be best to inquire about what Shakespeare 
might have found, if he had looked them up, in the family of 
words, and in the roots of those words, to which his chosen word 
tempest belongs. We might ask, that is, the more general philologi
cal question of how Shakespeare's verbal imagination and poetic 
virtuosity responded to the linguistic information that he could 
very easily have gathered about this interesting word. 

Several La tin word lists, if not yet properly dictionaries in 
Johnson's modern sense, would have been available to Shakespeare. 
From the first of these, the Ortus Vocabulorum (1500), through 
Thomas Elyot's Dictionary (1538), based on classical rather than 
medieval texts, to Thomas Thomas's early modern Dictionarium 
Linguae Latinae et Anglicanae (1587), 13 Shakespeare had available to 
him several alphabetical lists of Latin words with either single 
English equivalents or full English definitions, and with classical 
sources identified by author. In Thomas's 1587 Dictionarium, for 
instance, the relevant entries are virtually as numerous as in a 
contemporary Latin lexicon (e.g., Cassell's New Latin Dictionary, 
revised, 1968), though of course variants and citations are more 
numerous in the latter. This is to say that certainly by 1611 
Shakespeare would have had access to what we could call a com
pletely modern text of Latin-English scholarship, were he inclined 
to be at all philologically curious about the Latin tempestas origin 
of his chosen English title. 

If we check the word in Thomas, in the interest of duplicating 
the very printed look of pages that Shakespeare might have seen, 
we find tempestas as thirteenth in a list of twenty-nine words all 
beginning with the root syllable temp-, nearly all of which share a 
common etymology in the verb temperare, in Thomas, ''to temper, 
mix, mingle, or moderate in order or measure; to rule, govern, or 
order; to forebear, to spare ... to abstain ... to alloy." Even in 
passing, the reader is virtually required to recognize in this list a 
summary of Prospera's whole project of self, other, and elemental 
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tempering and alloying in the play. Miranda's first plea to him, for 
instance, comes to mind: 

If by your art, my dearest father, you have 
Put the wild waters in this roar, allay them. 

(1. ii. 1-2) 

But the root of temperare reaches deeper than this. Just how it 
does so remains uncertain, however, and philologists do not agree 
on the exact connections between several of the word's apparent 
branches. As Eric Partridge says, speaking of English cognates in 
the temp -cluster, 

The interconnections of the temper-tempest, temporal-temple 
groups are not at all points clear; there is some doubt to 
whether these groups are indeed connected. The degree and 
the validity of the doubt will emerge.14 

For when the verb temperare leads to the noun tempus, "as many 
hold that it does," then Partridge must try to explain the relation 
of time to mixing. This he does by tracing the root further yet into 
the Greek fEJ.ler.v, to cut, divide, or separate. Here, as Partridge 
suggests, time, ''especially in its fractional aspect," becomes a 
natural measure in the processes of mixing or tempering: when to 
mix, or for how long, and when to stop, are questions about time. 
In this view, time is not a matter of infinite duration, but rather a 
sequence of more or less blended periods, or the fact that separates 
one instance or moment from another. The tempestas in Latin is 
what the Greeks knew as kairos, originally and literally that 
"opening" between alternate warp threads through which the 
weft-bearing shuttle could pass, but metaphorically the "oppor
tune moment," the "window of time" in which effective creative 
action could take place. Literally also the kairos is the location of 
the place where a man might be struck a mortal blow, the temple, 
the place of the temporal pulse of life.15 Summarizing his lengthy 
entry on the extended family of the temp- root words, Partridge 
says, 

One does not need to be a profound philosopher nor even an 
acute philologist to be able to perceive that in L temperare, to 
mix judiciously-in L tempus, time finite, or divided into 
seasons or periods, hence in L tempestas-and in L templum, 
a delimited space, the idea to cut, to cut out, to cut off; hence 
of division, whether spacial or temporal {the notorious space-
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time continuum, as valid in language as in science), is either 
clearly denoted or potently connoted.t' 

This may be regarded as a philosophy of language statement 
with profound relevance to Shakespeare's play. The notion of 
cutting, of dividing, of separating in order to mix, one might say, 
cuts very deeply into the meaning of the play. But while Partridge 
may easily see common etymological roots in apparently dissimilar 
words and concepts, some readers will require the connections to 
be made between such language kinships and the linkages between 
words and themes in the text. 

The Tempest as a title clearly names a first scene storm; very 
much more importantly, however, it points to a subtle verbal and 
dramatic structure carefully built on a number of different kinds of 
division, and the cuts that create them. Here we may think of 
several pieces of evidence: the several references to the space of 
three to four hours that contain and control the action, the light
ning that seems to split both sky and ship, the elements that 
separate the spiritual Ariel from the earthy Cali ban, the guilt and 
innocence that separate the fallen politicians from the younger 
generation of Ferdinand and Miranda, the subtle sphere that cuts 
the visible off from the invisible world, and the social scale that 
differentiates the lords from the sailors, the sailors from the 
drunkards, and the noble Prince from all the rest in their separate 
dispersions about the island. 

All these divisions and the subsequent tampering with and 
tempering of them are of course controlled by Prospera. He, 
through Ariel, has 11dispers'd" and 11disposed" the groups, like so 
many separate stores of ingredients to be divided and mixed 
according to his secret" Art." Here, in passing, it is interesting to 
notice that the most likely etymology of the word art is Latin, artus, 
joint. Prospera is a divider and a joiner; he is the magus artist in 
his temple 11Cell"; he is the master maker and mixer of divisions; he 
is the temperator, in Thomas, "He that temporeth, or moderateth, he 
that knoweth how to rule and order." 

In these senses The Tempest is not only a tempestas, a period of 
violent weather, but also a tempestas, a tempus, a kairotic, oppor
tune period of time for some elemental divisions and mixtures that 
are figuratively understood to make up the humoral temperaments 
of both individuals and their cultural ideologies. In this figural 
sense we might assert that Prospera's project throughout the action 
is to retemper the human alloy-both of brother and Caliban and 
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daughter and Ferdinand and himself. More than this, however, his 
project seems grand enough to be a template of instruction on how 
to mollify the rabid selfishness of civilization, the whole modern 
Machiavellian distemper of the time itself. 

If we were to carry this view to the level of speculating about 
Shakespeare's own literary-or even allegorical-project in the 
play, we might venture to say it was to temper new world euphorias 
and dreams of perfect commonwealth with a dash of cold realism. 
New worlds contain the same elemental extremes that need to be 
judiciously mixed as does the old world. Leo Marx is helpful in 
putting this issue in a more general historical perspective: 

But if more Elizabethan travelers discovered that the stock 
images o_f America embraced a contradiction, few had the wit 
to see what mysteries it veiled. Few recognized that a most 
striking fact about the New World was its baffling hospitality 
to radically opposed interpretations. H America seemed to 
promise everything that men always had wanted, it also 
seemed to obliterate much of what they already had 
achieved.17 

From this perspective Shakespeare seems in The Tempest to have 
had the wit, the moral and poetic genius well mixed, to have said, 
through some very specific words and images in the verbal fabric 
of the play itself, just how to find the best new world of all, the 
"brave new world" of four-fold human temperance. The brave 
new world of human discovery is not in Shakespeare's view a 
geophysical place, but rather a psychological disposition; it is the 
evenly mixed temperament. 

This motif of mixed opposites is not limited in the play to 
Prospero's project, however; in fact it surfaces in the text at every 
tum. There are mixtures of opinions about the climate, mixes of 
green and tawny colors, and there are "Sounds and sweet airs that 
give delight and hurt not," as well as sounds like the "hollow burst 
of bellowing I Like bulls." There are "humorous" human mixes, 
from the melancholic Alonso to the sanguine Gonzalo, and of 
course there is both the ariel spirit and earthly grotesque. 

Beyond such obvious and often remarked elemental contraries, 
however, there are many more studied poetic details to notice. 
When Ferdinand speaks in Act III, scene i, for instance, we can 
listen for the organizing rhetoric of oppositions and mixtures in 
his speech: 
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There be some sports are painful, and their labor 
Delight in them [sets) off; some kinds of baseness 
Are nobly undergone; and most poor matters 
Point to rich ends. This my mean task 
Would be as heavy to me as odious, but 
The mistress which I serve quickens what's dead, 
And makes my labors pleasures. 0, she is 
Ten times more gentle than her father's crabbed; 
And he's composed of harshness. 

(1-9) 

The litany of opposites-pain/delight, baseness/nobility, 
poor /rich, quick/ dead, labors/pleasures, gentle/ crabbed-is in
voked in service of the recurrent idea that the proper temperament 
in a victim may alter the nature or the degree of the pain being 
undergone. Thus Ferdinand has the right temperamental stuff to 
bear up under hard physical labor, denial, and servility. Of course 
he now also has Miranda. 

In other moments of the text we see quite the other side of the 
temperament coin, of course, as when the "standing water" of 
Sebastian's "hereditary sloth" gets taught by Antonio "how to 
flow" into plans of murderous regicide and when Caliban's brute 
nature takes another step lower into · fawning intoxication with 
drunken clowns. Such scenes read almost etymologically as the 
temptation of personal power and the intemperance of demon 
rum. 

From this perspective the centrally important masque of Ceres 
and the betrothal of Ferdinand and Miranda in Act IV may be seen 
as a ritual invocation of the deities of moon, earth, and sky to mix 
their powers and blessings against all such bad tempers of the 
world. This ritual . moment of conjoining man and woman, "that 
they ~ay prosperous be" (IV. i. 104, my italics), as an assurance of 
the future, must be protected against all violence by the "wanton 
charm" of the masque. Charm must conjure the right mix against 
harm. 

This "Vanity of mine Art," as Prospero calls it, is for its audi
ence in the play a choral dance interlude, although we can notice 
that the temperate Ferdinand sees it more deeply as "a most ma
jestic vision, and I Harmonious charmingly" (IV. i. 118,19). For 
the reader of the text, however, it may be seen as the performance 
of tempering music, the wedding of the elements in natural harmony 
and "foison plenty," and the conjuring of marital fruition in "long 
continuance and increasing" that endures against the threats of 
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time. It is Prospero's most formal ritual moment (and here the play 
truly is allegorical), but of course he must interrupt it when the 
timely entry of the Reapers reminds him of Caliban's conspiracy. 
Not even Prospero has the full mastery; the Reapers remind him 
that time flies, and that even as it must be cut and tempered, it must 
also be obeyed. Time is; in Latin, tempest. 

All such moments of temper and temperament, whether on 
high, middle, or low social plains, or whether in drunken error or 
lofty white magical art, of course grow out of Prospera's project, 
and point to his name. Prosperare means to make fortunate, to cause 
to succeed, and whereas Prospero has made himself succeed by the 
"art" of books and the study of high seriousness-easily recog
nizable to us behind the robes of the theatrical magus and the 
unnamed "volumes" of his library, as the liberal arts of renaissance 
humanism-he now must prosper others. 

Temperance, in the Hellenistic tradition the sophrosyne of 
moderation and self-mastery, is a tricky mix to achieve, however. 
Prospero' s famous lines of tempered outrage at his enemies' actions 
reveal the emotional work he has done to temper extremes in 
attempting to prosper: 

Though with their high wrongs I am strook to th' quick 
Yet, with my noble reason, 'gainst my fury 
Do I take part. The rarer action is 
In virtue than in vengeance. They being penitent, 
The sole drift of my purpose doth extend 
Not a frown further. 

(V. i. 25-30) 

Here the imagery helps us to see the speaker as split "to the 
quick" into reason versus fury. Prospero must himself enter this 
opposition on the side of reason in order to retemper his fury. 
When vengeance is replaced here by virtue, we know it is not the 
Italian virtu of manly force, but rather the "kindlier" (V. I. 24) 
Christian virtue of caring about the transformation of temperament 
in others. Tempests of fury, whether familial, political, or sexual 
must be prospered into more temperate zones of reason and spirit. 
And that this must happen now is reinforced by the nearly choral 
repetition of the "now" in the play. "Now does my project gather 
to a head" (V. i. 1 ). Temp(us)est. It is time. 
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IV. 

The Tempest is of course for at least one scene, and some mo
ments of later offstage rattling thunder, a play about a weather 
storm. In all of its scenes, however, it is a play about an intriguing 
cluster of temp-root words. It is about tempers, and temperaments, 
about time and timing, about humorous and alchemical separat
ing, mixing, and tempering. It is a play about the transience of 
even "gorgeous palaces" and "solemn temples" (IV. i. 152, 153), 
but it is also a play about the temple of the body-"There's nothing 
ill can dwell in such a temple" (1. ii. 458)-and about the temples 
of the head, where, as Partridge says "one can see the beat of the 
Physio chronometer the pulse" (701). Miranda says, "For still it is 
beating in my mind" (1. i. 176), and Prospero echoes later "a turn 
or two I'll walk, I To still my beating mind" (IV. i. 163, 63). It is a 
play about "temporal royalties" (I. ii. 110), about the temptations 
of the political power inherent in them, and about the relation of all 
such secular matters to the timeless energies of heaven and earth. 
As the latter, one might say that it is about the contemplative life 
as opposed to, or rather mixed with, the active. 

Virtually everywhere too it is a play about musical tempering, 
or tuning, and thus about the Stimmung that Leo Spitzer found so 
recurrent a theme in western literature. It is about sounds, thun
dering, humming, barking, and it has both "Twangling instru
ments" (Ill. ii. 135) and the rarefied, selectively audible music of 
the spheres. As such it is a play about strident discords that are 
skillfully retempered into the chord of a music that hath charms to 
soothe the savage beast, and perhaps even the savagely political 
animal. In short, The Tempest is a play that plays most skillfully 
and persistently with the language roots, associations, and im
plications of its own substantive title. 

Shakespeare's unique genius for seeing even in individual 
words layers of meaning and figuration, and his genius for starting 
thematic strands of the text in them, seems acutely developed in 
The Tempest. For this reason it is not surprising that many readers 
have remarked on the noticeably "tempered" or hybrid nature of 
the metaphors that season its sparse language. Anne Barton 
speaks in great detail about the effects of the numerous 11COm

pounds" ("sea-change," "cloud-capped," "still-closing," "sight
outrunning," etc.) that mark the text, and she is worth citing at 
length: 
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In compounds like these-and the play is filled with them
nouns strike against nouns or other parts of speech with an 
immediacy and force which jars both components out of their 
accustomed meaning. Sometimes their stark relationship is 
signalized in the Folio text by a hyphen, sometimes not. The 
important factor is the brusque juxtaposition of two words 
neither of which appears to modify or be syntactically depen
dent upon the other in any normal sense. They have simply 
been hurled together and left to work out their complex and 
unstable union within the reader's mind. It is an extreme 
technique, this yoking together of words deprived quite 
deliberately of any logical or grammatical link, but it sets up 
a resonance beyond the capacity of more fully realized and 
thereby limited figures of speech. These paired and evenly 
weighted words expand almost indefinitely in the con
sciousness, in widening circles of meaning. Elemental, almost 
talismanic, images of language, a mode of expression more 
meaningful in its very bareness than anything more elaborate 
and conventional rhetoric could devise.11 

Coming in Shakespeare's last play, such poetic legerdemain 
naturally makes the reader pay it greater attention as a structural 
gesture. If Shakespeare in fact thought of The Tempest as his last 
work, as most criticism is persuaded he did, then most readers 
would share the sense that it might be the medium of a valedictory 
message about his art, about his language world, and about the 
world. As a last word, it is most appropriately a verbal incantation 
on time, on time as the divider, mixer, and natural temperer of all 
things. In time we are born into the elements of earth, air, fire, and 
water, in time we grow into the mixing processes of education, 
experience, will, and desire, and in time, only in time, in the 
immediate kairos moment of the present time, do we enjoy the 
possibility of refashioning, retempering ourselves into the finer 
creatures that all hopes and future visions of new worlds trust that 
we can be. From this perspective The Tempest is not so much a 
drama about the extensive new worlds of the Bermudas, or the 
Americas, or any other new geophysical place, but rather about the 
intensive, internal new worlds of temperament possible to every 
person with conscience and will. The real new world project is the 
individual, interior, and spiritual one. As Prospero, that flour
ishing, fortunate success of temperament training realizes, it all 
depends upon one's sense of time and timing: 

I find my zenith doth depend upon 
A most auspicious star, whose influence 
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If now I court not, but omit, my fortunes 
Will ever after droop .... 
Come away, servant, come; I am ready now. 

(1. ii. 181-87) 

Hobart and William Smith Colleges 
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"The Phoenix'' Re-viewed: 
Name-play, Wordplay, and Shakespearean 

Authorship Authenticated 
by R. F. Fleissner 

Before some notes of mine appeared in print to assist in estab
lishing Shakespeare's authorship of "The Phoenix and the Turtle,"1 

the former editor of Shakespeare Quarterly, John F. Andrews, once 
more had brought to bear the cardinal question of the elegy's 
authenticity (as had F. E. Halliday2 and others before him): "if 
indeed it is by Shakespeare (which many have questioned)."3 His 
principal demurrer was that its so-called "metaphysical" style 
appeared unnaturally or baldly factitious for the Stratford poet. In 
response, its very individualized form has been enlisted as evi
dence for authorship; Gary Taylor, for example, had recently 
discerned that the song he and Stanley Wells dared include in the 
new Oxford Shakespeare (''Shall I Die?") was genuinely 
Shakespearean because, although altogether diverse from the poet's 
other work (save for a song with similar metrics in A Midsummer 
Night's Dream), the master poet had shown in his unusual Phoenix 
poem how he was capable enough of being highly or unexpectedly 
individualistic. 

Without deigning to defend Taylor on his correlation of the 
Phoenix poem to "Shall I Die?," let us now attempt to respond to 
qualms of the skeptics. The style of the elegy, although considered 
"metaphysical" (even more so than Donne's poems) at least by 
some, could have had, at the same time, a sixteenth-century origin. 
True, such an association may appear anachronistic upon first 
glance; after all, style involving the so-called yoking of apparent 
disparates was normally linked rather with the next century; still, 
especially because of E. A. J. Honigmann' s recent claim to find the 
poem's genesis so far back in the sixteenth century that certain 
critics such as Samuel Schoenbaum have found him quixotic,4 it is 
worth bearing in mind again that, traditionally, its style is simply 
allegorical, thereby closely allied with that, say, of Matthew 
Royden's "Elegy for Astrophil" in The Phoenix Nest (1593), of all 
titles. Evidence for dating earlier than that clearly is exiguous. In 
any event, however "metaphysical" critics of today may deem the 
elegy's wordplay, such an abstract label should have no vital 
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bearing on the authorship question as such, certainly not as oppos
ing evidence against Shakespeare's authorship. 

What is more important is that the solicitous phrase "sigh a 
prayer" at the finale of the Threnos section noticeably looked ahead 
to Shakespeare's ''Epitaph on Himself," inveterately attributed by 
tradition to the Stratford bard himself, as Schoenbaum, Taylor, 
and Wells have agreed.5 In comparing similarities in the rhymes of 
the Epitaph with those in the Threnos and by verifying the final 
phrase as, in effect, clandestine codification (whether deliberately 
meant that way or not), namely a reworking of the surname 
"Shake-speare" directly underneath, we can see that, far from 
there being only adventitious parallels, name-play was being in
voked. A would-be forger, let us admit, would have been far less 
likely to accommodate such subtleties (the later Jeremy Collier 
perhaps excepted) than the poet's own subliminal, creative self. 
Although true enough, surnames were often then modishly hy
phenated anyway, in this instance a faithful compositor or editor 
might well have intuited the inherent name-play-as clearly in
volving haplology-and have agreeably complied, separating the 
poet's last name in civil deference to it, thus temporarily dissecting 
the "speare" portion to have it link more concertedly with the 
preceding end rhymes. 

Let us now augment these findings. First, in particular, the 
propitiatory manner in which the petition "sigh a prayer" looks 
forward to the magus' final lines in The Tempest, "Unlesse I be 
reliev'd by praier" (Epilogue 16), needs attention, notably the way 
in which the final coda-like effect of the Threnos is proleptic of the 
similarly coda-like ending of the Epilogue. Even more vibrant is 
the emotional tone achieved: the close concatenation of praying, 
sighing, and thereby being inordinately "reliev'd." 

Normally, to be sure, a petition for grace is merely "said"; by 
supplying more sensitivity to the performance of prayer, the poet 
added a definite touch. Whereas it would clearly be going too far 
to "equate" Shakespeare with Prospero, a commonplace too often 
indulged in by romantic critics (for it is dubious that the play
wright was then truly offering a valediction to the stage), again on 
the subtextuallevel it is hard not to recall such memorable earlier 
collocations as "I ... shake" followed in short order by "staffe" (V. 
i. 47, 54), thus resonant of the dramatist's surname. Analogously, 
the name of Falstaff would link up, too, inasmuch as a shaking 
spear would portend a falling staff-a"familiar quibble. Hence the 
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personal touch at the conclusion of the Threnos vitally parallels that 
at the end of The Tempest. 

In this connection let us consider that the double use of the 
reference to the house and shop called "the Phoenix" in The 
Comedy of Errors (1. ii. 75, 88), notably in connection with "praies" 
in basically the same context (90), peers ahead to the "sigh a 
prayer'' I "Shake-speare" combination at the tail end of "The 
Phoenix and the Turtle." In partial corroboration also of the link 
with the Epitaph, where an analogous phrase, "for Jesus sake," 
occurs, the very phrase "for God sake" is also close at hand in the 
drama (93). What is more, reference to "doth fast" and "praies" 
(89-90) suggests a strong religious link. To suggest that more than 
conscious intent linking the lines in The Comedy of Errors to those in 
the real "Phoenix" must be involved because of the anagogical 
undertones may be pushing it, but at any rate the creative mind is 
known to operate often in terms of a certain amount of free 
association of ideas. Again, to support this verdict, would any 
forger have figured out such analogous rhyme schemes and word
play independently? The verbal link-ups therefore help to cor
roborate authenticity. 

True, it might be contended that a totally different phoenix is 
involved in the comedy, one having only a topical extra-textual 
bearing, namely on the sign of a London tavern. Lest this parallel 
itself seem drunken, then, let us summon the authority of the 
Arden editor, Reginald A. Foakes, who has deigned to find the bird 
involved symbolic indeed and not merely to be taken as a represen
tative name. He has found it duly "appropriate to the story of 
Antipholus [of Ephesus] and Adriana, whose love is finally re
newed out of the break-up of their marital relationship."6 If this be 
acceptable, we might be tempted to see yet another adumbration of 
the poem in Dromio of Ephesus' remark that his master is slow in 
getting to "the Phoenix" for dinner, hence standing for the 
complementary turtle image. With hindsight, Shakespeare surely 
would have agreed. 

On the level of symbolic ornithology, more birds band together 
in the poem than merely the mythic phoenix and turtle (dove). 
Swan and crow fly in, summoning up Jonson's later tribute to his 
Mermaid Tavern companion as "Sweet Swan of A von" (presum
ably derived from the swan-constellation Cygnus rather than a 
bird on the river Avon) and Greene's earlier "upstart Crow" label. 
Jonson's ruminative allusion harked back to the elegy, but Greene's 
traducing one antedated both. In any case, the crow image has 
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been dubbed quintessentially Shakespearean, Halliday finding 
''And thou treble dated Crow" (17) a superb instance of the Upstart's 
metier. 

Lastly, one obvious quibble in the elegy is worthy of due 
recognition as genuinely Shakespearean "Lest the Requiem lacke his 
right" (=rite?) (16). True enough, rite in OED has the comment "in 
some cases perh. used for right," but in this poem the wordplay is 
somewhat less than tentative. In his lengthy study of this elegy, 
Vincent F. Petronella insisted on this paronomasia, stating that the 
bona-fide Shakespearean "swan ... will bring to the requiem his 
'right' (i.e., 'his due' with a pun on 'rite')."7 Now because the ref
erent of "his" wears a clerical collar, the wordplay on right and rite 
is scarcely jejune. Are we not induced to recall also the 
Shakespearean coat of arms with its stalwart motto Non Sanz Droict, 
the insignia also sporting a falcon brandishing a spear and thereby 
incidentally tying in with the bird imagery in the phoenix poem as 
well? After all, it is commonly accepted that Jonson alluded to this 
motto in the familiar phrase "Not Without Mustard," to which, in 
tum, allusion is made in As You Like It (1. ii. 61), a play with an 
entire scene then dealing lightly with a heraldic crest (IV. ii.).8 

From the theatrical point of view, this wordplay links intrigu
ingly with precisely the same sort found in Othello, its import being 
underscored in the Moor's lament: "the young affects I In me 
defunct" (1. iii. 263-64). Directly before that, Desdemona had 
complained of her husband: "The Rites [or rights] for why I love 
him, are bereft me" (I. iii. 257). Such doleful wordplay points to 
connubial rights in a dual sense: abed and at his side otherwise. 
Although several Shakespeareans, notably Hilda Hulme,9 have 
diligently tried to cope with this subtle pun, no one, to my knowl
edge, has correlated the quibbling effect with its forerunner in the 
phoenix poem, where perforce it had its nest. Agreed, in the elegy 
the ritual described pertains to the pulpit whereas in the drama 
something rather more physical is involved, yet when aptly re
lated to all the other Shakespearean effects in the elegy this os
tentatious piece of paronomasia provides a final, rite-ful'0 (and 
thereby also, let us trust, rightful) testament of authorship. 

Central State University 
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Notes 

1"Shakespeare's Epitaph and the Threnos," Notes and Queries, NS 35 (1988), 
53-54. References to Shakespeare are to the Pelican revised edition, ed. Alfred 
Harbage (New York: Penguin, 1969), supplemented with old spelling from the 
Norton First Folio, ed. Charlton Hinman. 

2A Shakespeare Companion, 1564-1964 (Baltimore: Penguin, 1964), p. 368. 
3"Shakespeare, William," in Dictionary of Literary Biography: Elizabethan 

Dramatists, vol. 62, ed. Fredson Bowers (DetrOit: Gale Research Co., 1987), p. 294. 
4Shakespeare: "The Lost Years" (Manchester: Manchester Univ. Press, 1985), 

p. 71 and Ch. IX. He suggests 1586, thinking that the poet may have "really tried" 
even back then. Schoenbaum's view was published in the TLS. 

'SeeS. Schoenbaum, William Shakespeare: A Documentary Life (New York: 
Oxford Univ. Press, 1975), p. 250. In correspondence he has advised me that in his 
"Postscript" to his revised Compact Documentary Life, to which I have not had 
access, he has more to say on this score. See also Stanley Wells and Gary Taylor 
(with John Jowett and William Montgomery), William Shakespeare: A Textual 
Companion (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1987), pp. 459-60. They supplemented 
Schoenbaum's documentation on the presumed authenticity of the Epitaph. 

'Rev. ed., London: Methuen, 1962, p. 16. 
7"Shakespeare's 'The Phoenix and the Turtle' and the Defunctive Music of 

Ecstasy," Shakespeare Studies, 8 (1975), p. 323. 
•on this point, see my "Brassica Hirta: Non Sanz Droict Re-echoed," The Coat 

of Arms (Heraldry Society, London), NS 5 (Autumn, 1982), 81-84. 
9Explorat ions in Shakespeare's Language: Some Problems of Lexical Meaning in the 

Dramatic Text (New York: Barnes and Noble, 1963), pp. 153-54. 
10My earlier note on this subject (seen. 1 above) was taken amiss by several 

Shakespeareans, and this misunderstanding needs to be rectified. First, the 
annotator for the International Shakespeare Bibliography was inspired to state 
that my argument for codification involves a curious, "acrostic" name game, but 
nothing like that is implied at all. It would too easily lend itself to anti
Stratfordian nonsense. In a letter to me (15 May 1990), the bibliographer acknowl
edged this as a misannotation and agreed to have it amended. Likewise Louis 
Marder, in ,.The Phoenix and the Turtle': Another Unsolved Mystery," Shakespeare 
Newsletter, 39 (1989), 40-42, has written: "One critic has suggested that 'sigh a 
prayer' is an internal play on Shakespeare's name"; he then added immediately: 
"All the foregoing and more thus 'corroborates' the Oxford theory" (p. 41). In a 
letter to me (13 April 1990) the editor acknowledged that the reference to my 
article was intended. Presumably his insinuation was that the hyphenation of 
Shakespeare's name could imply to some Oxfordians that the name-play was 
manipulated for purposes of deliberate obfuscation. But the Oxford theory was 
the furthest thing from my mind. See my response, "Did Shakespeare Provide His 
Own Epitaph?" Shakespeare Newsletter, 41 (1991), p. 54. 
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The 1992 Alabama Shakespeare Festival 
by Craig Barrow 

In the last few years Moliere, Shaw, and Tennessee Williams 
have sometimes fared better than Shakespeare at the Alabama 
Shakespeare Festival, but the 1992 twentieth repertory season 
featuring quality productions of The Comedy of Errors, King Lear, 
and Richard II marks a return to greatness of the Shakespeare 
productions. While The Tempest of 1987 and the Hamlet at the Fes
tival of 1988 were memorable, recent performances of Othello and 
Macbeth were not. Casting for repertory performances sometimes 
leaves roles inadequately covered, and occasionally the creative 
thrust of a subtextually driven director or a time shift of the action 
to the nineteenth or twentieth centuries diminishes the stature of 
major characters or creates unwanted anachronisms to those un
aware of history. Happily in 1992, talent made good decisions. 

The Comedy of Errors always seems to be more enjoyed by 
audiences than by critics probably because the latter see the play 
as derivative from Plautus. Pure farce has a marvelous energy, 
however, which director Jared Sakren successfully unleashes. As 
in many ASF productions in the past, Sakren updates the costum
ing and setting of the play, this time to turn-of-the-century Turkey 
to provide 11a clearer contrast between the world that Egeon and 
his family had left and that to which they had traveled."1 The energy 
of the play is caused by the comic confusion engendered by the two 
sets of twins, a device Henri Bergson in Laughter has called the 
reciprocal interference of series. The cases of mistaken identity 
produce surprise initially, but it is the latter complication of mis
taken purpose that really drives the action. The fanciful Turkish 
set designed by Charles Caldwell highlights the surprises, won
ders, and errors experienced by the characters. Spectacular effects 
by Doctor Pinch, ably played by Ross Tatum, assist in making 
magic a possible source for the amazing occurrences in the play. 
While Lisa I vary and Suzanne Irving are good as Adriana and her 
sister Luciana, the play really belongs to Ray Chambers and John 
Preston, who play the Antipholus twins, and to Steven David 
Martin and Dan Cordle, bondsmen to the Antipholi. All have a 
marvelous sense of timing and repetition. Martin is probably the 
better comic victim, and Chambers makes more of his part by 
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playing up the rogue potential of his character. Though lovers of 
Shakespeare might not respect the play, it is fun and it does work. 

This year's production of King Lear is the best the Festival has 
done and the best I have seen in Canada or the United States. 
Either in prudence or wisdom, neither Kent Thompson, the di
rector, nor Susan Willis, the assistant director, warped the play to 
fit some preconceived subtext. A. C. Bradley called King Lear 
Shakespeare's 11greatest achievement" but "not his best play."2 

Most of us as students and teachers who have read the play many, 
many times feel Shakespeare's power, but like Bradley and Maynard 
Mack in King Lear in Our Time 3 worry about the stage's fragmen
tation of what can seem unified in a reader's platonizing 
imagination. 

Many improbabilities and inconsistencies might shake one's 
faith in the play such as a brother writing to a brother in the same 
house, the dialect shifts of the disguised Edgar, Gloucester's fall 
off the "cliff," or the disappearance of the Fool. More fearful for 
Lear productions is the play's shaping of audience feelings-sus
pense through the intrigue of Edmund, Goneril, Regan, and 
Cornwall; pity for the suffering of Lear and Gloucester; hoped for 
romance in the struggle of Kent to serve Lear, Cordelia to rescue 
him, and Edgar's attempt to teach a despairing father to "bear I 
Affliction till it do cry out itself, 'Enough, enough,' and die" (IV. vi. 
75-77).4 Mack, in a serious jest, used Polonius' description of 
dramatic genres to describe King Lear as "tragical-comical-his
torical-pastoral-romantical."5 The perceived genre of a work 
depends on which character is seen as a normative character or 
hero/anti-hero. Thus to emphasize Gloucester in a production 
increases melodramatic pathos; to emphasize the career of Edgar 
produces feelings similar to the quest of romance; to emphasize 
Edmund, who has some of the fascination of Iago, is to promote 
suspense through intrigue. Because so much is going on in King Lear, 
it is sometimes difficult in a production to keep Lear at the head of 
the table. 

Thank goodness Kent Thompson and Susan Willis did not try 
to meddle with King Lear. There was no shift of costuming and 
setting to bring the play supposedly up to date, although more was 
done with costuming than I had seen in previous productions of 
King Lear. While Lear goes from royal robes to white nightshirt, 
there are several intervening stages of costuming along the way. 
Costuming in the production tends to strip away public roles, 
although for Lear the golden finery in Act I only emphasizes Lear's 
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kingliness throughout the production-the costuming establishes 
a memory. 

This quality of Lear's kingliness is important to the success of 
the production, for it allows the play's disparate generic elements 
to fuse in an orderly way. We are never allowed to forget Lear's 
responsibility for the chaos engendered by his careless treatment 
of bonds of family and service. Though Lear may be a man more 
'"sinned against than sinning'" (III. ii. 60), the ASF production 
never simply allows Lear to be only a victim of Goneril, Regan, 
Cornwall, and Edmund. He is responsible for the wretchedness of 
all. It is as if we were seeing a tragic error and a fourth act scene 
of recognition. Even Lear's madness is not allowed to detract from 
his stature, as the production causes one to consider Edgar's 
'"reason in madness"' (IV. vi. 179) as a proper evaluation of Lear's 
ruminations on injustice in the world. 

I do not believe that the virtues of this production happen; 
they are chosen. Spectacle, even with Lear in the storm in Act Ill, 
never overshadows language. Edgar's heroism, Edmund's 
scheming, and Gloucester's charitable fatalism are never allowed 
to have independent being; instead, they are aspects of Lear's error 
and its consequences. The highlighting of family relations and 
responsibilities and ideas of service keeps the focus on Lear, 
thereby providing order to a complicated whole, as Lear directs 
the feast. I give Kent Thompson and Susan Willis great credit for 
this success. The urge to bring something into the play to give it 
unity by theatrical choice is wisely put aside. There are no casting 
errors; every actor and actress is in the role he or she can best do. 

Much of the success of the play, of course, depends upon who 
plays Lear and not just upon the external choices of Thompson and 
Willis. Philip Pleasants, despite some wonderful actors who have 
worked for the ASF since its move to Montgomery, is still the most 
capable actor for a large role such as Lear. His performances as 
Iago and Prospero in previous seasons were unforgettable. 
Pleasants handles all the aspects of Lear well-the early vanity and 
willfulness, but also the warmth and generosity that motivates 
what good service Lear receives. Compared to Paul Schofield, 
Pleasants has less tremor and more appetite, even insight. Pleasants 
keeps us aware of the power and responsibilities of kingship and 
does not allow his character simply to be a victim. One can thus 
better understand Kent's and the Fool's allegiance as a result. Lear 
was a man they respected and loved, despite his rashness, and 
Pleasants allows glimpses of what they loved in him, his authority 
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and generosity. To single out others in the production for special 
praise is difficult, since all performed well; nonetheless, Steven 
David Martin was marvelous as Edgar and John Milligan did 
equally well as the Fool. Ray Chambers as Edmund and Alison 
Edwards as Regan were imaginative and waspish. Brenda Foley 
did a fine job in projecting Cordelia's quiet righteousness and 
inward virtue. King Lear featured ensemble acting at its best; my 
only regret is that the production will not tour so that I could use 
it in the classroom. 

As Suzanne Langer says, works of art express human feeling. 
History plays, more than tragedies and comedies, are less clear, 
however, in the ways they shape audience response. As Charles 
Forker said in ''The Idea of Time in Shakespeare's Second Historical 
Tetralogy," "Shakespeare's histories have a more ambiguous sense 
of ending than the comedies and tragedies."6 The history plays 
represent the continuum of time-past, present, and future-as 
opposed to the closure of time in the tragedies and comedies. 
Then, too, the concepts of historical time Shakespeare inherits, 
cyclical from Thucydides and Polybius, and Christian, featuring a 
beginning and end of time in terms of salvation, shape the genre of 
history plays in contradictory ways. Time in the pagan tradition is 
out of control, tragic in destiny; whereas time in the Christian 
tradition is redemptive and comic, since falls can be fortunate. 

Both temporal senses can be found in Richard II. The repeti
tion, the cycles of history, can be seen in Bolingbroke's occupation 
of the same position at play's end as Richard held at play's be
ginning: each is responsible, in part, for a murder of a kinsman as 
king, Gloucester for Richard and Richard for Henry. Richard 
himself tries to impose a divinely apocalyptic time, seeing himself 
as God's anointed one whom his countrymen are crucifying. The 
cyclical sense of time is sometimes hard for an audience to see in 
Richard II largely because Shakespeare dramatizes Richard's 
murder but Gloucester's death is offstage. 

In 1983 the Stratford Festival produced Richard II on its large 
stage. While the production was beautiful, it emphasized the 
ceremonies and pageantry of the play, allowing Richard as victim 
of Bolingbroke to dominate audience's feelings while distancing 
Richard's failings as a king to provide justice. 

The ASF Richard II, because it was played in the Octagon, a 
theater seating about 200, was much more intimate. The audience, 
sitting in a U-shape around the stage, could not disengage them
selves from the play. It was above them, since the stage was on two 
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levels, and it was in the midst of the audience with some action 
even played in the aisles. Responsibility for action seemed easier 
to assess under these circumstances. The time of the cycles, the 
non-Christian time, was emphasized in the Alabama production. 

Kent Thompson did a fine job directing Richard II. As usual, 
the costuming by Elizabeth Novak was nicely done; the king and 
his favorites appearing in pastels, while Bolingbroke, 
Northumberland, and Gaunt are in browns, greys, and black. 
Homosexuality was an unspoken subtext of the performance, with 
Richard the master of ritual and Bolingbroke of politics. The cast 
was unusually good. Memorable were Barry Boys as John of Gaunt 
and Edmund Langley as the Duke of York, Richard's uncles. 
Steven David Martin as Mowbray, a Welsh captain, and Exton, was 
especially good. Like Jack Lemmon, this actor who is gifted in 
comedy, is gradually acquiring tragic depth. Ray Chambers as 
Aumerle highlighted Aumerle's smugness, while Julian Gamble 
was excellent as the manipulative, hard Northumberland. The 
play, however, belonged to Greg Thornton and Patrick Page. Greg 
Thornton's Bolingbroke was earnest; he hid the political adroitness 
of Bolingbroke, thereby making it all the more effective. Patrick 
Page was brilliant as Richard; this young actor could probably play 
Hamlet, since he has the emotional range for the part. Richard's 
early arrogance, his defeat, his recognition, were all nicely handled 
by Page. His tears, his grief, were all convincing. 

Seldom in the last few years have I reviewed every production 
in a season by the Alabama Shakespeare Festival. I tend to be silent 
where I cannot praise; I want the productions to be good in the 
same way that Hemingway wanted a good bullfight. The 1992 
season of the Alabama Shakespeare Festival was the best I can 
remember since 1975. One can only look forward with bouyant 
anticipation to next season with its productions of Henry IV, Parts 
I and II. 

University of Tennessee at Chattanooga 

Notes 

1Jared Sakren, "Director's Notes, n Festi'Dal: The Official Program of the Alabama 
Shakespeare Festioal (Montgomery: Wells Printing, 1992), p. 23. 
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2A. C. Bradley, Shakespearean Tragedy (Oeveland: Meridian, 1955), p. 198. 
3Maynard Mack, King Lear in Our Time (Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 

1972), pp. 3-41. 
•Quotations accord with The Complete Works of Shakespeare, eds. Hardin Craig 

and David Bevington (Glenview, Ill.: Scott, Foresman, 1980). 
!Mack, p. 5. 
'Charles R. Forker, uThe Idea of Time in Shakespeare's Second Historical 
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